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ENERGY AAD EARLY ADOLESCENCE

o

4a.

Most.early adolescents are unkistgoing significant changes. The
change.pattern is not linear; it ilifferendipitous, making this age group
extremely heterogeneous.phrsiologically, psychologicallr and socially.1
Schools must deal either directly or indirectly with these chang4s." One
way schools(can help early adolescents is through the currictillam4

I

potential of young a
Middle grhdes w

changes evalopmenta

T e Energy Education Curriculum Project will focus on increasing
tescents. Here a plan.for an energy curriculum
be outlined which.reeognizes the heterogeneous
atterns of.early adolescents, while trying to

push the ond.current le els of intellectual and parttcipatory achieve-
-Ment., The ProjeciWilllifocus.on students potential as effective energy
actors;2 as titizensylo have tOe knowledge and skills to conserve scarce
energy yesources and Pioducts in signifIcant'ways and to influenv others
ih wisesenergr use. In'this way, the project hopes to provide one curric-
'uluM SolutiolvIta t4e'tw1noncerns of'fidolescent development and energy
educatidn,

-
. 0 0 .

RATIONALE",;

<7
a recent PsyChology Today article a noted authority on'adolescence,

Jose#h Adelson, Made the folloWing statement, "Adolescents as a whole are .

'nO.eln turmoil, mu deeply disturbed, not at the mercy of their impulses,
gnot resistant-to part;ntal 'values, hot politically active or rebellious:"
Ji7the artiele'Called "Adolescents and the Generalization Gap," Adelson .

,points out that most of ourdgeneralizations about adolescents are based
, .

,01 a "tyranny of the visibre." People tend to remember some of the more
, shocking, more spontaneous,:inoragidiosyncratiLevents which adolescents,
experience.and to geheralize basdd on this behavior. Adelson pleads for
a mol:e 'well-rounded look at adolescents as a group that can be signifi-
chntly'genera1ized across theyhole spectrum of types orroung adults.3

'the general approach outlined h
to adolescents and their potential.

4
cents can do, what their potential i
to acheire their potential. In the

adolescents as individuals, to middl
place_of curriculum change wila be

4
. For our purposes here, >toung 'br early adolescents will reier to 10
to 15 year olds and are distihguished from their 16 to 19 year old adoles-.
cent cgunterparts by tiie fact that significant physiological changes are ,

initiatedan the-earlieiage group.

ere is based On a "positive" approach
the focus,will be on what adoles-
s, or how people can help move them
following peragraphspne approach tb

unior high schoolS, and to the
ibed.

. 0 . I . .
A

,
2By effective energy actors, the PrOject mean's-those Who can translate

knowledge and skills into action which promotes energy conservation.

3Joseph Adelson, "Adoleicents and the Generalization Gap," Psychology
Today/February,"1979, pages 33-38.
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Approach_to Adolescents. Our view of early' adolescents,As shaped

by.a single word:- "Wential." Early adolescenahave potential for.

loving from the concrete to the abstract in cognitive thinking. They

can move from a rtile-bobnd value positi,on.to a more principled value

position. They have the capacity to shed their "subject" role and become

citizens by taking responsibility for their, actions on energy problems.

The approach is nbt insensitive to.where adolescents are., what preblems

they are having, and what kinds of growth patterns exist. But the "po-

tential" concept keeps it headed beyond where adolescents are to where

they can be.

The amoech to adolescents is action-oriented. Anyone who 4as

taught in junior high or middle schools, or has raised early Adolescents,

knows that they are spontaneous in their activities. they thin4 feel,

and do things spontaneously within almost every setting in whichithey -

operate:- The action base for the curriculum will focus on the need for

self-expression.in order for potential to be increased. The approach will

mobilize the natural need that adolescents have to think creatively and

more actively, and to express themselveS'in -a variety of ways inside and

outside of 'schools to promote student development and energy education.

Approach to Schools. Oiler the last decade, a distinction has been t

made between middle schools and junior high schools. Whatever the title,

these schools generally include grades 6 through 9. Some have a four-

year sequence, and Most a three-yeai sequence that includes grades 6

through 8 or 7 through 9. When the middle grades are referred to here,

both middle schools andljunior highs 4re included.

AS a recent report by the National Science Foundation indicates,

thereAaTe relativel?`few differences between middle schools and Anior

high." Presently, most schools in theiktiddle grades prepare students

1

for their high school >steers, They suPport a discipline-centered cultic-

ulum: sBecause -Of these school characteristics, the Project's approach
.

tOnschools involves dealing,re istically with the segMented structure

1of the school. Yet in order,to )serve,adolescent development,
everyday ( -

boundaries of schedule and structure need to be pushed beyond normal,

routines. 'Interdisciplinary cooperation will be emphasized in order to

reinforce student experiences. Student activities will involve a variety

of teachers and staff, transcending_barriers of role and function. There-.

fore, the approach also supports the princiyle of dealing with the whole

school and student participation in it. , ,-
,

.. 0 /-
Approach to-the Curriculum. Every type of eduCational change needs

a base. While the approach fOcuses on the whole school, it uses social

studies asia base for curriculum development and change. Social seudies

s interdisciplinary bi nature, and the focus of the social studies is on

oth knorledge and policy, or action. It seems a natufal home for cur-

riculum materials on energy education. Many materials have been developed

in science; few in social studies. TheAientificiOase is one important.
4.

4National Sciehce Foundation, Early Adolescence: Perspi3ctives and

Recommendations. Washington, D.C.:- U.S. Government P14nting 00ice:

f0/8. N.
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part of the cur#culuin, but it is only one part of what is needed to
promote ef ctive energy actors. Therefore, the materials will find
their home ii s ial studies in order to implement the curriculum and
effect education 1 change in the schools. The middle grades material
will focus on social studies lessons adapted to World Cultures and
American History courses.

. . OBJECTIVES

Nb.

The general goal.,of the,curricuium is to promote. effective energy
actors. An effective energy actor is a person who.is aware.of his/her

. environment:and ifs uses. This person is knowledgeable about energy
resources,,transformation procespes'and outcomes of those processes,

, An effectiire energy actorhas ttie intellectual skills to deal with energy
problems and to think Ihrough.these problems in important Ways. Finally,

an effective energy actor can use his or.her awareness, knowledge, and
skills in acting kn participatory ways in.inpvidual and group settings
Which promote energy conservatiofi. It is the conversion processpetween
awareness,Anowledge, skills and participation ihat seems crucial to the
promotion of effective energy actors. :

Knowledge Objectives. Knowledge is an important domain df,objectives
for,the mUdle gradest. However, the content and kind of knowleage is

,unigde. the National Assessment of Educational Progress study reflected
that a good deal of common' sense isformation is'held by young kdults about
t &energy problem.5 They gain this knOwledge through the media. How-

r, knowledge Was aiazingly low concerning fflajor concepts about energy
blemsi'the processes of energy transformition and especially the policy

processes through which people influence energy problems. For example,

only 14% of-the young adults knew that coak'is the primary energy source
usea to produce.the nafion's'electricaf energy.

K

The assessment also showed that in the policy area, people doubted
that they could influence government, manufacture's or oil companies with
regard t energy prolems. They also showed a lack of knowledge of altei-
natives n the.poliejr process or alternativetoutcomes of their actions:

. they wa ea to continue driving cars. Finally, theyeshowed a lack of.

know12dge of the consequences of,people's actions for the energy situation.
;

The knowledge objective& in.the.middle'grades materials will focus
on concepts which will allow students to abstract from their specific,en-
vironment.,..The'concepts ;fill include concepti about energy, such as con-

servation or transtormation, nclepts About human behavior, including
effective.energy habits. The owledge objectives willgalso focus on

-----policy_processes,_so_that_ stude ti can_understaneiays in which they.can
interact lin decision4making. Fi ally, the,objectives will stress.the1

1

' SNationa ssessment of Educational Prosress, E Knowled e and

Attitudes: Na konal Assessment of Energy AwarenessAmong oung A ts.

'Denver, Colorado:' Education Commission of ihe-States, December, 07t.

4
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alternatives and consequepees of actions so that stuaents cin see

the trade-offs that theY make ih taking action on energy problems.,

(See thart on following page4

,)
Imapnation Objectives'. A new dimension becomes very imPortent

at the middle grades level.: It/can be labelled "imagination." Imagi-,

u nation is a motivational concept.' It comes internally from_the

vidual, not externally .from the teaeher or the school. It:is necessary

as -a maitivAtor to promote interest in a particular subject matter.'-It

is ihrougfil the vehicle.of imagination that we will attempi\urcatch

students' interest in enereand to motivate them to (12 something about

it.

Bascially, imagirration includes four different. -steps. First, it

involves motivation. A student is-asked to Imagine someihilkg. This

"something" comes internally from the studenX. A student can think

about a problem or an event which miy or may not be related to the

specific subject matter at han&., The second level involves descrip-

tion. A stvdent describes the image that is in his or her mind.

Students can share that concrete image with other students. Third,

' the student utilizes abstract concepts to:describe the image,umoving

4
from the concrete to the abstract. FinallY, a student will apply '

-tfiose'concepts to specif1C real-world situations. In this way,.imagi- 0

nation capitalizes on the potential of students to Move,from concrete

to abstract situations and provides internal motivation and concern

for energy,problem-solving.°
. - : .

, .It is important to state here that the imagination objectives
,

are.not mere instructional strategies for motivating students. The

reader should not ttink in:siandard-urriculum categories. Imagine-,

tion is, in itself, °an objective which can be promoxed by a variety

Of strategies. It is an ability to think new thoughts, feel new

feelings and share them with othets. It is one key for opening im-

portant'conceptual and valuing capabilities. It is a skill of a

different genre than either inquiry or moral'reasoning. It is a

skill in expanding potential dimensions of .thinking, feeling and ,

acting. It is a key to the unique potentials of early adolestents.7.

ParticipatiOn Oklectives. 'The participation domain will focus

or; developing skills in the decisipn-making process. Decision-making

f

veers to choices th t people m elTd the consequences of those choices.
i.

a

;

tThe idea of .imaginatonj biilt frov many sources. The chief

soutce cited here is Robert SamOve The Metaphoric Mind. Menlo

Parkk'Calilornia: Addison-Wesley,' 1976; and The Whole School Book.

Menlo Park, Californii:-,Additdh=WeileY-;197-7.

7See especially Jerome Bruner, On Knowing: Left Hand Learning.

; New Ydtk: Antheneum Press, 1962; and Abraham Maslow, The Farther

, !loathes of Human Nature. New York: Viking, 107i.

r
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.06.1EdIVES FOR THE input GRADES ENERGY CURRICULUM'

' ':'

Icnowledge:-Objectivis

1.+, Studdhts will acquire basic concepts of enirgy conservation,
, .resourceb, and, interdependence.

2.4 Studeits will acquire basiotconcepts of self and human beNavior.

3. Students wf11. acquire knowledge of basic processes of energy trans-
,

-foiMatioWand Use.
.

4. StudentA willmtquire.basic knowledge of policy processes affecting
energy decision-making 'and the impact of various alternatives.

Imgination Objectives

1. 4tudents will develop ipages of enere situations fromtheir own
personal experiences.

-

2; Students will fhare concrete descriptions of their images of.energy

situations,

4

situations

. Spudents,wil
andohardktho

Students will
lives.

th other students.

use concepts to desciibe their'imaginary
e with-other students.'

apply the concepts they develop to their

o

own everyday

'Participation Objeciives

1 Students will learn basic steps in individual decision-making .

including'information, 'choices, alternatives, applying values to

, alternatives, and determining consequences.

2. Students will experience individual decision-making in group settings
in their school, home, and community related.to energy conservation.

3. Students will develop skills in group decision-making, inclilding

identifying'rules and appropriate.strategies,';implementing group
decisions, and identifying.consequences. -T..

Students will gain experience in acting in group situatIons in their
school), home, and cOmmunity related to enerpy consprvation.

,

we,

011.
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The objectives will'facilitate individual decision-1ma4ng. They will .

be espetially focused on cultivating students' valuing skills in dealing

with alternatives and recognizing the consequences of their Actions.

The objeCttves will also focus on group decision-making. They

will highlight the rules that mide groups different from each other,

strategies that can be used in flifluencing Aecision-making, and how
.N
to implement group decisions..

Students will also identify the impact that group decisions can

have on schools,-communitiesand nations as wholes. Group decision-

making will also focus ori'peer relationships, trying,tq utilize the

peer focus of most early adolescents brorder to promote effeatime

actidn. Jr

According to these objectives, effective enetgy ictors at ihe

middle grades level will have skills in imagination which kill culti-

vate their, interest andclarify the applications of ideas about the

energy problem. They will also have knowledge about energy and the

polie.X process which they will put to use in effective decision-

making, both in tepos of making a choice and implementing tHat choice

effectively. The activities will.involvOdolescents in multiple

typtos of situations within and outside the school in practicing

effective.conservation.strategies.

CURRICULUM PJAN

e curriculum plan-for the Energy Project involves a basic

st ture. A core of lessons to be integrated into social studies

in truction is the foundation. Major interdisciplinary building.-

blocks take the farm of mini-lessons in science, language arts, and

. practical arts. A teacher's guide and\ lesson plans are cross7beams

linking theentire structure together. The goal of the curriculum

is to articulate energy education with Standard World Cultures and

American History courses in the middle grades.

The plan intludes an introductory'cartoon book whicfi explains

the major ideas and skills in the program and the development of

three units of material. The cartoon book constitutes a basic set

of materials, roughly 15 to 20 pages long, that Will introduce stu-

;:idents to imagination skills, basic concepts in the'course, including

the concepts:oeconservation, energy resources and interdependence,

_and skills in individual and group decision-making. The first unit

1
of materialsmill f2c4s'on the World Cultures course'and include ,

studies of Sub-Sahaian Africa, Europe, Asia and Northern,Africa and

the Middle East. The second unit will offer materials to be used

in American History courses.

The' materials are designed to be used flexibly. Regardless.

of which unit is used by which teacher, everyone will have a Common

base for begtnOing the energy materials. Although the American

V
N 1story course isfilost often used'i,n the eighth grade, the World

.
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Cultures program is more diverse. A teacher migh use a chapter

i
on Sub-Saharan Africa and a chapter on Europ ea hdirom different
units in the material. This flexibility inake gr 4 leveling of
the materials difficult. There are ma4or'dif erences Setween
sixth and eighth graders, as well as among students in any given
grade. Therefore, lessons will be designed which include several
levellp of activity so that different grade levels can use any one
or a troup of lessons,from t e energy materials.

The introductory cartoon book and the two units of materials
are outlined on the following page.( The cartoon book will serve
as an intYoduction. The first unit on Energy and Four Cultures
will be divided,into tour chapters. In each of these chapters
there' will be lessong utilizing students' imagination, whtch ini-
tiate the material, lessons on basic energy concepts ana basic
energy processes as well as policy processes, andjinally, sug-
gested participation activities. The lessons and activities will
be related.to the particular culture which is identified by the.
chapter heading. The second unit on Energy and American History
is organized into three time periodS.. The lessons Cover more
advanced ideas and'skills, but are not dependent on the use of
the World Cultures materials.

or each of the'major uniis there are also minirlessons,
wh4ch involve,interdisciplinary activities and linkages to science,
lan age arts, and practical arts classes,

. Students would be
learning about energy conservation through their social studies
class. The social studies teacher and the science teacher.could
then get together for a science lesson which would show basic energy
conservation principles. In this way, a science lesson on the trans-
fdrmation of petroleum into sasoline might be linked to a social
studies lesson on energy and Sub-Saharan Africa.

) .

The materials also co tail' a teacher's guide and lesson plans.
There are Iteason plans for the cartoon book and tor each of'the two
units. There are a total of twelve lesson plans for the World
Cultures unit and nine lesson plans for the American History unit.
Also included is a related bibliography and a set of reference mate-
rials, such as a glossary and background material necessary to un-
derstand some of the technical aspects of the energy problems'which
are confronted in the matirials. Teachers need 4ot have any special
expertise in order to teactrthe materials. The teacher mpterial
serves as a resource library for teachers who can use the lesson
plans in the teacher's guide', or create their own, lessons based on
tbe materials.

AD



CONTENT OUTLINE FOR OE MIDDLE GRADES CURRICULUM

-

Cartoon Rook Introduction

) The cartoon book will introduce students to all of the basic

ideas and skills in the curriculum. It wirl be done as a conic

with a running story. Students' skills in imagination will he
initiated, basic knowledge in terms orthe concepts used in'the
curriculum will be. introduced, and basic skills in individual and
group decision-making will be outlined. The cartoon book wi41 be
used in conjunction with any or kll of the chapters or entire
units that are used by teachers in the middlesgrades.

Energy and Four Cultures .

Chapter Onv 41nergy and Sub-Saharan Africa

Students will Uevelop imagination skills and basic knowledge'
about energy resources in Africa, basic conservation strategies and
the interdependence of Africa with other Cultures in energy dse.
They will develop skills in individual decision-making and !Ict in
roles making individual decisions about energy use in their skills;

a

Chapter Two: Energy.and Europe

Students will learn basic imagination skills. They will apply

their knOwledge of energy conservation, resources and interdepindonce,
to the Eurgpean ring. They will learn basic skills in individual
decision-making d apply them outside of their school to their 4

family sitting.

Chapter Three: Energy and Asia

Students will apply basic imagination ilUlls. They will learn
specifically about India, China-Ind Japan and make comparisons of
energy resdurces, conservation and interdependenci in the Asian con-

text. They, will learn basic skills in group decision-making and
apply them to their family setting. '

0.

Chapter Four: Energy and the Middlb East

Students will utilize basic imagination skills. They will apply

the idea of energy resources, coniervetion and interdependence te the

Middle East context. they will maks comparisons based on their know-

ledge of other cultures. They will learn basic group decision-making

skills and apply them to thdir community setting.

Energy and AmericanNistory,

Chapter One: Energy end Colonial Amiet;ics

Students will study a small town during the colonial period.

They will develop basic imagination skills. They will apply thei

knowledge of energy resources, conservation and interdependence to
the colonial setting.. They will plan community conservation strat-
egies which students can initiate Pm their community.

4.,

Chapter TWo: Energy and the Ind4trial evolution

Students will learn about the changes in energy use that were
accomplished during the beginning of the industrial revolution.

They will apply basic imagination skills. They Will work with

concepts of enorgy\resources, conservation and interdependence

during the industrial revolution. They will'plan an energy fair

reflecting energy Uses during(the industrial reyolution for their

entire school.

Chapter Throe: Energy. and the Post-War Bra

Students will study energy ute in the period of U.S. ascendancy

alter World War II. They will kis* basic imagination skills and .apply

concepts of energy resources, conservation and inteldEpendence to

the pest World War II setting. They will initiate d'plan for energy

Gonseriatioli which is based on the U.S.Is new position as an energ7

ti

consumnr in the post WorldWar // era.

"It



EVALUATION AND DSSth1N4MON

The.energy materials.have. undergone i thorough evaluation. At each
stake of the Project the conceptualization, the materials and the golicy
'plans have been reviewed by i steering committee at the Division of
Curriculum in the Indiana Degartment of Public.Instruction. Ideas and
materials have also'been reviewed by an eight-person teacher panel conr 7)

sisting of social studies, science, language arts and praótical arts;
.teachers who are working in the middle grades.in Indiana. This evalua.

. tion mechanism allowed for systematic evaluation by two panels of re-,
viewers. Additional consurtants and tedther.reviewers were utilized as
Inecific needs arose. A science consultant was used frequently.. Mate-
rials were also evaluated through presentations at conventions and
articles, such as_this conceptualization plan.

There wasalso a systematic pilot testing of the materiais in the
Project. A pilot test wav conducted in the.spring utilizing schools
across the state of Indialia. A sampler was developed that contains.the
cartoon book, the chapter from the World Cultures unit'on.Europe and .
the chapter from the American History unit on Energy and the Post-War
'Era. These sampler materials were systematically tested and evaluated.
and used as models for the development.of the'remainder of'the curric7 .

ulum materials. A final evaluation was conduct"ed of the use of the
curriculum materials when they were eroduced aiid used in schools acibss
the staie and the nation.

The materials are also being disseminated. 'Brochures were developed,
articles were produced and meetings were attended in which many different
individuals, both educators and practitioners,'had the opgortunity to
learn about the materials and to useglessons from the units.

The chief dissemination mechanism involved workshops held across
the state including middle grades teachers and administrators involved
in social studies, science, language arts and practical arts instruction.
These workshops were he10 in the Fall, 1979, and were 'attende4)by
participants from a widi variety of groups.

In this way, curriculum development,, evaluation and dissemination
work hand-in-hand in the'Project. Hopefully, this strategy a/lowed the
Project to reach as many teachers and students as possible and to help
students to become truly effective energy actors.

a.
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INTRODUCTION

ENtRGY EDUCATION TEACHER'S .GUIDE

The material that followa is designed to help you mdke the most use

or these energy education materials. This introduction is divIded into

'four parts. First, ,a hriebdescriptidn of the general plig1/4n of'the mate- 4.

rials and their use is ven, Sehond, a part 'on active involvement il-

lUstratas how students can become truly involved.with. materials,in their

e classroom, across the chool ds a whole aud in co*Tunity activities.

The third part shows in which the materials -N. be intewted into
standard social stUdies courses in World Cu4pres. Finally a part on
interdisciplinary activities demonstrates ways Chat teachers from various

'subject aeas can get 04,ether in order to.reinforce stuaents' activities

fin becoming effective ene'rgy actors. All of these parts are designed to

highlight dimensions.of the 9tei1a1s that will augment and improve

- instruction in your class.

.GENERAL. PLAN '

The organization of these energy materials can be outlined

I. 'Rationale

II, Introduction

.

. .
,

A .

.

(
,

A. teacher's Guide
B. Glossary A

C. Resource Bibliography
.,IIIr Teacher's Guide to the Cartoon Book

IV. Teacher's Guide for each Chapter/Adaptations
V. Studept Materials for each Chapter

Zach paA of the materials has a spedlfic purpose and function. Taken

togetber, the materials xonstitute a base.for you to effectively teach,
about energy and effective action.on energy problems.

rJ

The 'rationale section explains the philosophy-behind these materials.
It shows the aaproach,the'general content, the pilot evaluation, and
dissemination Of the materiajs. Basically, we are trying to enbance'

students' abilities to betome effective energy actors.

This guide explains how to use and carry out the philosOp y de-

scribed in tht ratibna1e. It concludes with a glossary.for rference as

well as a resource bibliography. This bibliography can help you go farther

with the materials or dllve into particular topics. 4

- The teacher's guide.to the cartoon book offeril-siwgstions for using,.

the student cartoon book, quantum Conserves, which"Tt separate from this

material. The cartood book is designed as an introduction for any of the
. World Culture lessons. ti can hlso'be used on its own. It is a basic oto

,

introducti3On to the ideasAn the course.

There are four chapters in this World Cultures unit. There are

.chapters on Europe,.Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa and, North Africa-Middle. Eait.

There PS a teacher's guide with lesson plans for each chapter. T"hese .

pagOs follow the division pages. .The lesson plans contain objectives
and a step-by-Stepplan for carrying out the lesson. A student assessment

instrument is also included for each lesson. If the.lesson plans are
. ,
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used in conjunct1on with ttle)student
materials, you have a complete plan for
tpacteg about energy in your clas4.

There are also adaptation lessons
contained in the teacher's guide for
-each chapter. The adaptations provide
ways of working with teachers from ether
subject areas in enhancing the'materials.

, For each chapterv,there is also a
student.materials settiOn following 0*
lesson plaqs. Student materials Will-need
to be duplicated when more than one
copy is needed. The materials are de-

vigned to helpopromote effective energy
astivity by students as they are
studying various woad cultures.

ACTIVE INVOLVEMENT

There is an equation here 'fihich

is important. The equation runs as
follows:4'\Knowledge + Participation A

Learning. In this program we are

trying to teach students aboutenergy
and.to h4ve them Participate in energy
conservation. Together th'ese elements

make a powerf4 tombination for learn-
ing and for establishing effective)

energy habits. Without knowledge, one

cannot act reasonAbly. Without parti-

cipation, one doers not put one's know-

ledge to use. Both parts of the equa-

tion are equally important for the
ou*me we are.striving twachieve.
In this .section we will talk about how

students can get actively involved in,
this program in their classroom, at
school, in their homes and in their

community.

dne of the major purposes of the
materials is to provide students with
activitiey We want them to do things
in clEmsAith objects and with other
people. We wantsthem to do games and
putzles and to 4ork4actively with the

material. We want them to ask qUes-
tions for *hich 'there are not well-
defined answers./ The purpose here is
for each activity that is used in this
material-to be just that--an activity,
or active learning. This will help

students to 'learn more and to learn

it bettet)

4
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4
s. The active i volvement in these ma.terials can.be contafned within

the classroom. T e energy lessons contained.in this material are de-
signed to be used in the claSsrdom; flowever, involivement Can also .

extend beyond the classroojn to the school where the class takes on a6-
tivities or the'erhire school does. It can also include homes, neigh- I('
borhoods and\pommunitx organizations. 'yheie types oT actilaties will
be explained and suggestions for activities ehat you might try are
included. Some energy fessons.contained here will suggest that you
move out of the classroom,to reinforce learning and stimulate pew
act1vities in energy conservation. 0

k

4
,

,
Two types of activities are included here. The first iype iTvolves

yo r ckaSs engagi'ng_i particular activiiies in the school. yhis means
th t your class can sp-ve to inftiate on energy activitirs outside the

0 - cl ssroom.# A second type of:activity involves workinvi(ith administia- -

to s, other teachers,.other Students and existing organizations in order
' /o promote s ,wchoblideteriergy activities that are initiatedby more

pbople than those In your class. Both types Of'adtivitigs are.described

. .

1

.

' below. ' to

ClassipBased Activities -,. .

/ 4
44 dB

q 1-

,Thelactivities that your class can undertake-are numerous: The
foljoring twelve suggestions are some ideas on what yoU might do as a
cl)sf for clask-based activities. You might try some of theie:activities°
out as you are doing lessons in this material. Otherwise, you might
generate your pion ideas based on these suggestions.

1. Ap Energy Audit. Your class could conduct an-bnergy
audit of your classivom or the school by making a

list of those things.which use'energr in the school

and then sewing how. much, energy is used,by the items

on your list. They might conduct this audit daily or

weekly for some tine and.then determine ways in which .

they might save an energy use in the school)

Energy Aides. Your class might volunteer to help
wiA conservation by patrolling doors 'and specific
reoms to make sure windows and doors are closed.
Whey might prepare a form where they can w ite down
what success orolack of success their effio s have.

If the papol is successful, studen might workA

with students'in other classes'in se ting' a per-

manent group that would help the scho s e energy.

Lithis Odt! Students in your,class, might initiate a
campafin to use half the eletrricity.they currently

6 consumcin their school. They might determine ways

in which the classrooms, libraries, cafeterias and
4, other tress of the school cou1d4seless lighting

and still function effectively. They should be sure
that the,lighting changes they make are actually more
energylfficient by stuUying the electrkpal.use of

2.

1 3
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different types.of bulbs dildlixtures. They could .

suggetk anything from actually takiing out lightbulbs
to rearranging'classrooms or other areas so that
more natural light is used.

4: Energy in the News. Your class might worli.twith the

school newspaper staff in order to provide A class
. poem about ideas for energy,conservation. Students
might come up with tips on .hdli to save energy as

" well as information about energy.alternitives. You

might want to prepare a.class newspaper about,energy.

5. Dialing Up 4;a Down,. The students migqt initiate a
school-wide attimpt to use less heat in the winter
and leis-air-conditioning in the-Summer in the )

schools. -They could monitor thermostats and get a_
sweater Campaign in tbe winter, Or a dtess'cool cam ,

paign in the warmer months, in order.to effectively '

Vse less energy in heating,and cooling in the schoo/1.

. A Paper Dr . Students might start a nabr drivel
With the gat ring of paperthat has teen used Lo r

,
re-use within the school,f 'Paper that has been used
on.one side can be.used on the other side fOr vaii-
,ous uses including memos or scrap, paper. 'Students
.can setApp their own system for gathering the'paper
from crrs.srooms and other placeOn the schoof/andi
redistributing it to idministrat6rs teachers/and,
students fo;. re-use.

.

4 /

V.

,. ). I

)(7.

An tnergy Exhibit. Students might set up an/exhibit
in the cafeteria which shows knowledge about/energy
ape ways in which studente mtght conserve. /They.,
could set up4..for example, varioys ways of sooking
hot dogs in the-cafeteria, or some Other mOving ex:.
hibits, so that students'could aCtually trY it out

1,

themselves.

, y

8. Take Ii Home: '5.The class could initiate ah energy ,

survey of tips on energy conservation. They could Isk
people in their school and,community to !hare ideas

Thwith them about conservation. ey'coul then' make a'

booklet of theseideaa. 'They could.share,the booklet
with their parents and come up with class results in
energy colikervation that were chosen by families.

within the class.

.9. /Person. Powers Stydents in the class could devise a
series of posters to be used around the school on how
students could use their cion energy rather than mecha-
nical forms of energy in trying to conserve eledtrical
power and other sources, .In this wayo'other students
iii the school- would beexposed, to knowledge about.their:
own personal energy. '.:Studehts.who use.their own'perf,

sohal pOwe, instead of other.appliances or machines
Anight-be2:4 ion an award by-the students in the class.

,

14
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Energy Survey. Students can conduct a survey of
pale: in their class to.see who walks, rides the
bus, or comes in a car. They 'can-th'en determine
if there 4re wAys that their transportation can be
more energy wise (Car pools). They can then ext*end
their activities td other classes in the school.

lip

11. Energy Facts and Figures. .Stddents can use their
math Oil1s fin drawing graphs and charts on posters
which dhn be placed around the school. Students

lohould cellect their own.information and then turn
'It into approprIlte graAs in colorful displays.

12. Press 63nfelsence. Students"can oiganize'a press
conference on the energy'Problem for people in'

dtheix school. They an present various dimensions
of the energy prob em ahd debate alterna.tive soau-
tions. Questi,ons can come from other members of
the class and the çhoo1. Afterwards, students
should discuss the r le of theimedia in the energy
problem:and its solutions, AP

SchOol-Baseci. Activities

gr.

School-wide activities can be based dn participation by' the entire
school rather than jdst students from the clas71 Students can cooperate

,with other students, with existing nizations, with teachers and with
administrators and staff rega s ible school activities. School(
libraries ean 14- the base for many acti ties. This,01 enhance thew
impadt that the siudents have as we41.as give oIbers oppprynity to join
in leading energy eonservation'efforts.

Some suggestions
follow. You may want
,some ofyour own,

for school-based activ4iet invol
to try ut jsome of these activities or to initiate

other groups

1. An Energy Fair. Students might want to work with other-
f students in science classes, language arts.and practical
arts classes or others to es ablish &date for am energy
fair. Students could provid exhibits,'whether.they.are
techntcal oA soctil in nature and prizes could be '

N awarded for the Vbst exhibit
.

S.

An Energymiudit. Students jo--iith other
Chstudents, feaers, adminis ators and stiff in.the

school to conduct an energy a it of their.energy
, needs. Piff ent grog's could be assigned-to dif-
ferent parts ethe school and make an estimate on
what'energy 'iS consumed. PeoptbAhen might come up
with plqns fqr energy cpnservption

r

3.: Energy in the News. Students might Wbrk with their
local newspaper or radio or T.V, sthtion to put on,
Arnmeitt show. They could make a column or page in

0

C..
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their local newspaper or take.a 5 t$ 10 Ninute

spot on the local radio. It wOuld be up to the

students in the school to write the script for
Afe show and design it in th ropriate form

for use by school porticipants ancomnnity
meMbers.

An Energy Drive. Stuaents might organize a school-

wAde energy drive. They might register the energy

ihey are saving on a big thermometer in a ceptral
_location in the school. The homeroom represents-
.tives might be appointed in or,der to keep tracksof ,

the number of things people the shool are doing ,

to eonserve energy. A rodgh point smtem might be
devised and prizes given to those who Came up with

the most ways to conserve energy and actually
carried them out,

-Anerv Tips. Teachers-or students in,the school
could be orgariized to gistudents enbrgy tips in,
homeroom closes. stu ent organization or.com-
bined, organization might be used in orider to pro-

vide the tips for teichers to announcé. They might

be part of regular homeroom ,announcements.
.

6. J.Isingloth Sides. Students might conduct a drive

in the school to use two iides.of a sheet of papeT ,

in everything that is done from administrative work

through studeots' essays and other work. .They might

'organize cheekposts where students, teaddr I nd/or' -

administtators.courd show that they hot u
sides of the paper and could keep track of the n

berof times'People did use both-sides.. Again,
prizes could be.awarded to those who used both sides ,

of the paper the most times.

7. Signs. Students could run a contest on the best

enerty tiPs and put stgns around.the sehi591,4hich
would show tips for energi consetvation in the school

and at home. The winners of the pontest would be'
those with 'the best tips as well as with theioest

A ign

hborhood Conservatibn. Students in the schoo

coiild. pick. aN, ew close neighborhoods in the commu

nity and plat/a camPaign for educating community
1

members in energy congervation. They could then g
door to dooeto survek,the people'in these neigh oN,

,hooas and to give thó tips on energy conservati n.

9. Energy Night. Stddents might plan one night at

stFool where parents and community members woul

16 ,..
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attend an energy night. Stildent

ways in which energy conservaXito

both inside and outside the scho
parents and community members on

would demonStra
could be conducted

1 and work with
166; 4

'10. Speaker* A speaker's program could itee let up tied
f

to regular events in the school. People Could be
brdught in from'the community to talk about energy

0 use and energy,conservation and the role of teachers,
.,students, administrators and staff as well as parents
.and community meMbers in that conservation*process.

11. An Energy Club. Some students might want to organize
an- energy club in their school. The club could ini-

. tiate school-wide activitioi. It'could also beaa
major.source' for energy informatiO for'allschool

, participants. Cluba from other schools could alSd
help in organizing,community-wide actj,vities.

4

12. Energy Holidays, Students Can list.common holidays;
.They can then choose one a study what people usuallx

' do to use energy,during the Rliday ,period. They can .

think of ways that people .can consêrveenergA_ They
.c n organize an "energy efficigpt holiday" and give

eir ideas to Oiher members drtheir school.
f

All of hese activities are ways toget direct involvement by
sidtilts in energy conseration. The hope here is that they will trans-

\ for their knowledie from the classroom into the, everyday lives spd'
change their habits of energy consumption..

INTEGRATING MATERIALS INTO YOUR COURSES

One of the most important aids to instruction in *these materials is
their close integration with standard social studies courses. Unless the
lesson can be seen as part of the general learning iirocess, students wi 1
probably use the lessons and fOrget them. 116sons have been carefuliy,
designed so that they can be used w4h World.Cultures courpes. How they
can most'eftectively be used is illustrated in the paragraphs that fdlldw
and in the chart cethe following page.

A brief outline of the materiars can be round on page 8 of the
rationale. Basically, there is a cartoon bOok and (our ?hapters o# (4 ,

materials to be tied directly to what you are teaching,. The'car(toon ,book
can bemsed anywhere in the World Cultures course, It can be Used,with
dr withOilt the other energy materials. Basically, it is an introduction
to energy and energy"conservation.

'

If you are teaching a World Cultures course, you can have.students
studylhow Quantum' conserves and compare it.to the culture"they are studying.
How Are energy reSources differenton.Q0antum than.in the culture they are
studiimCHWareconservationmethods.different? What similarities can.

'
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Text

Publisher/Title

SUGESTED USES OF ENERGY MATERIALS
IN WORLD CULTUES COUR4E9

(Grades 6 and 7: 1978 Indiana

CartoOn
Book ,

A,

Energy a
**Euro

vim

Energy and,

Asia

4

Energy and
Stib.7Saharan

Africa

.06
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North Atrica-
Mid le East

Grade 6 .
6.

papter,
./ 8

.

.

.

I a

.

Chapters

. 9-12

. .

.

%

Chapters

20-22

.

.

.

, .

4

.

Chapters'

16-17

.

.

.

'
' v

Chapter/--
19 `

.

.

.
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1.

GiniC;

and

C-ompany:

Our Worla;
1979 '

.

Grade 7 ,

Chapter
1

.
.

.

,

.

.

-.

.
.

Chapters

3-4
* .

.

Chapters
20-22

.

)

.

.

.

Chapters

14, 17
.

.

..
.

1, Allyn & ,
Bacon: Afro4
Asian World;
-1978

T

2. American
Book? World

Geography;
1979

Cnapter
3

f....,j
ply

,$7 Volume

,

r .

Chapter
,

12
. .

,,,_

British Isles'
Vorume, Chap-
ters 14-17 ,

.

.

,

,

Chapter
14

.

Japan
Volume,

Chapters
12-16,
China w-

Volumes,

Chapters
13-17

Chapter
15

.

,

.Afrioa
Volume,

Chapters
9-12

chapter

,

.

.

, .

. Fiedéler:
.. ihrld -

, Cultuies;
,c 19'77-79

.

.

4

4. Follett:

Exploring
'Our'World;

,1977 n

Unit
10

.

.

Units

15-17 '
,

.

.
Unit

. 19
,

, Unit
1

1W ,

.

5. Holt,, ,

.Rinehart and
Winston:
World
Cultures;
1978%

Chapter
2

. .

Chapters
10-11

Chapters

IS, 17,

19

.

.

-/

Chapters
3-5 ''

J

Chapter
. /

.

al.

6,.. AacMillan:
w

World ,0,
Neighbors;
,1978 .
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Unit

..
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3

s
.

Unit
7
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, they find? All of these iypes of questionspcould be asked as a general_,
int duciion to energy as well as a tie to whateversparticular culture( ,

you truking ip World Cultures.

The World s materials are called !Tnergy and Four Cultures,"
They focus on energy in Asia, SulOaharan Africa, North Africa-Middle,
East and Europe'. These four areas are standard 'culture areas that are
present ip most World Cultures:courses. Probably,the best way to use
the chapters.that are:contained here'is to use,them when you_.,ape study-
in the particular area In World Cultutes. When you are studying Asia
th materials "Energy and Asia" thould,be used...You can use.them'in the
t ginning, middle or the end of your study of a particular tulture. It

not necessarr io use,the chapters in may particular sequence. If you
each Europe first, go aheaa and use thpee materials. If you teach Mill

'first, use.those. There are aifferent taterials in each of.the chapters.

Thelchart on the preceding page shows the specifiC texts tbat have
been adopted in the St te.of"-Indiana and the place whale the authors
think you could use en gy iaterials if you would 56 choose., You, how7
ever,,,are the best judg Theresis a close_irpgration between'the text-

.
boolOtopics covered on he pages indicated and the types oflessolis that
we hive designed for the energy materials.

While all of the seventh grade texts offered/clear linkages to the
.energy materials, the sixth grade books were quite.varied and often
offered no clear fit by area or topic to the eneigy chapters. The 'Ginn

text was an exception and is included in'the table. The cartooh.book
can certainly be used in alldtther text,s Sn-the adoption list: Other
energy chapters can used as teachers ylan lessons and units during
the year.

INITRDISCIPLINidiY ACTIVITIV.

Interdiscipliniry activities,are an important.part of this program.-
The program has a social studies'.base but youchn.see that adaptation
lessens have been presented il:each chapter of the lesson plans so that
'social studies teac1er5 might work-with science; language arts and prac-
tical arts teachers ih!doing the lessons. These areas were chosen as
examples for cooperttion. Interdisciplihary activities can and should'
include math; fine arts, health and other areas, The activities here
provide a base for work in many areas. Jhis is Wortant becauSe stu-

'dents, knowledge and participation habits can be reinforced in ottibr,
classes-that they are taking.

In this section, wq will talk a bout some strategies for utilizing ,/

the adaptations-and doing interdisciplinary activities. Basieally, the,
adaptations dre detigned-to fit the- majoecencepts or ideas in each chap .
ter oe the material. The adaptations are rough outlines'of activities
that might he done in other classes to amplify and reinforce what is' .

being dohe in social(studies classes.

,

he adaptations can be used in a variety, of ways. You can ork with
anguage arts or nrcal artstteacher in doing indrependent
are interrelittd.rou might do the main lesson ih the

U

a scpance,

lessons whic

"1 9
,
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energy activitiep. The science teacher might be doing the science

adaptation. This would reinforce students''knowledge. On the other,hand,

you might decide to team teach the material so thatstudents could work

together aid each student Was getting both social studies and science

information.' -

All of these types of activities are riot vsually part of the normal'

ut&ne in middle/juniok high schools. Thermay be difficult-to initiate .

.,bec se of lack of time, the piOblems of group work and the norms of the -

',WIWI: -It may be useful to begin work with one other oteacher'and then------

expandNour work,gradually and naturally, over a period, of years. In this

way, interdisciplinary activities could gradUally beco the '

everyday life of your school.

The ideas for. interdisciplinary activities included here ill involve

one coMmon element--group work. As we all know, group work (2 or more

people).is lot easy, most groups fail. Below are some tips tfult may be

'useful for starting aigroup ind for carrying out actiVities:

Starting a Group

1. Begin. with pomeonóyou know well.

2. Find someole who has personal or subject matter

resources that Will easily help you in your

common task.v

3. Find a common time before or after school or

during prep leFiod to meet.

4. Make the initial meetings short, 15 to 30 minutes.

0
'5. Find a commen goal that is concrete and workable as

early as possible.

CarryiTg.Out Group Activities

4

1. Specify your task(s) as clearl)r as possible.

2. Match tasks with people carefully.
.

3% Make a reasoaable, flexible schedule for work. .

4., Design a way to get-feedback as yoli carry out

activities.

Design a way orevaluating.work so that you can
determine your successes/failures.

A

Basici14r, we will talk about four ways,of carrying out interdisciplinary

activities hee. The firpt way is to wollic with one-other teacher in planning

independent lessons that will reinforce each other: Thb second way is to use

school-based activities that involve a group of teachers and students. The

third way is to.meet with a group Of teachers to plan coordinated lessons on

,several subjects. The fourth way is to team teach the materials acrosp a Vari-

ety of subject areast:' Each of thOse ways of 'parrying out the'interdiSciplinary
qr. s
cs.

20
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,They can implement their'plins and discuss. how ,

their activities vary depending on the particular
classroom in which they are.working..

3. Field Trip. You can jointly plan a. field trip to

a focal solar or nuclear energy.site, or to,another)'.

40fganization working with energy, such as a local
utility: or example,,both the science and,social
studies aspects of ene*gy could be seen by a field
trip to a local power station arranged by a social

studies andescienceteacher.

4. Media Review. Joint,planning of the use of T.V.

programs or radio prosrams for teaching about
energy can be carried\opt. ,Teachers'can assign
media programs and lointlyNplan questions and ,
activities based on both the Substance of the pro-
grams and the role of the media in the energy

question.

Inservice Activity. Teachers can jointly plan

inservice activities that will reinforce'their

knowledge abdut energy. Yod can Use the energy

topic as, a waz4of working with other teachers to
plan possible interdisciplinary actiirities during
,the in-service meeting. You can jointly present
the work,you have.Oone with one othert,teacher as

a way of encouraging more cooperation with other

teachers.

School-wide Activities

4R

Another way you calipromote interdisciplinary activities is to

'initiate one of the school-based activities4listed in the previous

section or to do one of your own. The basic idea here is to put toget-

her a plan for school-wide activ4ties that includes a wide variety of

subjects and interaction of students.and teachers.

One school-wide activity that has been especially popular is the use

of'energy fairs to create interest in energy problems. In onejschool an

energy fair was.developed by the social 'studies teacher in conjunction with

'science, languaiCiarts, prac ical arts, foreign language,4.physical eddba-

tion and' other teachers. T1 fair lasted an entire day and prizes were

awarded for the best exhi ts. AfterAhe fair was cOMpleted the social

studies teacher and the practical arts teacher continued their work toge.lhey,

in developing lessons on 'enerily education. The practical arts,teacher 111-1.!),

cluded many different energy lessons in,his.practichl arts classes. The

social studies teachgr incoziporated some of the ideas about appliances and

other machines into hi, sociail studies lessons. Theysuccess of the school-

wide eyent stimulated Wier feaFhers to work together in order to bring

enereeducation infb thtir classrooms.

Here are some other ways in which school-wide actiyities cad form a

base for interdisciplinary cooperation:

2 2
2
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4.

Speakers' BOreau. Teachers can work together to form
a speakers' bureau for possible guest.speakers on a
wide variety of topics in many subject areas. The
speakers can appear in assemblles, sets of classes dr
single classrooms; In this way, teachers could work
together to promote energy awareness and informatiOn
school-wide.

2. Homeroom Activities-. A gtoup o teachers from each
subject area can plan announc nts and short acti-
vitifes centered on energy i formation and action%
These ideas can,Becirculated to all teachers so that
anyone in the school can participate. A weekly energy
bulletin could provide news and aAivities for an.
entire week.

3. "Library Energy'Resources. Teachers can work with their
school librarian to set up a section o*.the library de-,
voted to energy information. Many subje4 areas could
be covered. Displays could be designed 14, students on
various energy topics. In this way, teachers and stu-.
nts from many classes could find energy-related
erial in a single place in theu4library.

4. Classroom Conservation. Five classrooms could be chosen
tn the school &or a study of energy conservation methods.

, Students using the chasroomsccould make suggestions
for conservation from the subject they study while in
the room. Teachers could then compile a list of
suggestions for school-wide use.,

S. Inservide Activities. A school-wide inservice day
could be detTairiTenergy education. Teachers could
discuss information and activities that could'be carried
out school-wide in order to get more information and
conservation activities into the everyday life of their
school.

'Grom.1111,111tEs r
Another way to initiate int4rd4sciplinary activity is to work(with

4

1 a group of teachers frdm different disciplines. One successful example
o this type of work could have been initiated by a social studies.teacher
w4 was working on,lessons in World Cultures. The social studies teacher
ha
1

three lessons on energy in Asia. He wdtked.together with a group of
4 teachers i9o1uding science and language arts teachers. They used the adap-
tation lessOns for the chapter and created three lessons in each of the
other subject areas Vied to the ideas of energy resources, conservation
and interdependence. The group met once a week after school for a half
hour over a period of time and used the lessons and gave each other feed-
back on the suCcesses and failures of the units. Throughout a two-month
period the teachers enjoyed interacting together and constructing sucess-
ful lessons that reinforced students' knowledge and participation in
()clergy conservation., The success of the effort wa,s marked by their
continuation of their planning gioup for lessons in the following semester.

23
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,Nere are some other ideas that an ongoing group"of teachers might

wish'to undertake:

Gro

1 An 'Energy Club. A group of teachers might want

iii7fOrT a teiCher energy club. The cluh could

meet at school, or more informally outside of

school. Its purpose could be to plan individual,

classroom or school-wide activities related to
increasing awareneSs, knowledge or participation

in energy conservation.
(

2 Energy. Seminars. A group of teachers might plan

4 series ot seminars that could beoffered after
school or in the evening on energy topics. They

could speak themselves or bring in outside speakers.

. The seminars could be for students or others in the

School. They could also be opened to the community.

3. Energy News. A group of teachers from various
subject areas could agree to write a section of the

school newspaper, or their own bulletin, on energy

issues. They could feed this information on regu-
.

larly to homerooms, local media, and otheit sourcest

. 4. Energy Lundhes. A group of teachers couldwork with
cafeteria staff to plan an energy efficien lunch.

In good weather, it might be a picnic outsi e with

solar hot dog cookers made by the studenits. Other-

wise, signs could be posted in the cafeteri line

showing the calorie value of foods and the e ergy

used to produce them. People could be asked to be

as energy efficient as possible4 write their meal

on cards with calories and kilowatts; and prres
could be awarded for the peOle with the most energ
efficient lunches.

5. Inservice Activities. A group of teachers cou d

arrange a section of an in-service day as a kin of

energy fair which would inform and involve'othe

teachers in energy conservation. Active involv ent

swould be stressed, and vme exhibits might then e

transferred into classrooms or other parts.of th

school building.
p.

Team Teaching.

It is poisitie that you would want to work with other tea hers in

pairs and combine your students in order"to team teach energy 1 ssons.

The lesions can be combined with more material from the adaptat ons in

science, litguage arts ot practical arts as well as other subje ts. In

this way, you would'be asiured that the same students would be etting

the reinforceffient material.

2 4



Several segments of the energy materials can be team taught by f

science and sootal Atudies teachers. A social stUdies teacher worked

t

with a science teallier in teaching.some on Energy in Edrope.
The science teicher contributed several sci te experiments that showed
increases An consumption due to mass use of appliances or automobiles.
The social studies *bather planned to tslk about lifestyle differences.,
The teachers met before,the beginning of the unit during their prep
time and planned specific segments of their'instruction that yere team
taught across the classes. They then initiated specific damp on which
the team teaching effort would take place. Studentsbnjoyedlthe team
teaching. SoAdid the teachers themselves.

Other activities that can set a'base for' team teaching include:

1. Energy Plays. Students from two classes might
work .on an energy play which could be performed
before both groups together. Teachers cohld Iead
the discussion regarding the play. Spin-offs
could be developed in several subject areas.

. Energy Films. Classes can be combined to view
several of the excellent films on energy,issues.
Some of these films are indexed in the resource
bibliography contained in these materials.
Teachers can jointly discuss the film and use it
as a base for their team teaching effort.

, I
3. Energy Panels. A panel of energy experts--students,

teachers, community members--could be organized
to, speak to several classes of students. Teachers

s,, could combine classes to prepare questions for the
panel. They could also debrief the students after,
the panel.

4. -Energy Debates. Teachers could organize debates
across two classes of students. One-side debates
could be planned by each class. Representatives
from each class would be chosen. Winners would be
determined by an objective panel chosen from the
combined classes.

S. Energy Simulations. A slrlation ,could be run using
combined classes of stud ts. Students and teachers
could work together to design their own simulation,
or a simulation l'isted in the resource bibliography
couid be modified. Teachers could then jointly
debrief the simulation to evaluate student experiences.

0

These are four ways that interdisciplinary cooperatton can be promoted
in these energy education materials. It is important for reinforcement.
It is also important for teachersAto get together and enjoy sharing ideas
and planning cooperative activities. Their impact can go far beyond a
'single activity.
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..GLO SARY OF WORDS

Anvil: An iron block cm iCh, metal is shaped.-
4

Aramco: Arabian'America Oil Company

Appropriate Technolo
e.g., they are not

lenefit: Anything oan ributing to an improvement in condition;
advantage; help.

Machines and methods that best suit agoal,
icient.

Bod):i Power: Terminol gy used to define human energy.
$

Cartel: An association Of busj.ness firms or nations establiihing a
ETenrice for a commonly sold good or resource.

W.

Charcoal: Wood partially burned in a kiln from which air is

excluded.

Coal: A solid fuel, mostly carbon, formed frOm the fossils of plants
lEang hundreds of millions of years ago.

Community: A part e a city where people live andeact together in
doing things.

Competitor: A person who competes, A human rival.

Compromise: An agreement in which everyone gets part of what he/she wants
but usually not all.

t1

fl

Consensus Rule: Everyone must agrei in oraer for a decision to be made.

Conservation: The wise use of fesources.

Consumer Goods: Pro4ucts that people buy.

Consumption: The use of any resource.

Cost: The amount of money, time, effort, ec. required to achieve an .

end.

Crude 0.1: Liquid fuel formed from the remains of animals and pla t

Dependence: Something on whic0 one relies and needs.

Development: Growth or advancement.

Demand: The desire for a good.

27.
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De4main:tion: The process of taking salt out of sea water.

Energy: ,The ability to-heat, light Wnd/or move things.

Energy Actor: A person takipg action on an energy problem.

Energy Alternativp: Various substitutes for existing energy sources.

Is Energy Consumer: A person who uses energy or energY products.

441%

Energy DIsploser: A person who discards uied energy or energy products.

Energy Interdependence: People and groups around the world needing ta

exchange energy sources and products.
1

Energy Product: Anything that is made from an energy source and which

requires energy for its production.

Energy Resources: Those resources that are drawn upon for energy use.

iEnergy Shopper: A person who buys or se,Ils energy or energy products.

Energy Sources: The supplies from which we receive energy.

Energy Transfer: A process in which one system supplies another system

with energy,

Environment: Something that exists/rn the surroundings.

Exports: Shipping goods out-of one"'s own country.
t o

Food: The raw materials used by plants) animals and humans fot nourishment.

Fossil Fuels: Fuels derived from the fossil,remains of organiqhmatillals,

and Includesrresources such as oil, natural gas and coal.

Geothermal Energy: Energy produced by water flowing over hot rocks deep

within eerth's crust.

Grist MIlls: A grain mill used for grinding wheat4or corn into flour

and meal. 1

01

Heat: 44A form of,energy in motfon that flows from one body to another

becauSe of a temperiture difference between them. 4

Heritage: Tradition, something transmitted or passed down from people

Iving prevfous1y0

.

Human Energy:' The energy produc d by a person's body.

HOroelectrical power. Energy produced by fatling wate. See Hydropower.

Hydropower: The energy in stored or moving water. '

,
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ImmigTation: The process of people cqming into a country for the'
purpose of taking up permanent residence.

Import: Goods coming.in from another country:, '

Industrial Reyolutiori: The period of rapid growth and change brought
about by new inventions, a cheap labor supply and the use of energy
for producing goods.

4

:,..
411iflation: An increaie in the amOunt of money in circulation resulting
in a flan in its value and a rise in iirices.

,,

,

4

Inhibititg Factors: To discOurage from being able to do something.

Interdependence: 1 Peolle'sharing goods, niteds,.or affecting one

another in some way..

1Ir ation: To supply water to land by means of ditches, channels

or. rinklers.
..

Csr

Islam: The Muslim religion in which the supremerfigur s Allah and the'
/-)11110-

Chxef prophet and founder is Mohammed,

Judaism: The Jewish xeligion based on the laws and teachings of the
Holy'Soripture ahd the Talmud.

Kilowatt: . A kilowatt is a unit by which electricity is meaSured.

Labor Supply: Having people available that can work in the business

or industry.

land Reform: Making more land available for farming.

Lending Institutions: Banks and other establishments that are-in the
business af lending people the money to .st4rt a business and obtain

the necessary equipment.

Lifestyles,: The way people live.

Majoritr Rule: Fifty, perc&i* (SO%) plus one person must agree in der

for a decision to be made. /

r
4.

Miles Per Gallon: The number of miles that a car can drive on a gallon

of gas.

Motivation: Something, such as a need or desire, that cause a person

or people to act.

Muscle Power: Tbe energy produced from hUMans or animals.

Muslim: Someone who bOieves in the'religion of Islam.
4

Natural Gas: gaseous fuel formed from the fossils of ancient plants

and-animals.

tj
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Nonrenewable Resource: A resource that can only be used once bedause

more cannot be fOund or made.

Nuclear Enersy: Energy contained within the nucletis of the atom
that can be released by nuclear fission or nuclear fusion.

One-person Rule: One person can make a decision for 'a group.

OPEC: Organization Of Petroleum Ekporting Countries..

Kiddie Wheel: A wheel placed in water when turned, causes movement.

Perspective:;, A specific point of view in understanding or judging
(things or events.

petroleum: An oily, flammable liquid when refined yields fuel oil,
4.kerosene,'gasoline, etc.

Pig Iron: The product obtained.from tha melting of bog iron.

Plurality Rule: 7A majcTity need not agree, but support ast be given
that is greater than that obtained by the oppositian. .

Prioriities: Things that receive immediate attention.

Promoting Factors: Those that contribute'io the growth Of
industry, to help bring an en erprise into being.

Prophet: )% religious teacher.

Recycling: To reuse'a product through reproceshng or determining a
new use, i.e., rolled.newspapersifor fire logs.

Redistribution: To give out again.or in a different way:

Renew4le Resource: A resource that can be used again and again, such
as sOlar, tidal or, wind energy.

Self-reliance: Depending on oneself.

Sisal: A plant krown in Africa used,for making rope.

Slag: The refuse (leftover) substance from the melting of metals,
k *

Solapr Energy: ProduGed by,or coming from the sun.

Stat'idard of Livins: Ihe way people live and wh4ther their needs are met,

Subsistence Farming:. Type of farming where only enough crops are raised
to Ned one's own faidly.

Sub-Saharan 'Africa: Those.countges in Africa tht are locatikl south of
the Sahara Desert,

1



Supp1eah11440eating System: A back-up system for heat
a wood stove.

SuppW The.amount of a product available for purchas

Tariffs: Taxes on goods coming into a country.

Technology: The system by which a society provides
those things needed or desired.

Trtl'tion:' A long-esiablishid custom or practice t at has the effect

ng, such a

at a gilien p c .

s members ttith

--foa-Tiii,ritten JAW.

Transcontinental: Travel across-nt4re

Transformation: The change in form or appearance
a product.

Wind Powerl ,Energy produced by the wind;

Wood Energy: Energy produced by burning wood.

contine t.

N.%
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. ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

Cottrell,'Frederick IC Energy and Society: The Relation Between Energy,
Social Change, and Economic Development. McGraw, 1955, 330 pages,
,$15.00.

I '4

v

Survey which examines the use of energy in.low and
high energy societies.'

f /1

Halacy, D. S., Jr.. Wind Sun and Water: Our Ener Alteiffiatives.
Harper, 1977, 1920pages, S.

Easily read. The rentwable resources of gelthermal,
water, tidal, sea thermal energy, wind, biofuels, dnd
solar energy are presented for coniideration.

.1!

Hammond, Allen L., William D.. Metz, and Thomas H. Maugh II. Energy and
the Future. American Association for the Advancement of Science:
Washington, D.C., 1973, 184 pages $3.95.

Gives an introduction to each of the kesent and
possible future energy sources. It also covers energy
conservation and energy policy.

Michigan United Cohservation Clubs.,*Energy. P. 0.-Boix 323, Lansing,
Michigaa 489 9.- ,

t
Provides in ormation on the nature of energy,

sources and uses f ealergy and conservation. There, ,

are also some work shOets and ideas for helping others
learn more about en rOy. *

National Wildlifelederation. ,Eaergy 141Sixteenth Street N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036.

\A good eight-page'overiv ew of energy supplies,
demands, types of sources and lternativet.

7.

CURRICULUM MATERIALS ro

Bureau of'Secondary and Elementaty.EducatiOni Environmental Education;

Energy - Society. (Grades 4-12) DHEW/O Wathington, D.C. 20009.

$3.50.

Numerous student learning spotivities for,various grade \

levels based on behavioral objeCives. Eaeh p oviOes the'pitr-

pose, suitable level, related subjects and meth ds along with

a resource list.
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Coon,Jle L. and Michele Y. Alexander. 8nergy'Act1vit1es.for the

'Clas m,, 1976. ERIC Center for Science, Mathematics and

Environmental Education, College of Education, The Ohio State

University, 1200 Chambers Road, Third Floort Columbus, Ohio /

43212. 1976., N
'4

Resourcibboklet of energy teaching activities

...' dividend into grade levels1 K-3; 4-6; 7-9;,10-12.,

Crotich,, Wit1iam.J. Energy Puzzles. payes School Publiishing Company.

Inc., Wilkihsburg, Pennsylvania. 1975, 18 pages, $2.50.

Eighteen spirit duplicating masters about energy sources

Good basic information.

awry, Wendell,wet. al. 'Energy CrisiS Teaching Resources. Oregon

Board of Education Salem, Oregon, leg3j0pages, (ED,08S 316)

.
Many very uSefui activities to be used in stressing

individual responsibility.toWards,energy crisis problemi.

Department of Energy, Technical Information Center. The Energy Challenge.

(Grades 5-8) P. O. Box 62, Oak Ridge, Tennesse037820. 19/6,

No charge.

TWenty-four dupletating masters OfStudent activities

about energy in the past, present and future. Teaching

guide included with thesesix energy units.

,

a

Division of Science Education. Environmental Education: /Strategies for

Wise Use of'Energy. ,North Caroltna Department of,Public Instruction,

Raleighollorth Carolina 27611, c. 1974.

Designed,for use at all grade levels, therefore activities

are groupedAK-3, 1-6, 7-12. An appendix catilns charts,

, glossary, bibliography, checklists.

Energy and Conservation Education: Activi ies for the Classroom.

(trades 6-g). titer and lian's Environment-7-027477W7lailltoti,

Suite 301, Port an regon 25.00.

This is a comprehensive multi-disciplinary publication

in a looseleaf binder with 58 specific activities each organized

around the headings of title, concept, objective, time, subject

matteri area, grade, implementatimand materials.

34
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tEnvironmental EduCation PrOjectl" Etillergy. ESEA Title III:Section 306
Topeka public and Parochial Sc oola, 1601 Van Buren, Topeka, Kansas
66612 (ED 093 649). ,.

Objectives are listed aloni with activities that meet
the stated objettiveis. Teachers select only those appropriate,
to the objectiVes for their students.

Powrer, John W. Energx -.Environment Source Book. Nationtl Science" Teachers
Association,1742'Connecticut AVbnut N'Af., Washington, D.C.. 20009.. 1975.

. Designed for teachers who wish tO incorporate a study
of energy,inip their teaching. It is divided Anto two volumes
each with malP charts, tabies1and figures.

I.

Materials Distribution, Center for Teaching IrittrnationaPRelations.
w

Teaching About Energy Awareness: 33 Activities. University of
Denver, Colorado 60208. 1978, 17§-pages, $7.§5.

Mdst lessons include an introduction, objective,
.gradellevel, tigte' and materials needed, piocedures,,'

and student materials. Some good ideas for short
lessons.

A.

Nilinnesota Department of Education. Ener
Studies. 640 Capitol Square Bu
innésota 55101. 1.9770 No charge.

Act ities for Junior. H h Social
e ar treet, t.. au

t..

Seven well-done activities that can e easily simplified
for use in upper elementary classes. Espe good for

Avalue clariffbatibn in relation to energy use.

t

Smith,. Stephen M:, Editor .EnergyI;.Environment Mini-Unit. T;Uide,.,.

National Science Teachers'AssociatIon, Ashington, D.C. ,

(ED.111 664),

,...,

..

0

4 Materials deiigned to stimulateodecision making in young
chitdren and to.make teaching more interdisciplinary. It is
filled wft many actiVities and guidelines.* .

;

.

Siveriniendent of-Documents. Energt donservati6n: derstanding add
Activities for Young People.. U.S. GoVernment niIng Office,
Waihingion, Dir,,20402:.i Stock #041-018-00091-7. 1975,

20 pages, $05
4

This is a booklet that provides brief background information
followed by suggestioni"Tbvattivities.and projects that can be
adapted for teacher use. The topics are What Is Energy, Energy'.
Conservationo, andoUses of,Energy.

.70

(
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U.S. Department of Energy The-following are interdisciplinary

/student/teacher materials pi energy availabl e! through the U.S.

Department of Energy, P. O. Box 62, Oak-Ridge Tennessee 37830,

'NO charge.

Brill in Ener to the Peo le: Washin ton D.C. and Ghana.

pages.,

Pou4 lessons that are primarily oriented'toward

social studies. Thef climate,4ocation,.energy depen-

dency and services of two countries are compared.

Emphasis on map: and chart-reading:skills.

Energy Conservatilin: Understanding ahd Aitivities for Young

People. till es'7-9. 1975, 20 pages.

This unit discussii-thi-ieiiiing"of energy, its .

sources and limitations, and sugge .conservation activities.

E er4 En ines and the Industrial Rev lutio . Grades 8-9.

This unit focuses on the period of 1700-1860 in the

United States. The contribution of engines io the '

Industrial Revolution is described,

Energy Histgry of the United'Statest Grades-7-8. 1978, L17 pages.

Tys un4 charts the growth of AMerican energy use

.and traces the history of the major sources of enere,

(coal, wood and oil) inothe United States.

IA

. .

Math, ematics'in Energy. ei4es 8-9. 1978, 64 pages.

This unit is designed to infuse energy concepts

into math,. .It-deals with conversions, various statistics
and the manipulation of energy units, such as BTU's,

wattsand..calories.

Organizins.School Energy Contests. ,
..

.. .

.

,
..

.
Helpful brochiire encouraging the.formation df

school endrgy contests. Guidlines are given as to

the processes involved. ,.

Tips §or,Energy.Sivers,

Helpful boolclet filled with.many usefuland
simple ways to saSie energy. Designed for in4ividuals

and families, but also contains 4 teaching elide for

teachers to help students bring"these tips to the

concprn of the family. v

36
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Transntition and the ay., Grades 8-9.- 1979, 46 pe6

This unit discusses the imApt the automobile
has had on small towfis and how it influenced the
growth of big cities, Such is Los Angeles.

FILMS

0

Amron Nowak Association for Department of Energy. "Running on Empty -

The Fuel Economy Challenge." 27 min., color, 1978.

This film deals with the automol4le and ways to conserve,
energy.

Department of' EnVargy, Office of Public Affairs. "Challelie oithe Future."
29 mih., color, 1978.

- 4
This film deals with the options that face the United

States; A variety of different resources and the laboratories
where they are being studied are examined.

.° Hugh Whiiiington for Department of Energy; "Energy - The American
Experience." 28 1/2 min., color, 1978.

-This film deals with energy frdi a historical perspective,
over the last 200 Years. New rosources are also discussed.

Oweh Murphy Production. "Conservation - Investing In Tomorrow."
6:25 min., color, 1978.

This film'deals with solo', of the ways we can conserve energy:

Owen.Murphy Production. 1"rransportation - The Way Ahead." 7:45 min..",
color, 1977.

This film deals with AmeriO's dependence on the automobile
and the future. 4

USDA!potion Picture Service for ERDA U.S. Department of Agriculture - ARS. .

"Syn Power for Perms." 12:23 min., color, 1977.
,

This film derails with solar energy and Its potential. It

deals with various solar energy projects pound the United States.

37 Cc,
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TEACHER'S GUIDE

THE CARTOON'BOOi

Introduction

The purpose of the cartoon book is to introduce the objectives of the
middle grades segment of the Energy Education Curriculum Project. It ia
through the use of the4cartoon book that students will acquire the main
ideas that are further developed in the other three unite..

*

The use of a cartoon book format as an instructional tool is not new
to education. Teachers have been using visual depictions, eipecially poli-
tical cartoons; to teach concepts for many years. As.developers interested
in motivating students to learn more about energy, we feeltbat,a cartoon
book can help meet.this objective. It is designed to'be entertaining but at
the same,timvencourage intellectual thoukit and discussion. We also feel
that .the cartoon book can facilitate student activitiy id the classroom,
school and community. J. 4

V

'VP

Although the sfory takes place on another planet, the parallels to
our own are obvious. We encourage you to help your students see the connec-
tions as well is make applications to their own lives.

The cartoon book introduces three bgsic objectives. They are: 1) know-
ledge; 2) participation ari,d 3) imagination.

1) Knowledge
The knowledge objectives include three concepts related tq energy.
They are:

a) Interdependence
b) Energy Resources
c) Conservation

g) Jnterdependence is the idea that people and events affect our
lives. 'How we live, what we thinkr and what we do is related
to how other people live, how other people think and what other
peiple db. InterdePendence is also mutual)need. We need other ,

'people .and their resourdes. We need energy resources ae.well
as the resourCes'of our schools,.homes, communities, our.nation
and our world. ,4

"Energy reslources" is defined as any sources from which we re-
ceive energy. There are man-made resources,.huen resOurch,
and natUral.resources (all of which are related to energy re-
sources.) 'Not everyone hat§ access to the same resources and
they ate used ahd developed in different waich

c) Conservation is the wise use of resources. Using less of an/
energy resource is one Way to conserve: The efficient use of

energy resources is another way.
A.

to)

eJ
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2) Participation
The participation objectives focus on decision making skills.

Throughout the cartoon book characters are seen participatingin

the process of individual as wel as group decision-making.

3) ImaKination
The imagination objectives encourage students to create and expand

their thinking about energy, its use and alternative poesikilities.

The Story

The story takes place on a ictitioup planet called "Quantum". The

!basic theme of the story is what appens when the production and distribu-

tion of energy resources on the planet are halted. %Because of this, people

adapt their behavior to conserve energy. This situation proves to be a

learning experience for all and one to which we can relate.

The story opens with a view of the planet. Quantum is.much like Earth

in that many people are overconsuming energy: This overconsumption is causing

problems for there is concern about une ual distribution and the diminishing

availability of energy. ,

To deal with this situation the people of Quantum have elected represen-

tatives to make energy decisions that will affect everyone. There exis's a

satellite called the "Interdependence" which orbits Quantulli and serves to rer.

gulate the production, use and"distribution of energy resources. The satel-'

lite is computerized and without it, large-scale energy uee would be impossi-.

ble.

,

The elected energy specialists who control the Interdependence are intro-

duced. Their title is QuEST whi h stands for ,Quantum Energy Saving Tealt..

Their job is to filet energy usp a d distribution priorities,for the.coming de-

cade. The members of the OuEST are: -4
. .

1) "Mega Watts" -- This character is a scientist with great energy

expertise.. ,

2) "Dr. Drat" -- This character is alienated and angry because of

1 the Way energy. is currently being used and distributed.

3) "Omni".-- This character is the imaginc. Through Omni we can

explore different wa46 to view energy and alternative conser

vation etrategies.
4). "Dyad" -- This character is oui de4pion-maker and compromiser.

Dyad helps us to see the procees ofigathering evidence, con-

sidering Alternatives and fa4litating bargaining and 'compro-

mise.

5) "Zoit" -- This character represents environmental and conser-
,

vation concerns. #

6) "The Incredible Bulk" -- Ts character rep. resepts overconsump-

tion.

We see them meeting aboard the Interdependence. They realize that they

are wasting energy by traveling to the Interstependence every.time they wish

t6 meet. .They.decide to go to a system of meetittg via multi-media patels.

'This way they can comtuniCate with each othervithout leaving their homes..

40



QuEST continues to meet via multi-panels and their differing views on ene
priorities become evident.

Zoic reflects about the conditions which existed on Quantum before,the,
QuEST and the "Interdependence." Omni imagines about all the different \

meanings,of the.concept Of energy.

Meanwhile Dr. Drat becomes so'frustrated that he decides to construct a
plot to take over'the control of the "Interdependence.", He tricks the other
members of the NEST so that they will not be available when he recomputerizes
the "Interdependence" redirecting energy resources from the over-consumers to
those in need.

44

As fate would have it, just as he starts to alter the flow of energy
resources, a series' ,of human and natural disasters renders the "Interde-
pendence" inoperable. We now see Quantum without large scale energy re-
Sources.

At first there is chaos and panic. People are very dependent on en-
ergy and the crisis causes quite a shOck. However, as time passes, people
begin to cooperate and conserve. Their liferstyles change and eventually
they realize that alternate forms of energy can be used to meet their needs.

,N

The QuEST meets again. At first they comment that their condition is
only temporary for eventually the "Interdependence" will be repaired. Very

uickly they realise that even when it is repaired, if they return to their
ld energy habits, they will be right back where they started.,

The story ends with the QuEST iecognizing that the people on Quantum
have learned invaluable lessons about energy conservation from their crisis.
They realize that the distribution and use of.energy must be more equitable
'and efficient. Problems will always exist and solving them will not be easy.'
Everyone has learned a great deal, especially that conserving energy is a mat-
ter of changing people's energy habits!

V

Teaching Strategies

There are many learning opportunities in the cartoon book. The following
suggestions are meant to. serve es a guide for discussion and activity. We

hope,thaniVou will build on'these ideas and create learning activities which
best meet your needs and particular classroom, school and cOmmunity situation..
These suggestions are also written so that students of varying abilities can
successfully participate. 1k,

1

Pages 1-5 Main Ideas

Eneigy resources and use
-""2: Over-consumption 4

3. Interdependence
4. Differing opinions on energy prior 1.es

Objectives

1. Students will be'able live examples of energy resources and use.'
4
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2. Students will be able to identify examples of over-consumption.

3. Students will be able to define the concept of interdependence.

4. Students will be able to identify the differing opinions on the

use of energy as represented by the members of the QuEST.

50 Students will he able to apply these ideas to their own lives,

Iostructional Strategies

1. Students could be.aiiked to speculate about ihe nature of "Quantum"

society. as re5i-ed to its dependence on energy:- How is thiswciety

g similar to our own! Ask students to write down examples of ways in

which we depend on energy and disa!is their ideas.

Have your students make two lists, one stating the benefits obtained

from energy resources and the other disadvantages or negative results.

Discuss the examples given in the cartoon book and those onitheir lists.

3. Help your students define the term,"ovei-consumption." Alternative

ideas could include the wasteful or-over-dependency on energy in-

tensive appliances. What are some examples of over-consumption

shown in the cartoon book? ,
Why is The Incredible Bulk an over-

consumer? Relate this idea to things they arMamiliar with.

What aie exampleS of over-consumztion in the classroom, school

and community. Magazine adyertihments oftim show examples of '

Overconsumption. Students could make collins from these.

The satellite is called the "Interdependence." Have your students

define the concept and explain why the satellite is ih named. Next

ask the Students to pick out exampleb of interdependence from the

cartoon book. How ar% the people mutually dependent on energy?

How,does the amount.0 energ available-and the amount charged for

its production affect the co t'of energy to the consumer? Have

your students ask their parents:hats it costs every month for elec-

.

tricy,,gasand oil formtheir home. Has the cost changed in the .

'last yiar? What about the price of gas for the car? How have

.price changes affected their life-Styles?
1 ft

5. The QuEST decides to meet'via multi-media.panels rather thfin tra-

vel to the "Interdependence." Do you think thiq actually saves..

energy?- Mutt are examples of using energy to d ve energy

6. List on theboard the names of die six main characters in the cartoon

,book. What are the problems involved in making,group decisions that.

Affect others? Have your students imagine that they are,members of

the gam Have several students role play a QuESTmeeting. After

they'haverole played, milt the ,class to idehtItY aspects of group

decision-making such as stating positions, ihe use of:,evidenar

negobiation and tompromd.se. What have they learned about group de-

cision-malcing,and the problems involved in establishing energy policy?

Relate thii to the present situation in this country and the world,

WUW is-it necessary to set energy priorites for the futuTe noW?
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1. Conflict
2. Iniagination and the mewling of energy.

Objectives,

1. Students will relate the past conditions. on "Quantum' to those
.pottentially and currently on Earth.

III Students will be able to imagine.about the meaning and'uses.of
energy.

fill

fatruction

I. Zoie reflects on the history of Quantum before the "Interdependence"
and .the QuEST. Discuss with.your studente the. feasibility_of Earti

.

experiencing wars over energy. Can they ever itagine a time when
our world would go to an international energy policy board? What
.would be the advantages and disadvantages? What are their feelings
'about mandatory conservation laws? .What laws would they want to
see passed,if. any? How would they propose these'laws be enforced?

2. Omhi talks with others about the meanings of "energy." Using what
he spays as a. bAse, have the students Write down or share- verbally
"imagined" thoughts about energy. Students could do-a survey of

- their'schoolmates, other teachers and families, asking them what
. -energy"ttans to them. All ideas should be encouraged. The survey

results could then be compiled. .The point is that there are many
different ways to. think about energy.

Pages. 7-12 Main,Ideas

1. Decisionmaking
2. Conflict.

Objectives

41
1. Students will be able to identify examples of decision-making.
2. Students will'give examples of conflict over energy policy seen-

in the cartodn book.
3. Students will be\abl1to relate.these ideas tottheirown lives.

Instructional Strategies

1. Askorour students why,Dr. Deat is so aggravated with,the members of
the QuEST. Wrhy is it so aifficult for the QuEtTto make decisions?
Relate tiiis problem to an example occuring now such as the debate
over gas rationing.

a

.2. Dyad doesn'tyant to act without consulting the others. Dr. Drpt has

decided to tak charge himself. What are the advantages and disad-4'vantages of gr decision-making and individual,decision-:making?

1 .

3. pr. Drat deGlides to "take/from the.energy rich and give tqkthe energy

poor." Discuss with youistudents the unequalidistributioR of energy
resources on Earth. Sqme students could he enbouraged to do reaparch

,

IA r .
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on a country where energy is not readily aVailable How are life7

styles.afferentirom our own? Ask the students to offer suggestlons

for making more energy resour es available to those,in need. Disculip

the problems of cost, irantpo tation and adaptation from country to .

country.

,

4. Given our present situation on Earth, hly unlikely that one

set of circumstdves could occur to hal.t çte pr ction, use and dis-

tribution of energy resources. However,, vett though Quantures situa- .

tion is fictitious, it is one we can ledrn from. Discuss wfth your

'students hoW circumstances ow which/WeLd have control can affett

us an0 force us to deal,with energy thortages.\ ors such as wars

and revolution,.lack of supply, price, lack of knowledge, embargoes,

strikes, etc., do affect us. How do they feel,. about these situations?

Have your,students write their owh scenarios aboOt what would happen

on earth if energy was not available. How do they think people would

react?
4

Pages 13-16 Main Ideas

1. Decision-making
Conservation

3. Cooperlion

Objectives
;

1. Students will be able(to pick out examples of individual Id group

decision7making about energy use.

2. Students will identify examples of cooperation and conservation.

3. Students will offer suggestions, ofcways they can conserve energy.

4. ,qtUdents will summarize what the people of Quantum are learning

# from their experien4s.

Instructional Strategies

1. Have your students identify the conservation meaaures beingihken

on Quantum. Hakve your students offer additional conservation stra-

tegies that.they could use. What are the costs and benefits of

conservation? Hoy has life alipnged on Quantum and can 41ey see

these changes occurring.in their own communities?

2. The pbople on.Quantum believe that their situation Is only tem-

porary. Do rou think our current energy situation is temporary?

What happens to Quantum remains an open question. Have your

students work individually or in groups to write a continuation

of,this story. What will happen if the-"Interdependence" is not

repaired? What will happen if it is?

3. The main point oh the last page of the Cartoon book is to, eip

students realize that peOple make the difference. 'D$cisions

about energy use and resourceteare ours to makel What \Are the

QuEST and Quantumites learning film thelr experiences% How ,

)
s

'The.Incredible Sulk cting as a model? Have your stud&its o t-

tlime.their own energ conservation strategies /How can they
,

0.
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convince Others in their sChool, family a90 community to conserve
energy? Help them write strategies to dO so. Check with your
studehts every week on their progress. *Discuss-with your students
the costs and benefits of conservation.

Additional Activities

Cbjectiva

1. Students will create their own learning opportuAtiet from the
'cartoon book.

Instructional ,p trategi

1. Have your students draw their own cartoon pictures or stories, lk
either with their owmcharacters or those from the caftoon.book:r
How are their stories similar and different fromthe energy situa-

i tion on Quantum? 13n.Earth?

2. Ask your students 6 pick one of Cie characters.in the'cartoon book
.andWite a story describing their energy habits and lifestyle.'.
What attitudes about energy use, production and distribution does-
their chosen charactOr represent?

.1. Discuss with your students what would have been the future on
Quantum had the "Interdependence" not broken down. What decisions
would have been made by the QuEST and how would they have'been im-
plemented? Relate this to the implementation of the U.S. andyother'
countries' energy policies.

"'There are several terms used in the cartoon book that your students may
need help with'. Discuss Oli.th your studentd these terms and the meanings they
have as related to the story.

.1. abundant - well supplied, more than sufficent
2. abuse - to misuse, to hurt by treating badly
3. consumption - the.using up of resources, goods or services
4. disable - to make unfit for use
5.- inhabitant - a permanent resident

.6. institdte,- to set upto construct. A place specializing in
advanced study im technical subjecs.

7. Pyramid - any struCture with a square base andifour sloping
triangular sides meeting at the top, as those-built bY the
ancient Egyptians for royal tombs. Some people believe that
the pyiamid shape.signifies power. ,

8. restore -. to Oring back to a former or normal condition
9. system of distribution - how goods, resoures or-services are

r

divided among people and,regions.
,

"

a.

41b.

45.
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Introduction:

Imagination isbused to introduce this lesson. Student', are to
become awdie of the changes, that are occurring in Sub-Saharan Africa
and how these,changes influence and are influenced by energy resources.
By using tables and maps,, students become directly involved in identifying
important resources of Sub-Saharan Africa. They'also coinplete a word
search'which empha$izes some of the more important agricultural products, t
energy reaburcet and-a few of the Sub-Saharan countries. The remainder
of the lesson prisents material about energy resources of SubcSaharan
Africa both current and potential. The lesson concludes with an activity
patterned after Bingo which providet an excellent review for students,

LESSON ONE: THE DeVELOPING CONTINENT '1

TEACHER'S GUIDE

Obpectives:

1. Students will use imagination to identify changes
that would'occur if they experience sudden and
drastic changes in their physical make up.

2. Students will be able tor
occurring in Sub-Saharan

3. Students will be able to

identify, rapid changes
,

Africa.

identify major resources of Sub-
Saharan Africa.' 1

. 4. Students will identify the available and potential energy
resources of Sub-Saharan Africa.'

Time: Two to Three days,

Instructional Strategies:

1(
1. Introduce this lesson withiActivity 1. L t the students read

the assignment and give them some time to develop their images.
Ask them to make some notes in response to the *six-statements
given in the.Activity. Have some of the students share their

/images with the class.
,

J 0
Students should complete Activity 2.

Answers.to Activity 2

1. Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania, Mozambique

2. Nigerta, Ghana

IP
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3. Zaire Sudan Sou'th.Africa, Uganda

4. Zaire, Tan'zania, South Africa, Syan, Ethiopia

5. Nigeria - cocoa, cotton, coal, petroleum

Ethiopia - coffee 41

Zaire - diamonds, copper

South Africa - tobacco, coal, uranium,.gold, diamonds,

copped'
Nm

Sudan -

Tanzania - cashew, coffee,.cotton, sisal, tobacco,
diamonds

KenSfa - cashew, sisal

Uganda -*coffee

Ghana,- cocoa, gold

Mozambique . cashew .

6. Two countfies - Nigeria - coal, petroleum; South Africa -

coal, uranium

4. Have the students read the material after Activity 2

"A Continent of Coptrasts" up to Activity 3.

Hand out the "Word Search Puzzle" anci allow students

complete this activity.

\and mention six energy resource
iftfrica (wood, coal and oil, hyd

Aa you discuss these energy reso

Ask the:students to complete the

including:

time to

reading of lesson materials
available in Sub-Saharan
electric, nuclear, and solar.)

rces and their use, point

out the vast potential of hydroolectrical power because of

0itha major river systemsm amount of rain'fall, and the changes

in e ovation in the region. Also, review the major problems

repited to this form of energy development. Finally, your,

discussion should focus upon the use of wood as a major source&

of energy-in SUV-Saharan Africa and why hydroelectrical power,'

solar energy, or some othet source of'energy is fleeted. .Some

reasonekfor the need to develop additifonal-energy resources

are: the %problem of over consumption of wood, the nee0 for

more enere to provide for the changes in airiculture and

industry, tie need fOr loctil sOurces of energy at a low

cost, and enargy to provide for an improved life style.

.

011'
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Activity 4 - ThIs "Bingo" type game is ari excellent review
activity for the students. Distribute copies of the 16-
square card to each student; 167ffeans origrains of corn
Ask the student to cut out the squares and rearrange them
in any order that'he/she'wishes. This is essential if students
are not all/to attain "Bingo" at the same time. The.squares
can then be(glued onto another sheet of papp. Have a student
or the teacher be the "caller" and read the energy-related
clue to the otper-students. Do not read the numbers of
the clue. The clues may also be cut out and chosen randomly
from a box.

As the clue is read, the players will cover the correct answer.
The firSt person to get four boxes in a row is the'winner and
should tall out "Bingo." The caller shoUld quickly check
the answers to be sure they are correct. If the,student was
not correct then the person is eliminated and the.game
continues until a winner,is declared.

If desirable the students can make up their own clues and
use those clues to play the review game.

Student Assessment: Correct answers fon the assessment instrument for
"The Developing C9ntinent" on the following page are:

\

,'l.D, 2. D, 3. A, 4. B 5. C

444.
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STUDENT AtSESSMENT

ENERGY AND SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA

I

Lesson One: Ihg.Developing Continent,.---"

1. Sub-Saharan Africa is known to haveva large shargAof the.world's potential for
\-J-

)
2.--If a yorld .pbcirtage_occurred in the prodution of uranium, what source.of energy,,

would this affect?'

A. wind power.' ...

B. geothermal. power.

C. ,coal power.

4 D. hydroelectric power.
11

.

A. solar power
B. geothermal power
C. hydroelectric power
D. nuclear power

3. Hydroelectric power is produced by

A. t9plaines turned by falling water.
B. boilers heated by coal.
C. &lanes run by nuclear power.
D. generators turned by animal power.

:

4, Ti4Itive year-old Kip, living in Sub-Saharan Africa, turns off the television

' and.turris on his desk lamp to do his homework. Where ia he-most likely.to.'

be living?

A. rural areal
B. urban area
-C.-farming area\
D. mountain. area'

Compared to the United States, Sub-Saharan Africa is much more dependent on

,

A. Oil.

1.

B. coal.

C. wood.
iv D. Wind,.

sr"

.11
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BINGO CLUES

a

.*
1. What is the source of ill energy?,

2. What is the spume of energy for humans?

3, What is-a basic energy.resource used In most of Africa?

4. ,What do coal, oil and natural gas have in common?

I.

0

S. .What type of energy is produced by harnessing the water from the '

many waterfalls anil rapids in the rivers of Africa?

,

6. What type of energy resource is available to almost all American
homes but to few homes in Africa except thOse located in the cities?

7. What is the term used to describe the Nise use of resources?"
%

8. What fossil fuel is prodUced in some north African countries,
Nigeria, Gabon and South'Africa?

9. What fossil fuel is obtained from mines?
.

10. When the source orenergy or powe is provided by animal or human
effort, how is it identified or what type of power is it?

11. Wood is used as the 'pin ehergy resource for what activity in
. Africa?

1 . What term is used to describe the "iha4pig of resources so that
allegh benefit?"

13. What is anotier name for energy provided by the sun?

14. What term identifies those resources or goOds ficountry trades or
sells to another country?

15.. What resource is used as a basic fuel td"create nuclear power?

0016. /What term identifies those,resources or goods a coOntry buys
from another coufitry?

a.

?1
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INGO SCOREBOARD
.- -

(Duplicate a apy for each student, cut into)
( 'sous*, and glue in differing order on )

another sheet.of paper
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LESSON TWO: NIGERIA: A SUB-SAHARAU OPEC NATION

TEACHER'S GUIDE

. Introduction:

This lesson will focus on the Sub-Saharan country of Nigeria. The

students mill ilearn about energy resources available and used in Nigeria'.

It also dispuilees the count(y's major exports and imports. 'The major
emphasis oftthis lesson ts oit. interdependence.

Objectives:

1: Students will learn ibout interdependence and how
it relates to Nigeria and the United States.

Students will be able to identify Nigeria's major
energy resources.

3. Students will be able to identify Nigeria's major
()worts.

4. Students will use their imaginations to consider
What the effects of a.sudden loss of a major source
of petroleum to the United States would have on
them and their family.

Time: Three to four days.

Instructional' Strategies:
A

1. Have the students read and complete Activity #1. Discuss with

the students some of the ideas they had. How did most of them

choose to travel? Why? What are some of their ideas

about Nigeria. This may be a good chance to talk about stereo-
types or other ideas studentos have about Africa in general.

4 They refer to their article later to see how accurate they
were.

2. The students should read the material up to Activity #2 and

then complete the activity. By using partners the students
will have an opportunity to interact with one another. They

should be able to identify some resource that they possesf
that they would be willing to share or trade with another
student. As the students betcome involved in this activity,
encourage them to recognize some of their own needs. Help

them to realize that some resources may be worth more than
others. Therefore, they may need to trade with more than
one person or an entirely different person. The difficulties
that interdependence may cause should be discussed as a whole
class. Theridea that Nigeria might nee0 goods that the United
States can provide and vice versa should be discussed.

5%.)
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Have the students read the material about Nigeria's resources

and exnorts'and thefuterial on interdeOendence. After the
reading is completed have the stuftonts do Activity #3.

41;Answers for- Activity #3

1 1. The energy resources shown on. the map include
'oil and coal.

2. .0ther resources shown include cocoa, tattle,
cotton, timber and tin.

Oil, tin and coal: The students might say coal,
'but most coal turned from Nigeria goes to Ghana.

%.,LAnswers will varyi. The United States could provide
technical knowlefte on farming and industralization
as well as many food products, appliances and clothing.

'S. Answers will.vary. Howeyer, through international
.trade the United'States Ofis purchase oil from Nigeria
and in exChange provides technical aid,and other goods
to Nigeria. The benefits would be that the United
States can meet some of its oil needs and Nigeria can
improve its way of lkfe by receiving goods it needs. .

Some problem3 might be that Nigeria may lose some of
its traditional culture.

Wle

6, Answers will vary but should reflect an awareness of
,the need to reduce the consumption of energy and/or
the development of eneigcalternatives to replace the
loss of oil supply. _Help students examine their (AM
values and how theSe values influence their decision on
the best alternative.

4. Have students read the material on Ru
,complete Activity #4.

Answers fdr Activity 04

eria and

1. Ansiers will vary, but should include basic hand
tools, cooperation between families and the possible

.
use of fire to burn off trees and bushes.

2. Answers will vary, but should demonstrate the students'
awareness ofqwhat they give up or gain if they do or

'do not cooperate.

3. Answers should reflect the students' knowledge of what

the leaning of subsistence farming is. Most probably,

the farmers would be subsistence farmers at least until

1/0
e roads were developed so that they could move their

urplus to markets.

5 6
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4. Wood and muscle power would be the maim sOurce of enerfy.

Answers Should ref ct an awareness of the sim4ators as
far .as the de upon basic energy resourde, and
problems faced by oth groups.

6. Answers will vary, but by taking Advantage of 'knowledge
and goods from bther,couhtries in:Ochange for those
resources possessed by Nigeria, the people may be able
to develop more productive lifestyles ,tind improve their *
'quality of life (life expectancy, literacy rate, etc.)

. Have the students finish reading the lesson materiai. -.They
are once again reminded of the importapce of interdependence
in pibviding benefits to both Nigeria'and the United States.
Have a class disCussion summarizing the entire.lesson.
Answer any questioni.the students may have about the lesson.
A discussion mifht develop on how too Nch dependence
ion otheripeople and other natipns migilt cause problems.
'Students should recognize thaf there may be cgsts as well as
benefit& and that both must be considered:

Student Assessment: Correcp answers for the assessdent instrument for
"Nigeria: A Sub-Saharan OnC Nation" on the following page
are:

.741.11.7171!alma6'

41IL

1. A, 2. B, 3 A, 4. C, 5. C

4.

4
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$TUAENT ASSESSMIT

f,
ENER6i AND SUB-SAHARAN'AFIliCA

Lesson Two: Niseria: Aillipub-Saharan OPEC, Naelon

1. 'now does,Nigeria rank in population among African nations?

A. first
. B. second

C. third
D. fifth

.2. Wpere does Nigeria rank as a Supplier of oil to the United Statlip?

A. It is th largest supplier.
B. It is the seccind largest supplier.
C. It is the thiid largest supplier.
D. It is the fifth largest supplier. ,

3., What percent of N?geria's exports are related to oil?

4-

-,04e

4. CooperatiOn in buying oil from nations tha,t need to sell oil is 'an example.of

A. 80%
B. 70%
C. 50%
D. 40%

411..

.

"do

A. independence.
B.

C. i terdependence.
D. co xistence.

h 1681em iamily is living in a
their major source of energy?

t .

I

A. oil
B. electricity

, C. wood

D. coal

4

4%414

small village in northern Nigeria, wnat is

or#

.96
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" LESSON THREE: CONSERVATION:440A NEdE

Introduction:

544
TEAtHeR'S GUIDE

ITY

e.

This letsoi-on energy emphasizes conservation and compares the need
for as well as means of.consuming energy in the developing country of
Tanzania and in the United States. Students learn the different ways
Tanzania is trying to 'conserve and will be given an opportunity to identify
ways they can conserve in their own livei.

Objectives:

4

.1. Students will learn how.people in Tantania use energy
compared to how people use energy In the United Stites.

Students will develop
and their families.

#

. Students will be able
Tanzania.

(' r.

conservation strategies for themselyes

.<

to identify ehergyoresources in'

4

4°. Students wirlobe able to identify energy problems in
Tanzania.

Time: Two to three days.

Instructional Strategies:

. 1. Begin the lesson with the immination Activity 01.# This is
a continuation of Activity 01"in Lesson Two' and will be used
in conducting or summarizing the information at the end of
this lesson. Remind the students to keep their notes for
later use. .

I

2. Have the students read the material up to Activity #2. This

,material explains what some of the country's basic agricultural
products are and also that Taniania is almost totally dependent 0
upon agriculture. w

3. Have the students mplete Activity 02. If your school is
not likely to have a number of farmers readily available for
students to interview, then perhaps you could arrange for a

--farmer to come to school and present a class disliFussion. You

should conduct a lar,ge group dis6ussion after stlildents helve
either completed their indiyidual interview or had an inaclass
presentation by a farmer. This discussion should center around
the types of energy resources used in carrying out farming in '

the United States and what suggestions the students have for
conserving energy. If neither alternative is possible, provide
time for students to go to the library and do brief reseeKch
on farming ih their area.

0

5 96
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4After completing the'discussion on Activity 02i'ask Yhe
studentt t read the material in,ihe lesson about why
Tanzanian farmersmult be concerned about conservation

lahd why P4icricans ardrilso interested in conservation.'
Aisign Activity 04. * the students. This activity prom
vides anopportuni jor the, student to learn almut what

,

'problems they,migh ave if they were dependent upon

'themselves to traise;the fOottheir family ate'. The

students shouIi increase this awareness of the 'typesof .

energy used in ood production as well as the problem
of deciding wha1 to plant, when and how to plant. iv,. etc.

All of this should lead to' a.greater understanding f
the importance of conservation of our resources as 4ell

as what and how energy resources are used in farming.
! 0 The second part of Activity 03, that i&the section where

the student is asked to review Some of the'additional -

problems beyond planning 'and planting A garden but how
to pay forthe.seed, types of tools available to 'do the
work, etc., is intendecito emphasize the amount'of
interdependence we in the United.States haVe in meeting !.

our basic,energy needs for food.:
.

.
.

A. Alter the students have completed Activity conduct a

large group discUssion to consider what the students

.

learned about their need-to conserve and their dependence

on others.

As yoU continue the studY of this lesson, ask the students
to read about the'41,ference between energy used in homes
in Tanzania and the energy used in most homes.in the United
States. le sure'to.point out that 96% df thelianzanians
depend upon wood as their basic fuel for heating and'cooking.

Ask the students tO read and complete Activity 04.

Activity 04 presents a chart on the typical amount of 9

electrical energy used to tun appliances found in American

homes. The students are asped to use the chart in answering
questions about energy consumption and to suggAlt Rossible

'ways of conserving eneigy. Emphasize how much energy the

average person in t e United States uses.

i
Answers:

1

1. Answers may vary but the items that are the larger

uses of energy should provide the greater potential

for savings. Some of these are electric heat, cooking
appliances, washer and dryer, water heater, etc.

I

Answers may vary but some definite areas to consider

are insuring good insulation 1,0 the home, closiril off

unused rooms, turning down the thdrmostat, etc. Use

natural drying rather than automatic dryers whenever /

poeiible, cook using the frost fuel efficient methods,



4..

4

1 1

reducing water temperatu4res or getting.a timer I
turn electric, water heat off afdo)n at differeAt
times. Studlints may have a varidty of creative.
suggestions !Imre. Listen to,theM ri011y.

3. Answers will vary:

An$wers here shoUld reflect the students awareness
of the data presented in the chart;

Turning back the thermostat 7- heat uses the
most energy

4 4

Cutting down on the use of hot water -- heating
hot water uses more energy

Turning down the heat but also using efficient
cooking methods 40

,

Reducing the use of both to a more efficient level

Answers will vary. Students might help by setting an
example. Others might develop some type of community
information service and/or plan, etc.

t/

6. Have the students read the rest of the reading materiel
on Tanzania and the Way they use wood and the Oevelopment
of the Ujamma villages. Hold a discussion on the reeding
material. Help the students understand that resour es
must be usq0 wisely and shared in Tanzania. In ad tion,

have them read how the Tnited States is trying to onserve
energy. If time allows, discuss each suggestion nd

relate it to your students. Have them suggest wa s to
conserve. Interested students may want to-make checklists
for themselves or make posters to demonstrate energy saving
ideas.

I.
The lesson concludes with the students writingrtheir
imaginary neWs article about life and energy ,fise in_
Tanzania. At/iOis point, the students are tjreferto
their notes from,the beginning of the lesso (Activity 01)
dplus use the infOrmation they have learned in the entire
ldsson.

,Student Assessment: Correct answers for the aEisessment instrument for
."Conservation: A Necessity" on the following pa0 are:

A. B, .2 C, 3. B, 4, B, C
4c-

(.4
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STUDENT ASSESSMENT

ENERGY AND'SUBSAHARAN AFRICA

Lesson Three: se vation: A cessit

1. How-does the use of energy for cOoking in Tanzania compare with the mse
of enertv for cooking.in the United States?

V -\
A. Tanzanians use More coal.
B. Tanzanians use more firewood.
C. Tanzanians use more steam.
D. Tanzanians use more small electri5 ovens.

2. Tanzania's two major energy sources are

A. coal an&oil.
B. oranium and solar.
C. muscle p9wer and wood.
D. wind and hydropower.

3. Con rvation. is

4'

A. doing without resources.
B. using resources wisely.
C. getting the highest price for resources.
D. starting parks.to *vent the use of resources."

4. Conservation in the United States mostly involves the use of oil, gas ind

elecW.city, whereas conservation in Tanzania mostly involves

A. coal.
B. wood:
C. water power.
. ,electricity.

kr

5. All of the following are ways to c9nserve energy except

A. taking sharrs instead of baths.
B. reading insteild of watching television.
C. using papec nApkins instead of cloth.
D. recycling Aluminum cane.

6 2
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ENERGY AND kill-SAHARAN.AFRICA'

ADAPTATION LESSONS POR SCIENCt,

, LANGUAGE ARTS AND PRACTICAL ARTS

$11e adaptation lessons on the following pages deal with energy

resources, interdependence and conservation. All of these energy

concepts have been related to Sub-Saharan Africa by the social studies.

teachers. It is our hope that the social studies teacher.can then work

with other teachtirs in Science, Language'Arts and Practical Arts'classes

to reinforce energy concepts with.the students.- Students can become

inxolved and relate it to their everyday lives.

ADAPTAXiON LESSON OA: 'ENEItGY RESOURCES

,
Os

Idea. The -idea of these lessons is to helpNstudents recognize

various energy resdurces and their use in their o 'Fives. They should

be able t6 lfst,a variety of resources and ways-they canbe used.

` Objectives:
.

Il

1. ,Students will bétgble to identify ferent energy-Yesources.

2. Students will be able to list ways- az gresources can be

used to produce energy.

3. Students will relate energy resources to their own lives.

science CI.p.sses. Have the students build a Solar reflector-using

aluminum foil to cook with. Directions for this are attached. An

additional way of dembnstrating the poteptial of solar energy is by

using acrumpled up newspaper and magnifying glass. take the newspaper

and magnifying glass outside where the sun is bright. It is best to

use a concrete or asphalt,walk. Lay the newspaper on the cement and

hold the+magnifying glass just above the paper until the sunlight is

concentrated in a small area. Hold it there until the paper begins

to smoke. Do now allow a fire to start. 'nen the experiment islinished,

have the students discuss,how it relates to energy and also the ,

potential of solar use. '

lbanguage Arts. On one 3 x 5 card write hn energy resource Include

Coil, oil, sun, wood, ghsoline, nuclear, tidal, geothermal, hydro,

natural gas,, garbage, wind, and food. Repeat this list until you have

enough for each class member.' Pin one 'card on the back of each student.

They are.then stipposed te mill around the room asking as many questions

as necessary to try and find out what resource they represent. Questions

must be asked so they can only be Answered Yes or No. When everyone .

has identified their resource take the cards off thiir backs. Next

help the students group themselves into like resources. Discuss for a

few minutes why they are alike. They may be different than how you

might group them %tit as.long as they can explain why let them explain.

As afWhole class, summarize and discuss any questions the students

might have.
lo
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Practical Arts. In industrial arts class, the students could work.
in'groups and make examples of crude hand tools that many Africans

use today for .farming. In addition, have students bring ip any tools

from Early-America if they have them. . Have the students discuss
these tools and the uie of energy when the projects are completed. A

.disPay could be made in the school library with 'an explanation of

. each tool and its use.

ADAPTATION LESSON TWO: ENERGY AND INTERDEPENDENCE

Idea. The main idea in these lessons is for the students to

leard767 importance of interdependence. Interdependence exists in a

variety of ways and in different situations. /

Objectives:
A

1. Students will be able to recognize examples of ister-

.dependence. .

2. StUdents will learn how other people depend on energy.

3. Students will
a mtsi .

participate with other students to.create

Science Classes. Students can make mobiles showing the relation-

ship of the body and food energy. More specific mobiles could show

a food chain or photosynthesis. As a class, they should discuss how

,the body is dependent on food for energy. The food chain should be

discussed and the interrelatedness of the process should,be pointed

out. Stuaents may point out that they can interrupt,the cycle by
growing their own food or by just not eating so much., ,

a e Arts. Have the students make a survey of students,

achers, sta and adminisiiators to find out how they depend on

energy. Include the areas of home, school, recreation, and trans-

portation. Which Areas do they depend on energy the most? The least?

4re they willing to db anything about trying to be less dependent?
Student§ should share and discuss results. Discuss ways to help

people see how dependent they are and the problems this creates.
-

Practical Arts. Have the students plan a meal they can cook
for the crass using only wood as a source of fuel. Discuss the

difficulties involved, the type of utensils necessary, and the Aimitation

of the menu itself. Where will the wood come from? How,mucb wood is

needed for a' whole meal? Students can then talk about how they normally

cook and the type of energy involved. Compare the two methods. Time

can be discussed and how dependent we are on the stove or other cooking

devices"

6 5



ADAPTATION LESSON THREE: ENERgY CONSERVATION

Idea. The central idea is for students,to recognize the impdrtance
of conservation. Students will be asked to generate their, own ways to

, conserve and to participate by using conservtionistrategies.

1
Objectives:

1. Students will develop a plan to conserve energy use.
2. 'Students will be able to recognize the importance of

recycling.

Science Classes. Have the students eitherstake a lield trip or

look at a map or picture of a nearby shopping center. In groups or

individually, they should idpntify different ways energy is being used.
Students should make a list of,the kwaft energy is beips wasted. When

stiadents return to class or are finished, they should ITite a plan on
Ow the shopping center could conserve energy.

Language.Arts. Have one student volunteer to convince the class )

that awaluminui-can4s useles. The class should respond and gixie

Teasons why they disagree. be class should discuss the importance
'of recycling. Students could be encouraged to participate in a

recycling activity. For example, many studenti like to collect

aluminum cans to trade. They.could be encouraged to collect others to

:recycle. A bUlletin board of items brought in is often effective..
They, should become aware of the variety of things that are reOcl
Newspapers can be made into logs for fire fuel.

Practical Arts. Have students-do a survey of Paper products they
(ttse in their Immo. Napkins, paper Xoweling, paper plates, waxpaper,
Fleenex, etc. Students should keep track of the number of times during
one week they coted have used a eloth towel or handkerchief instead.
As a project, 'Maly could make terry cloth towels for the kitchen or
hankies.for their Roses. Students should-aiscuss Other items they might
use in place of their paper products. In shop class, students could
make a project from.only scrap material.. They should be encouraged
to be as areative as possible. Display all projects in a central
location to show others what can,be done with "scraps:"

a.

1
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ENERGY AND SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA

LESSON,ONE: THE DEVELOPING CONTINENT #

Lesson Objectives .

I

4

To imagine changes that would.octur if you experienced
.a sudden and drastic change in your physical make up
To develop an awareness of the rapid changes occurring

40, in Sub-Saharan Africa
To identify major resources of Sub-Saharan Africa 4

To identify the available and potential energy resources7
of Sub7Saharan Africa

ACTIVITY 0 1

Imagine that youlhave been asleep. When you first
wept to sleep only yesterday, you Npre a young child of

2 or.3. Somehow when you awake today you are now a
young-adolescent of 11 or 12.

1 . What changes have taken piace?

2. What kind of things can you do today that
you could not do yesterday at the age of
2 or 3?

1

3. Bevaware of your physical self, Notice you
are a whole person but there are also many
different parts of you.

4. Continue to be aware of how your hand needs
the help of your arm and your arm needs the
rest.of your body. Your brain is dependent
on the blood suplply from youi heart. Think

of other ways diffesent parts of your body
depey on one anoth1r.

S. Next, think of the type and amount of food you
needed as a young child and the type and amount
you need at 41 or 12. Is there a difference?

6. What other things are di rent because of the
changes that occurred?

r,

6 7
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As a youloadoldicent you are growing, changing and developing in

many ways each and every day. In this chapter, you are going to study a

spontfbent'that is much like'a growing adolescent -- Africa. As you read.

about Africa, you will also learn about energy and will be ableAto

recognize the many ways Africa is growing, developing and changing.

Africa is one of the largest continents and has many countries% In

fact, it is the second largest continent in the world,and has SI different

countr*es. The tontinent as a whole cows 30 million square kilometers

(12 !J.-pion square miles) and is more,than three times the size of the

United States. The countries of Africa are dependent on one another for

4

many reasonC'They shall resources as well as boundaries. And as an

adolescent, just like yourself, there is much to know and understand

about Africa.

In this chapter, we will focus mainly on Sub-Saharan Africa. This

is the portion of Africa that is south of the Sahara Desirt. The Sahara

is the largest desert in,the world. See Map 11 for the location. When

the word Africa is'used it will refer to the continent as a whole. North

Africa, the area north of She Sahara Desert, is discussed in another

chapter.

SU4SAMIARAN AFRICAN COUNTRIES
S.

Table IA
Ten Largest Countries.by

Population 1978

(in millions)

Table 18
Ten Largest Countries by

Land Area
(in 10000 square miles)

140

f. Nigeria 100.0 Sudan 967 .

2. Ethiopia 29.7 2. Zaire 906

3. Zaire 27".1 3. Chad 496

4. 'South African Rep. 26.7 4. Nigel' 489

S. Sudan 16.5 , S. Angola 481

6. Tanzania 16.4 6. Mali 479 .

7. Kenya ' 14.8 7. Ethiopia W472

8. Uganda 12.7 8. South African Rep. 471

9. Ghana 10.6 9, Mauritania 398

10. Mozam4que 9.5 10.
.

Tanzania" *

ft\

363

1
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Table 2 (1975)

Major Products of Atrimas Percent of Total Werld'Production and

Percent of African Production for Selected Countries

Cashew Cotton Coal
,

. EMU.

Africa
lit Pill!

91c Africa . 31 211.
....

141Wique . TV arlirAtrica alr lifutti 52%

TilnallAill 441 Nigeria 41 Rhodesia SI , tains 311

Konya SI Tanzania 41 Nigeria ,41 South Africa 111

Cocoa 4teit Sisal

.

Petroleum Diaaonds

Ghia la Tansania fit Nigeria Zaire 14Awls -661 Maim Afrjc. LA_ . MaLra

Ivory ast 231 Angola 201 ,Gabon 41 South Africa 221

Nigeri 221 Kenya 161 Angola 31 Temente 1.$1

Coffee Tobacco, Uranium Gold

lit opts : TN eiffia ill
Aida .
South Africa 'South Africa-8T

Africa 7111

Aft!"
261

Uganda 151 South Africa 131 Nigeria 281 Ghana 21

Ivory Coast 151 Tanzania ' 71 Gabon 101 Rhodesia 1,91

Tanzania SI

--2---""

1977-78 Africa South of tho Sahara

: Buropa Publications Limited 1977

ACTIVITY # 2

Using Tables 1A, 111, 2 and the map answer the fallowing

questions ontyour own paper.

1. Which countries are located along the east coast

of Africa?

2. Whicb.c4untries are located along the west coast?

3. Which countries would not be considered to be
located in either of these two areas?

Do any of the countries in Table lA appear
in Table 111? Name them.

Now look at Table 2.

5. List those products identified with elch bf
the ten largest countties on Table 1A, e.g.,
Nigeria - cocoa, etc., Ethiopia - coffee;

ett

6. Uow manylof tly countries on Table IA have an

energy mon-6e as a major product? Name the

countries and the resource or resources.
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Throughout the nineteenA and early twentieth century, most of
4 e

Africa was 'ruled by European colonial'powers, including France, England,

Portugal and Germany. Only Ethiopia and Liberia were free nations. In

March, 1957, Ghana became an indepeldee country. This was the first in

a series of independence days among the other 52 Sub-Saharan African

countries. As a result, many charges occurred in Africa, iipd like a

young adolescent, the continent Vegan to develop rapfdly.

_ _

A CONTINENT OF CONTRASTS

Sub-Saharan Africa is also a region of many contrasts. In the cities,'

there are many modern office buildings, hotels and tall apartments much

like you find in the 'cities in the United States. In the villages, how-

ever, you see thatched huts, simple clothing and people li)iing in

more traditional ways.

7 1



One of the reasons Sub-Saharan Africa is developink rapidly is

because of tG discovery of the many resources that are desirlble to

the other countries of the world. This rerbt mines tver 75% of the

world's diamonds, about three-fourths of its gold and ex

1

orts two-thi/(4a1.--

of the world's cocoa. In exchange6far these resources, oods and tech-

nology are provided to the

in turn, use the goods anti

',

countries. The

technology to

4

Sub-Saharan African people,

develop their own countries.

4
ACTIVITY # 3

WORD SEARCH PUZZLE

Find and cire1c6the following agricultural products
a few of the Sub-Saharan countries and the energy resources
hidden ij the puzzle your teacher passes out to you. Words

may be und vertically, horizontally or diagonally. qrica
and th 'Sahara can also be found hidden

Africa
Chad

in the puzzle. ,

Coal
fHydroelectric ,

Cocoa
Coffee
Cotton Kenya Petroleum

Diamonds Niger Solar

Gold Nigeria Uranium

Sisal Sahara Wood

Tobacco 'Zaire

ENERGY RESOURCES OF WB-SAHARAN AFRICA

All of Africa exPorts 80% of the energy resources it produces. At

the same time it 'imports 13% of the,resources it uses1 Even though Sub-

Saharan's mineral 'resources are pleptiful and the region is .cAnsidered

wealthy, it still has energy problems.. Many areas haim no electricity and

are totally dependent on wood as a fuel for cooking, heating anditighting.

In Only'a few areas, namely larger cities, is electricity produced by the

use of cdal, oil or hydropower. However, Sub-Sah;ran Africa does have

( upotential NT energy resources.

.71
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One such energy resource is hydroelectrical power. Hydroelectrical

power is energy produced bY falling water> The main reason Sub-Saharan

Africa has this potential resource for energy is because of the topography

of the continent. Topography.is the surface*features of a region. The

rivers have many waterfalls and rapids that are a great source for hydro-

electrical power. The area south of the Sahara is said to have more

than 40% of the world's hydroelectrital power,potential. (See drawing

below for an illustration of how this type of power is generated.)
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Although Africa has this potential for hydroelectricity, it has only

developed 5% of this resource; and the main use of electricity is limited

#

to urban areas. There are several reasons for this. A few of these are:

the lack of moyy to build the actual hydroelectrical plant or facility;

the lack of money to buy the electricity if it was available; and finally,

the distance that the electricity often has to be transported from the

tv

hydroelectrical facility to the cities or rural areas where it is needed.

Solar energy is another energy resource that has potential in Sub-

Saharan Africa. The location df the entire Sub-Saharan region is within

300 North and 350 South of the equator. Therefore, the area is rich in

solar energy potential. Many countries, such as Upper Volta, Nigeria,

Gabon_and Tanzania, are presently researching solar energy.

Sub-Saharan Africa Has Other Energy Resources. Those found in the

region are uranium, ,coal, petroleum, natural gas and wood, whiCh is the

basic energy resource'throughpurall of Sub-Saharan Africa.
Vr

In some areas, such as the Sahel, the 20 million-iipahltantsare.

entirely dependent on wood. The Sahel is a desert-type land that stretches

across the entire width of Africa just south of the Sahara DeSvt. Even

in the handful of cities in this area, wood is used for cooking. Wood

must be used cautiously and be conserved in Sub-Saharan Africa. Drouiht

and over use has made wood scarce as well as expensive.

Uranium is found abundantly in South Africa andNtherefore, nuclear
f'

power has,ihe potential to be a common resourc!sof energy for many parts of
.

.

.

Sub-Saharan Africa in the near future. 4

If Sub-Saharan Africa can develop its available as well as its

potential energy resources, its energy future will most likely becomg

more secure.

7 4
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ACTIVITY # 4

You are now going to play Bingo using information
you have learned in this Lesson. You will receive a
Bingo card from your teacher. Cut out each of the six-
teen squares and glue them od4a new sheet of paper.
This will allow you and each of your classmates to have
\different cards and you will not all Bingo at the same
;time.
1

;

0
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ENERGY AND SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA

1ESSON TWO: NIGERIA: A SUB-SAHARAN OPEC NATION

ectivesTh

TO learn how interdemdence relates to Nigeria
To identgy Nigeria'siMaTor energy resouices
To identify Nigeria's major exports
To imagine what effect the loss of a major source
of petroleum to the United States would have on you
and-your family

ACTIVITY # 1

Imagine that you are a newspaper wpprter going on a trip
to Sub-Saharan Africa. First, decide on how you will get there.
Will you go by boat or plane? Why, did you choose the form of
transportation you did?

The ,first country you will visit is Nigeria in western
Africa. When you first arrive you will land in Lapp, the capital,
which is located in southwestern Niaeria. You will notice many
contrasts in the city itself and the rural areas around Lagos.
When you first step off the plane or boat, look around to see
what types of things,use energy.

Imagine you are still in Nigeria ankyou are asked to write
a newspaper article on the way the, people use energy. Included
should be the energy resources you think NiOrians might depend
on. You may use the Map on page 12 to give you some clues, but
do not worry if your article is not 100% accurate. Write what
you imagine to be the case or what you have learned from other
sources. Save this paragraph as you will refer to it later.

' At first glance you may not notice a great deal of difference between

Lagos.and many other modern cities around the world. You would see cars,
4

motorCycees, mopeds, bicycles, transit buses and a railroad. ,And, of

.couroe, you probably arrived at the intern.ational airpott. If not, you

probably sailed into its harbor on ad ocean liner. In any case, youAre

in the midst of one of the fastest growing cities in4Nigeria.

77
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The traffic congesAon

0

however, wo4ld not be as great as the

traffic congeition in Indianapolis or Chicago, because the actual num-

ber of vehicles per person.is less in Nigeria than in the United States'.

Nigeria, with almost 100 million people, has ihe largest population of

any African nation. Today,

#

the highest rates in Africa.

the population is still growing at one of

It is projected that by 1990 there will be
,

1Pt more people in Nigeria than, it can feed with its preieq rate of

agriculcural production. For this reasen Nigeria must depetd on other

tountries; it must meet some of its basic needs by'impqrting Pods.

Import meair t g tn goOds from other countries.

At thcOs

'as machinery grains, etc., it is among the leading produce*

Nigeril depends on other countries for such goods

6

yik

of a number of. products for exports. Exports are goods shipped oui of
1

the country.1,..Examples of such goods are peanuts, cocoa, tin,.palm oil and

palm oil products. Nigeria is a member-of OPEC, and the seventh largest

producer of oil in the world. OPEC stands,,for the Organization of Petroleum

Exporting Countries. Nigeria is.the United States' second largest oil '

supplier and accounts for 17% of America's foreign oil purchases. Nigeria's

oil accounts for 80% of the total value of goods eAported by the country.

This exchange of goods ot products can be used to pay for needed imports and

technological knowledge.

ACTIVITY 0 2

In pairs, find a place in the classrooi to talk io

your partner. Spend the first few minutes finding mit
about each other if you are not good friends. Next, do

the. following:

1. Each of you should separately ihink of

Something you have that yotir iiartner needs

or would like. It might be a book, a piece

.6f food.you brought for lunch an article

of clohing, etc.
78
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114 each other what you have thought about
and determine if the other person would like

Nto have what you have to offer. Decide on

something each would like.

3. Next,,determine.what a fair exchang0 Would be
for the use of whatever each of you have.
What type of dings do you have to consider
when you decide whether to trade or not.

(Hints One of you may have.somethitig pore
Alluable than theother and then what do you

do?)

, -

4. If you decide not to trade; what alternativesi

might be considered. (Hint: Are there other

people in the classroom with'whom you can
discuss the exchinge of your product?)

. 'As a whole.class, discuss how this activity
relates to Nigeria.

I

Since Nigeria has resources that other countries want and other countries

have goods and knowledge that Nigeria needs, it is involved in international

relatiohshipst These relationships are known as Interdependence.

Intergependence is countries sharing and affecting one another;)

7 9°
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'ACTIVITY # 3

Study the map of Nigeria
questions on a separate sheet

/

1. Identify and list
--k

2. What othgivresources are.shown?

3. *hat resourcesodoes Nigeria have that we

could use?

and answer the following
of paper.

thi energy reso rces.

.4. What resources does the "United States

that-Nigeria gen ute? 6.

S. Describe the way the United States and. ,

Nigekia cooperate with one another.

Include.the benefits and problems that
might result from such a relationship? .

6.,Imagine that the supply of Oil-to the United

Statei from Nigeria, which aibunts to 17% of

,4l .. oil imported into fhis country, has

have

80.
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suddenly been shut bff. What effect would this
have on you and your family? Next, list at least
five alternatives, things you.could do about the
situation that results from having less oil avail-
able.' Finally, of the alternatives mu listed,
choose the one you feel would be the best and
state why.

RURAL NIGERIA

While many people are moving from the country or rural areas.into.

"the growing cities of Nigeria, over 60% of the people still tork and lbw'

,

off the land. Many Nigerians make their living from subsistence farming.

s,

,

8 1
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Subsistence hiving is.a type of farming w4erekonly enotigh crops are

raised to, feed a family. This type of farming is often difficult. the

work is usually done with hand tools and human energy. In these rural

areas, traditional methods are used and little change has occurred over

the years. 'The main energy resource for these areas is Wood. Charcoal

and kerosene are used in somesplaces. Wood is _used most often to cooi

with and to heat with when .necessary. Because the people are poor and

wood has been'available without any cost, it is rapidlir being used up

throughout Africa. And as the wood has become a more scarce resource in

p some rural areas, $eople have hid less time to do farm work because more

14,

time is spent gathering this eSsential energy resource.

.

ACTIVITY # 5

°Imagine that you are a farmer in the U ited States

200 years ago. A small group of other farm&rs and their

families are with you. As you move into the area that

is now Indiana, you find an all wooded area. Imagine

that you have only the crude"hand tools that were available.

1. On a separate sheet, describe how you and

the other families would work to clear

the land,and builda home.

Would you,00perate with the other families?

Why or whK not?

'3. Would you be a subsistence farmer? .Explain.

4. What would be your main source of energy for

doing work? For cooking and heating?

S. How does the life you describe compare to
rural Nigeria today? Can you understand some

of the problems they facglik Explain.

6. How can inter4pendence help.rural Nigerians?,

8 2
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Ih-trs lesson you have studied how interdependence, the sharing

among individualsolgroups, areas'withid a country and between countries

provides opportunitie for everyas to benefit. The United States bene-
my

fits from the foreign tr de it conducts with other eountTies and it also

provides goods and services that Are helpful to these countries.

Yom.have finished your stay in Nigeria. While there are Many things

you have not had time to investigate in this rapidly developing country,
. 0

we need to continue our journey to Tanzania. Because of time,,you will

fly to Tanzania instead of taking thelane highWay that

stretches from Nigeria to Kenya. Transcontinental ileans across the

continent.

I,

(
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ENERGY AND SUB.SAHARAN AFRICA

LESSON THRiE; .CONSERVATION: A NECESSITY

Lesson Objectives

e To compare eltergy use in Tanzania and the United States
To develep conservation strategies that relate to you
and your family

o To identify energy res ources in Tanzania
To identify energy problems in Tanzania

ACTIVITY # 1

Imagine that you are continuing your Sub-Saharan Africa
trip. You head southeast to,the country now cOled Tanzania.

We fly into Dar es Salaam, the capital located on the
east coast. 'As a newspaper reporter you are again asked to
write an article on the way the people of Tanzania live, how
they use energy and the energy resources they might have
available. Not having any experience with Tanzania, you de-
cide o write the aiticle later after your journey. In the

. meantime, you jot down a few thoughts you have about the
country. List these in your notebook and put it in a safe
place,until you need to refer to it later.

Most people of Taniania live and_orkin rural arpas. Over 60% of

'the total farm production is food for perSonal use of the Tanzanian people.

Eighty-five percent of all of the country!s expo,* are agricultural pro-.

ducts, such as sisal, coffee; cotton, tobacco and cloves. Sisal is a plant

(

used in making rope. This means that Tanzania is almost entirely an agri-
,

cultural country, As a result, the main source of energy for this country

is muscle power and wood. (See Map 1 for the location, of agricultural

products.) Tanzania has fewdarge.trAs or lorries as they are called,

even less modern farming equipment.' They use hind hoes and other

1

tools to do tiri`f firmihg.
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-ACTIVITY #- 2

Interview either a student, teacher or someone else who

is familiar with farming. If there is no resource person

available, find the infqrmation in the library.

.1. Find out what kinds of things are grown.

2. Ask if.they grow more crops than theirbfamily

can use. What do they do with the extra crops

if the answer is yes.

IP
3. Ask what type lorlirM machinery they-use.

4. Have them estimate how much 41 and gaso4ine
they use in one year to run their farm.

4

S.' Write a Summary of the,interview or information.

.6. Compare the results of your interview of infor-

, Mation with'the way TanzanianS farm.
, .

7. Are there any ways you"can rbcommend foy the

American farmer to conserve on energy? What

are they? A

^
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Conservation or*the Wise use,o4 resources is as impfrtant in -Tianzania

as it is/in our country. However, because of the,degree of development

: of the country; conservation. efforts are in different forms.

Tanzaniani must be concerned with their'land as it is the basis of

the- peoples survival. A'problem for the Tantania farmbr is that some of

thm land in the country is notkery fertile.. They do not always have

enoligh rainfall and for many years in the past they have.overused the

soil. Years of overgrazing and poor farming techniques have left the land

nonproductivW,and incapable of supporting the people who depend on it.

Therefoie, one of Tanzania's major conservation concerns is the wise use

of the land itself so it calcle used to provide a more generous supply

of the energy resource everyone needs, food.

Many Americans are planting more and more vegetable gardens to

Supplement their food neoZbk Gardens can provide recreation as well as

cut food costs. As food costs rite due to increases in the cost of .

4s

energy used in farming and traniporting goods, even more Americans' ingut

choose.to NI* home gardens for'their families just as the Tanzanians do.

By yourse4f or with two Or three other students pretend
that you want to grim a garden to raise food for your family.
Yo4 are gdong to plan and if possible, actually grow a-garden.

1. The iarden is to feed you and,your fami0.
If you plan to grow a glirden,'you nee4Pto
check witii your parents. Decide h'ow 'much

land you will need and how:much you dan
actually take care of:

Wherq witi you locate yourgarde0

3. What crops will you'grow?

4. Mhat tools will you need?

8
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Where will you,get,the seeds or plants?

When to they need to be planted? Obviously,

if it is the middle of lihe winter, you will
not be able to actually start youi garden.
However, you can plan it and if possible, in
the spring actually grow a garden.

7. How do you plan to store or
r
preseive your

food? ,

,After you have finished planning your garden, answer the

following questions:

1. Was it difficult to plan a garden big enough
to feed a whole family? What types of things

did you have to,consider?

t

'
2. Was there a variety of crops you wanted to grow?

Would this clause problems?
A

Would your garden be difficult to take care of
witleonly hand tools?.

4. How will you pay for the seeds or plants you
want to grow?

S. Were ypu able to find,a plice that had good
fertile soli? If not, what problems might you

have

6. Nhat types of energy would you use if you
actually decide to grow a garden?

Meat Tanzariiang. do ;wit, have the' convenione that most, Amertcans do

en it comes to preParing4 meal or,heating their homes. Most of

. *
4

th, people in the United States. cano flick ,4 switch to turn on the heaf

tO keep warm or to cook a meal. Vie average mericarPitchen is full

,of, electrical apill*Octs and device4. Tanzanians, on the

other 'hind (KW halm to .walk milis-just to 'gather the irewood they
,

.1

m$40.0 coolcuch veniflg .04.!14,

C4



)Following i a chart of annual KWH use for each of
several home electricy consumers. KWH stands for kilo-
watt hour and is a standard measurement of electric energy.

(

ACTIVITY # 4

Room air conditioner
Corn popper
Cooking appliances
Dishwasher
Curling iron
Freezer
Lighting
Blow dryer
Refrigerator
Color TV
Microwave oven
Black and white TVt
Water heater
Electric heat
Stereo/Hi-Fi
Washer and dryer
Redid
Miscellaneous

Average KWH per year

935.0
12.0

1,500.04'

4311.0

3.6

1,500.0
1,000.0

24.0

1,400.0
525.0

. 300.0

360.0'
4,000.0
13,400.0

109.0
1,360.0

86.0

1,205.0

'

69



1: Judging from the figures on the preceding page,
in which areas are-the greatest savings possible?

, 2: What are ways of saving in these areas?

S. List all the items in your home that use electricity.

4: Which of these would be the easiest to giv.e up?

S. Which would be the most difficult?

6. Which do you think is most important in energy
conservation and why?

p.

Turning off lights or turning back the
thermostat in a house with electric heat

Turning off the TV or cutting down on the

use of hot water

Using cooking appliances less or turning
back the heat

Using the dishwasher or kir conditioner
less

7. What can you do to help other people to under tand
whtch are the top priority areas for conserv g

, energy?

Wood accounts for 96% of Tanzania's energy use. Even many ofithe

lieople who live in cities use wood for cooking and,heating because4they

cannot afford the electricity. Tanzanians are now trying to conserve

wood, because supplies are being rapidly used. And although wood is a
4

(...renewable resource, it takes years to replace a ma ure crop. Therefore,

Tanzanians while implementing diofferent types of,conservation methods are

i

also looking for alterilate sources of energ just as we are in the

1
United Sta es.

In r 4ral areias of Tanzant<the Go rhment is

Ithfarmilp villages called Ujamaas to help

Jel

a SWahili word meani g familyhood. The

e

90

e people.

idea behind the villages it that



I

the people will share resources and cooperate with one another.
t

Therbfore ,l

they wilestay in the rural arpas and not move to the urban gteas that

cannot p ovide for them It is the hope of the Government that energy can

be conserved as a result pf creating the Ujamaas.

The American Governient, too, is encouraging its citizens to establish

new energy conservation habits. As students you can practice and encourage

1

members of your OWn families to use many good energy habits. A few of

these might include the following:

Buy alf-afuminum 'cans add recycle when finishea

Use.and reuse each piece of aluminum,foil before
recycling it

Buy only returhable bottles and ieturn them

. ' Reuse glass jars
,

9 1
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Do not accept plastic bags at the grocery store or

at the dry cleaners, or if absolutely necessary,
reuse them for other items

Turn down water heater

Do not buy frozen foods in plastic debking pouches

Take your own shopping bags to the store

Wrtte on iroth sides of paper

Use cloth napkins, towels

Do not throw away leftovers. Use for lunches or

add to pet food

Use cloth handkerchiefs

Reuse wax paper liners in cereal boxes fol%rapping
other items

Save and bundle newspapers

.
Take a shower instead of a bath 'e

Walk or car pool to school if you do not ride a bus

Read a boqk or play with friends instead of latching

televis1o0

The above list is just a eiinning. There are hundreds of ways to
r

save energyy but it will-take an effort on everyone's part to make it work.

Can you think of ays_to. save energy? How will you help?

As a concluding act v ty, refer back tb the notes that

you made as a newspaper re orter at the beginning of this '

lesson. Now *rite the ar icle on Tanzania. Include how

they live and the problems they faceiin the'area of energy.

Suggest some ways Tanzania 'may be ab1e to solve their-

problems and ways you feel you can conserve energy.

-1/4...
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Introduction:

I
,

TEACHER'S GUIDE FOR ENERGY AND EURQP.E.

LESSON ONA: HUROPE'S ENERGY RESOURCES

The lessons on "Energy and Europe".can fit into the regular curriculum
when'EUrope is the content area,. Hopefully, these lessons will add a new
focus to studying Europe as well as aid the students in becoming effective
energy users.

The chapter ong"Energy and Europe" has three lessons.. The first lesson
focuses on the typos of energy resources. Through various activities
students will learn the major Oftergy.resouitges in Europe. The students will
become.aware of Europe's major dependence upon coal prior to World War II,
as well as the shift to oil as the major energy resource since World War II.
Imagination will be employed to enable students to create an understanding
of what it wodld be like to live without certain resources. PrereqUisites
include the ability to read a chart and understand a map ker.

Objectives:

1. Studeuts will be able to identify energy resources available and
used in Europe.

2. Students will learn that different countrips of Europe depend upon one
another for various .energy resources:

.

Students will be able to.read and interpret data from maps and charts.

4. Students_will be able to imagine What it might be like to live Without
a certain energy resource.

5. .5tudents will be able to )dentify values they hold regarding certain
energy resources.

I 4 r*

Two to three days.

Instructional Strategies:

1. Help the students identify Europe'rtnergy resources by go/fig over
their ,list 614-unscrambled words. They are:

1. SOLAR
2. 'GEOTHERMAL
3. WOOD
4., HYDROELECTRIC

5 . WIND
1 6. NUCLEAR

7, PETROLEUM
8. COAL

Ask the students to explain each energy resource. \

90
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t2. Chart I shows the increase in petroleum dependence from 1950-19 .

,
Ask'the students to thing about this change and discuss possible

'reasons and repercussions. If necessary, help the sty:lents to

understand why and how oil dependence on,foreign sOurce, costs '1

. more and can-cause problems. Who controls the price and supply of- .

the oil? How does money leaving the country tO purchase oil lead ,

to economic and political problems?'(e.g. balance of paymen4.

. problems and inflation.)

1. Ask the students,to study Chart II and the, Map of Energy Resources

in Europe. They shoup be able to identify the energy resources

represented on the map and chart and their general locatiOn.by A

country. ConaUct a brief discussion of energy resources and their

location. Be sure to point out that no(One country his all,the

resources. In addition, help the students see that they are

distributed evenly.- '

.

b
4. The questions related to the map and chart will help the students

ft learn the,different types of energy resourcas available to countries

in Europe and how they are distributed. Tbe countries having five

, or more resources are: .France, Italy, Norway, Sweden, U.S.S.R. -

and West Geakmany. The countries having twb, or lesi resomrces are: -

Deniark, Greece, Luxembourg, Portugal, Switzetland.and Turkey.

, S. Question three in Activity 1 3 provides therstudents with' an

.

opportunity to identify some of thei;,valuds related to energy

resouxce's. After the-students" write the paragraph explaining the

choices}they made, help them to identify what factors were important

to them in deciding on a particular country. Point out that the decision

they make reflects their values. Mend n to the students that there

are no fight or wrong answers but\they hould.be aware of the reasons

for their ch4ces.
A 0

7 6. For the next activity you may ish to divide yoyr class into small

groups of four or five:students each. ,iDepending on the nature of your

class you may want to let the students organize their.own small groupS:

The,students are to selecta different energy resource from everyone

else in,their group. The students will then imagine what.their lives

.would be like without.this resource. .Some students:will want to,wiite

this .image down. It may be in story.form. Again, dependilig on your

.,stddehtS, allOw.15 to 30 minutes. Have them share this image with the ..

rest of the group.. The studenXs shoUld become aware that how they

dsee the Oorld reflects the values they.hold. They should also become

aware of other people's vaples through listening to the images others

have creapd. thee the more advanced students'draw pictures of their

. images.

r
9:4
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7. Hand put the crossiord puzz e (Hand 'Out #1) and use it4to.reinforce
themajoi types of energy esoyrces of Europe. /The answers are*
provided below... S.

vi
0
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4

.45

1. Widely used in bweden 'bind Austria. 1.

2. Main source before WW Ii in Europe.
4. Great Britain leader ;r1 utge of thil modern-day source.
5. Energy made 'possible by the rays of the sud,

ACROSS

m0
3. .0ne of the oldest fores of energy used on farms.
6. Produced. by water ovei het rocks deep:in the earth'.s crust.
7. Found in the North Sea *(tu6 words.
8. Replibeed coal after Worló War II, also lnown as "black gold."

$
Wang,

Activity #5 deal, With the cost of gas in Europe and the United States.
The ten questions can be answered by students individually or you may
wish to conduct a class discussion. Factorrthr inflvence the.cost'
of gas in Europe.and the United States can i a, de government regu-
lation and taxes, supply, demind'and prfce. Discuss with yOur class
how the price of gas affects how people live. 'As the price of gas
continues to rise injhe United States, how will their life-styles
change? A o

Student Assessment: Co4ece, answers for the assessment instrument for
"Europe's Eneigy Resources" on the following page are:

1. B, 2. A, 3. Bp 4. D, 5. A, 6. D

."
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STUDENT ASSESSMENT

ENERGY. AND EUROPE.
0

Lesson One: Europe'sTnergy Resources
,

1 'Before World War II, European 'energy supplies.came largely:from

A. oil%
4

\

B. coal.

4p. wood.
D. water.

2.. Since 1950, mbat energy source has seen the greatest'increase in use in

-Europe?
0

A. petroleum
B. nuclear
C. hydroelectric
D. geothermal

3, How are Europe and the United States similar gardig oil?

A. Both export.oil to Africa.

- B. Rath import.over half of their Oil.

C. *Both import ess than 25% of their oil.

D. Both produce their own oil.

4.. 4 in the United States, gasoline prices,ate going up.. How does this make

people change?
*. ,

A. People take longer vacitions:
B. Prices do not change people's habits.

C. People Orive faster:-
D. People buy smaller card.

. ,

.

5. How do gLoline prices in.most turOpean nations compare to prices in the

Uni,ted<Statés? ,

A/ Gasoline costs about Wide As much in many European natiovs.

e. Gasoline is slightly hisher'in Mobt European nations.

C. Gasoline,prices are aboal the same'in Europe.

D. Gasoline coste slightly more in the United States:

\,

9.6
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United Kingdom

Lesson One: (can't)

6. What can you conclude from the'following,chart?

Energy Resources*in Europe .c

4
Coal Natural Gas=''<

Poland

:Portugal .

'Rumania

S:Weden 0

,Switzerland 0 0

+

(29

I.

4

Key:

0 no supply
- minimal supply
cfp' moderate supply
+ adequate supply

4t

A. Swe4p and Switzerland probably export coal.
B. Rumaiiia and the n.S.S.R. probably import oil.

C. United Kingdom and,Swedeil probably import naturaltgas.
D. The UA.S.R, Anct Poland probably export coal. '

9 7
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DOWN.
1.

.

1. WideW used in Sweden and Austria.

2. Main source of Onergy before WW IT in Eurbpc. ,

4. Great Britain and France.use this modern-day source of ener .

S. Energy 6de possible by the rays df

ACRO'SS I
One of thb oldest forms4of enefgy and often *used on fafms.

6. Produced by water ovor hot rocks deep j.n the-earth's crust.

7. Pound in, the North Sea (two words). NO

8. Replacedcoal pfter World War II; also known as "black gol&"

9 8



LESSON TWO: THE COMMON MARKET AND ENERGY ,

*14-
OP

Introductibn:

This lesson uses the ofien,discusged Common Market to illustrate the
concept of Interdelpendence. The students Wall become aware of the idea
of dependent and interdependent relationships. It also provides the students
with the opportunity, to create and impelement a shared project.. There are no
prerequisite skills.

,-

Objectives:

4

TSe students will acquire knowledge of how different cultures depend
' ,on one another for various energy resources. /

2. Students-will acquire knoWledge about interdependence apd energy' in,
,different'cOdhtrieS.of Europe:

3. Students will imagine situations and share examples of dependence,. .

and interdependence.

4. Students will be able to recognize problems that result from too
much dependency.,

5. Students will be able o recognize the benefits of interdepenclent

relatiOnships.

f 7

. Students will particip te in a student generated Activity ln order
to experience interdepe dence.

Time: One to two class periods.

Ins,tructional Strategies:

. .,

1. Students should read the material op the basketball game and answer
the questions regarding dependent relationships in Activityll.

, The students.should thon use theirimagina(tions to create new waks
of depending on others/. 'Have them share these with the class. TSe
exercise liking.students to identify types of ,deOendence and ways -*
in whith they 4epend upon pthers is intended to provide an opp - :

G)
tunity for the& to learn how others are involved in their livei.
During the discussion on.the problems of-too much dependi tty, e

. example bf the U.S. and Europe and their dependency im thOiddle
East can certainly be mentioned. 'Through class discussion develop

- the ideas on dependence which the students have'presented"and intro-
duce the idea.of cooperation.

2. Work,with students in doing Activity 1$2, Then have them share their

diaries it; class. This eicercise should reinfbrce their thinking
about depfndence and interdependence:

1 0
-9 9 gr.
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3 . Students should read the material," Interdependence, 'Energy and ,

Europe. 'As they conclude this readding, have them identify ways in
whichthe members of the Common Market cooperate and depend upon one

another'. This would include the sharing of energy "resources, other
goods' and_resources withouttthe.imposition of impori tariffs,/

,

4.- The purpose of ActiVity #3 islor the students to cooperate in a
joint.effOrt as well as save energy.by sharing resources: The students
should be encouraged to come *with as many different ideas as pos-.
sible. An additional lativity may include organizing:a student com-
mittee which will work with the school principal and/or others to find
ways.in.which the sChool could save energy by sharing resources.'

5.; For those studenta.who need a review or reinforcement activity, "The
CommOii-Neykit Review Sheet" can be used. Students should put the

. names of the Common'Market countkiies on'the dotted lines
of the review-shvet.. They.should then make a list of the ways these
Countries arejnterdependent On a separate sheet of'paper. The

ikniwers are:- Ireland, Denmark, Britain, Belgium, Italy, Greece,
France,Nist Germany; Luxembourg, Netherlands.

For those students who can handle an additional assignment, here's
one that woUld allow thern to use.theit reseatch skills as:well as
btain an even greater Understanding of enereretources and inter-
dependele. . Have the students pick an energy resource or an energy
pitoduct and_trace it back to its origin. Include in the reportall
the countries aqd various people handling the resource or product
before-it geti eo

Student.Assessment: Correct answers for the assessment instrument,for-

"The.Common Market al;IdEnergy" on thd following page are:

'
1. p, 2. B, 3. ,A, 4. c, 5. B.

A

ft It

lOLl

I

100

4.

4

4
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STUDENT ASSESSMENT

:ENERGY. AND EUROPL..

rIS
.Less0 Two: The Gothmon Market' and Energy

1. .Depending gp mutual cooperation wi h other natitions'in trading goods and

-ideas-is oelled.
1.

A. alliance.
B. independenw.
C. self-protection.
D. interdependence.

Taxes on imported goods are oalled

A. windfalls.
B. tariffs.
C. penalties:.
T. bonds.

3. The European GommQn.Market has

A. reduced trade barriers.
B. kept woricers.in their,own nations.
C. limited he use of nuclear energy.
D. maintained controls on travel.

.

4

4.. What would tend to increase the trade of coal.amon

A. raising taxes on coal profits
B. raising the price of coal

,

C.. reducing tariffs on.coal
D. reducimg the number of coal miners

Market nattops?.

5. IHow have Common Market nations tried to meet their increasing need for

energy? .

A. By sharing in the development of nuclear. power.
B. By sharing the North Sea oil among all meMbere.
C. By buying oil from thesUnited States.
D. 13y building huge solar power generators...

-`94.
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.
The `Common Market Review) Sheet
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, Introduction:
(

_

LESSON THREE: ENERGY USE IN'TWO AREAI(

' In this less3n the students will learn about two different lifestyles i

will compare their'own lifestyle with the two models. Students will de-
Irom two different aultures and the uses of energy. 111 addition, they

termine ways in which the conservation of energy can berutilized in each
. case. The students will be asked ,to imagine new ways tO conserve energy
and*to share these images with the a/ass. Students wil 'also be asked to
e)cperience a week without an electrical appliance. Pre quisite skills

include understanding the term.conServation..

1.

ObjectivesC
,

_..
.

./. .,

1. Students will be able to identify different values concerning energy
, uSe in Toland; . . 'lb

2. Students willvbecome'aware of thelr own energy using habits.

3. Students will acquire knowledge of energy conservation techniques
:in Poland.

4. Students will use their imagination to learn how their liyes would
^be diferent without a particular energy resource.

,

S. Students will be able to compare differences of energy use in Poland

and the United States.
00.

-Time: One to two"days.
4.

Instructional Strategies:

1: Before t e students read the materials on Paul and Alice, have them

' write a. aragraph,on how they as individualsvould spend a typical

day. In luded shduld be all the ways in which they use energy.

2. Have tile students read the materials on Paul and Alice. You may

have to deal with ethnic jokes at some point. Hopefully, this will

nat distract from the lesson 4When they finish-reading the materials
have them write a comparison on the different lifestyles of Paul,

Alice, and themselves. They s outd i elude in Aheir cemparisons
the different ways the three co s'well as save energy.

,

, 3.
Have the ptudenis identify the'v ious energy consuming items in 0

Alice's home. They should be able to i0entify 10. After they chedk
off'the ones they have in common as well as list apy additional items,
the students'should become more aware of the* own energy uiing habits.
r
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4. Paul's activities 'should be used to identify different ways another

culture saves energy. The students should come to the conclusion that

there is usually more than orie alternative.for saving energy. Have

the more capable students conduct intervieWs with different people
around the school to find out how others in the school conserve,eilergy.
They, can draw pictures or make a chart showing these methods.

S. Encourage the students to imagine in as many ways as possible what it
would be like not to have one or more of these items.% Have them dis-
cuss these ideas with the class, Give the students time Wimagine
ways to conserve energy. Have them tell thetr ideas to the class.'
List on the boara all the ways that are:mentioned to conseiVe energy.
Have the students write these down at tbe end of the discussion.

Help the students identify one item they. are willing to do without
for a week. You hay,want to discuss consequences of not being able

to use the given item. Making a. contract with'each student is one
way of implementing this activity. .At the end of the week, discuss

the'results. Also, a discussion should be made on what would be'a
more realistic time period to use or'not to use the item.' Remember,

conservation is.the wise useApf energy.

Student Assessment: Correct answers for.the aSsessment instrument for

"Energy Use in Two Areas" on the'following page are:
P

1. B, 2. A, 3. D, 4.

A

;,

100
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I. S.

STUDENT'ASSESSHENT
. . .

sENERGY AND 'mom
A.

4
,hLeesan Three:, Energy Use in Two Are40

411

*

a.

1. Conservatio S $ i
.

P t y. A
. ^' ,

4
, 'doing without resoUrces.,, -

.
i. B. using resourdes'yisely.

-.Cc getting th highest price for resourcest ..../

D. starting parlcito prevent the use'of resources.-

011,

'
Among, orish fm1lies, it115 moat common to. see l

A. small
tc
ars.. ,

B. dishwashers.
C. clothes -drye*s.

D. cont. -televibtons.

3. How does energy use compae*tweeh teenaars
in the United Statee (

in PolanAnd teenagers

)

A. Polish teenagers usetmore energy for transportation,
.buOlorP as mu0 far'entertainment. .

B. PolOirteenagers'Use abopt the same amoUnt of energy,-,
. . :-.

r '" as teenagers in the United Statesi '

OPolish teenagers.use mare:energy for entertainment
bUt.not as much for t ortation.

., D. Polish teenagers Use' senerg for cransportation,.

4 - -:%.,and entertainment. ' :
. , /

4. Electricity istasured' in

0,.

e-

A. gallons. "hc,

B. cubic feet.
C. decibels.
D. kilowattgV

5. Which of the following steps by teenagers in the United Stateswould'save

the most energy?
*'

A. Using a part e radio..
B. Getting a televtsion for their-own room.

C. Watchingetelevision two hours less each day.
D. Playing the stereo two hour4 less each day.

10e)
1.03
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. ENERGY AND EUROPE
ADAPTATION LESS* FOR SCIENCE,
LANGUAGE ARTS AND PRACTICAL ARTS

ikdaptations are written .; to show students how energy and the use '

ofenergy mierlaps into my aras of study. Hopefully, teachers can help e'

ptudents to become knowledgèab10 a effective,energy users. These adapta-.

tieds serve as a springboard forefitting the ideas of energy resources, con-
. )servation, decision-mAking; and interdeffbndence into the teacher's own.particu-

lir styleof teaching.
.

a 'N.

4

Generally, the adaptations"are organized around,concepts. Five, three con-

cepts are presented. The first.is energy resources, the second is interdepen-

%dance, yid the third isvcozserVation. With each of these adaptations, suggep-
tions are included for scfence, language arts, and practical'arts. Meally, a
social studies teacher, in -conjunction with a science, lailguage aAts, and/or
practical arts teacher, would use these adaptations with theirt students. '

ADAPTATION LESSON: ENERGY RESOURCES

Idea. This lesson is concernedwith energy resources. Students will

see thak when decisions are made to use various resources in certain ways that,. P

a variety of consequences iTay result. The costs and benefits of using an

energy resource.vary also.

Objectives:

, .

1. Students will learn the different consequences that result from the
use of different energy resoprces.

, ,

2. Students will .learn that the costs and benefits of different energy

,
re'rurces vary.

14k

Science Classes, Students should choose an ,energy resource such as coal

and then gather infoulation on the problems the lsource can create. With coal,

for example, studbnts would 4earn about temperature inversions Ind sulfur
dioxide as environmental problems. They would then make a class colage of' en-

vironmental problemssand use it as base for discussion.
6

Langu4gp Arts Classes. Students can organize a debate on P tonic such as
the mandatory rationing-of gas which includes a discussion of the costs and bene-
fts of such a plan. ,One half of the.class will bd for gas rationing and one
half will be against it. Wheii they finish, the students can.write a summary

of the debate and a rationale for the.side they would declare the winner. .

Practical Arts Clablseb. Students will Arace th energy resources that

are used in thaking and operating certain tools or m chines theY use in shop.

They also do tpi in home economics with food items, cookiTig utenSils, and

clothing. They students should try to find the different resourCes that go
into.makin

St
(certain iteths as well as the amount of each resdUrce., The amount

of time iJ.merms of human energy could also he determined. Finally, students

should detb ne the costs andil?enefits of using va!iious energy products and

which'are mist efficient in energy use. s

,e,



ADAPTATION LESS9N1 CONSERVATION

Idea. The-ieel here is for the students tv identi y conservation strategies
and apply them to their own lives. Students will see how they can conserve on "
energy and energy products of various kinds in activitie4 they commonly under-
take. They will make speci'ic personal cOnservatipn :11ans in Ordir to form
important habitS of energy conservation.'

Objectives;

1. Students will identify ways to conserve energy.
1 2. Students will apply these strategies to their own lives.

Science Classes. The studevts should pretend they are'goAng on a back
*packing trip in the wOodsfl They need to buy (gro-eries, medical supplies,, and
other supplies that they will need fOr the two-week period they will.be gone. :

They must.plan out each meal and how much of each item they will use. After,

they finish planning the trip, have them write what they learned about conser-
vation. .

Language Arts Classes. Students shoujd create a play to depict the world
ih the year 2020 if we continue to con'sume energy at our present rate. They
should choose-a setting such as their.home, classroom or community. The dia-
logue should reflect energy resources that exist at the time and their availa-
bility, how and at energy proOucts are made and how they are used. /Students

YiPhshould act ou he play when they are finished and analyze the ways 4nergy,can
be saved now to.improve the future.

Practical Arts Classes. In shop classes have the'students.save all kinds
of scrapluaterials -for a given length of time. With these materials they are
to creve a colfage or a new product. Have them discuss how saving and re-using
materials is conservation. In home economics classes', have the students keep
track of howmuCh'food their families throw out for a week. After the week is
over, have them devise a plan to cut back on waste. .Carry oUt the plan and
then discuss the results:

ADAPTATyl LES§ON: INTERDEPENDENCE

Idea.4hThe idea of these lessons is to help-the student better understand
the concept of energy interdependence in their everyday lives. Fnerky.inter-
dependence stresses our need for energy resources' and how resource production,

1 distribution and-use mutually affects people.
,

J 2
Objectives;

. 1. Students will be able to.give examples of energy resource interdependence.
2. Students will be able to anply the idea of interdependenCe to.their

OpvIryday lives.

Science Classes: For this lesson have your students li)st examples of
energy resoutces that they depend on. How do other peOple.depend on them also?
Next, have )ibur students rank these energy resources accordtng to degree of de-
pendence. Which one or ones-are most important to them? Why?

41
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ljanguae Arts. Ask'stu4nts to write a dialogue which features two

people froM the same coUntry or different countries. The dialogue) should

show how these peoOle depend on each other fot epergy resources and products.

Have thom show how one person's consumption of energy affects others. 'Then

ask than to act out the dialogues in class, Discuss how interdependence is

illustrated in tho dialogrs and its conaequences for different people.

Practical Arts. Give your students a simple.recipe such as a cake to

prepare. Tell them that they may not use some baiic energy source such as

electricity in a stove or electric mixer. Without actually preparing the meal,

have them outline the steps they would take to complete their task. From this,

discuss, their dependence on energy in food preparation. They mayjectde to

prepare the meal. ,

9

e.
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ENERGY AND EUROPE
a °

LESSON ONE: EUROPTS ENERGY RESOURCES

Lesson Objec v)as

To identify'energy resources in Europe

To use your imagihation to determine what'it would be like
withouta certain resource

*To icientify your values regarding_the use of energy resources

Energy resouibes are any resources that can he used to

.produce energy,. .

The following eight scrambled words are the most com-
monlyL used energy resources in Europe.

1. AOSLR ,^1
5, NWID

2. RELAEGTOMH 6. LRUANEC

31 ODOW 7. MUELORTEP

4. THECIRYRDOCEL 1. AOLC

Using your own paper unscramble the words and write

them'correctly.
, .

EUROPE CHANGES PROM' COAL TO OIL

1

In studying Europe we learn that it is not i'very large land mass,

'but it is made up of many nations. The Europeans have many different

backgrounds and 'speak many languages. In this lesson you will learn-that

European countries also have many different energy retources tirry "pond

upon. This was novalways true.. Before World War II almost all of Europe

was dependent on coal for its,energy. Later it became mori4dependent on

oil. See Chart I qn:the next page.

'
111 .4.t)
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EUROPE HAS MANY ENERGY -NEEDS

. **Aims livoli,6sierlizIC, aavc.may ETC,.,

After.World War II, Europe became more industrialized and many
k

changes occurred. The Europeans also became concerned with air pollu'-
I. V.

tion and the Causes of lung disease. With these changes and concerns
NP

k

Europe:became.very dependent on other.resources for energy) mainly oil,

,which quickly became knarn as "black gold." Not having a large supply
4

--y-

oloil of their own caused.Europe to become,very dependent on other

nations. They must import (brini,in from other Countriee) large quan-

tities of oil which increases the'cost. This is still true today.

..HOwever, most oethe countries are now trying to do something about

their partickdar situation. Even it appears that internatioñal

support and cooperation is hecessary. for Europe to adjust.

.114
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ME AMOUNT OP RESOURCES VARIES

Look at Chart II and the*Map I on the following phgqs. Europe has

1S

many energy resources inclyding oil, sojar ,. natural gas and wood. The

resources are not evelOY spread over the continent.'

have as many aa six resources available while others

Some countries

have only three:or

four and still others only one or two. The amount(available of each of,

-diet() resources varies as well. When you refer'to the chart, keep in
. 1

mind the folloRing differences. The (-) on the chart means that while
. . , ,

,

. - ,

. r-
'the country has a particular resource it is onl a minimal supply and a

major. amount of the resource must still be ilOrted. The (x)'indicates.

a moderate supply which means that even though a country has this re-
,

1 -

source it import some to meet its total needsf The (+.0*n*
-

an adequate supply and that the major portion of the energy for the'

country is produced from thTs resoUrce and it maylexport it a well.

1AGTIVITY #2]

,k.

Refer.to the Chart Whgain-and answer the following
questiOns on a, separate sheet .of paper; 1) In which coUntries
are the major-deposits of,coal found?. 2) Which countries have

developed nuclear energy? To what degree? 3) Which countries

C

have an adequate supplaiofrhydroelectric energy (electrical
power generated by fallthg ater)? A) Name four.cOuntries
thit must import a'major por t ion of their petroleum.

EUROPE MUST IMPORT RESOURCES,,.

The*European countries not only,dtpend on on another for their

spew heeds, but they also depend heavily on the Middle East and other

nationt such as taisisin Northefrica and Venezue0lovin.South America

f
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CHART,
Key: supply

Osoderate supply
EURQPE AND ITSENERGY RESOURCES 4-adequate. supply
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for their pettoleum,..fte4s.. In this way, they are similir to the United

States bicause we also depend on other countries for our petroleum

'needs. In fac ilmost SO% of ourd"black gold haa to be imported in

1978.
a

.ACTIVITY #3

s-----

.

Once again think about energy resources. OR 'a separate)piece ot, paper-list the ones dfscuseed in the lesson. Are'.
there any others? Did you include solar,,wind and geothexmal
energy? Solar energy is-energy produced by the sun. Geo7-

'thermal energy is available where the.hot core materials of
the earth are clowenough to she surface to tap. A 4ail
boat uses wind energy. There are a few, others but fhese are
the major energy resources' known today.

/

Byistudfing Chart II,and the map on Europe und its
-Energy Resources, answer the following quettfons ofi a sheet
of paper. IV

1. Whkch country or Countries have at'least five
'different energy resources? Li their naie%
and ihe resources found in eac countrY. '

# 4 4
Which have"only two-or less.? Lisit the names and
resources theyliave available.

3.. Using the chart as a guide,'choOse a country you
Would like to live in based on the energy resources
you would`have available. On your separate paper
write ta paragraph:explaining why you chose-the

,Itcruntry you did. Were there any other reasOns for .

your decision? What weird they? :,

I -

it Changing one's habits and the vat, one lives is difficuM OffW
.

4 go?

times people take things for drantqd: *However, shortages of oil have
'

.

cauged many protilems for .the European people as well as the,American

* 6
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In recent timer.gas price alto doub'led in America. In fga

ring the summet of 1979 gas prices.in the United States increaW

qr
e from oriel cent to five cents per week. ,The price increases

have ceticple into Oinking of new ways to meet somevof theft

.needs. .For examPle, m y families are buying smaller.cars and not'

taking long vacatlons Mpie bicycl4es and mopeds are being Used for

transportation,in cities. u can probabiY think of Wys in Which

your own life has been affected.

ACtIVITY #4

Choose an energy resource. After a short time you wfll
be aske4 to-describe what you think your life would be like
without the energy ripsource you have chosen or been assigned .

vitite your description on a piece of paper. 'In describing

yourmlife without a certain resource, try tobe creative and -
letToui imagination go. Foi example, with* wood maybe you
would mention that you would have to write yOur lesson with
your fingers in the dust outside your classAlom. There are
no rightor wrong answers; so you can be as creative as you:
like:

:

. ;

EUROPE'S GAS FRICESMIGHERIHAN UNITED STATES

The price of gas in Europe is ever higher than

f;ook at Figure 1 on the next page. .

117"
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Figure 1

GASOLINE PRICES iN EUROPC
.(soyER 1979)

01

, FRANCE
o.

0

,SPAIrsi

W. GERMANY, qREfir
'BRITAIN

.611C411/ES i'IRF l VOLI.A4t. rER U.S.

Prices in Europe

ACTLVITY #5

The prices of Americah/gas has increased rapidly in recent
months:- 1) What do you preilict might happen in ,the next six

months to the prices? 2) Does the price of gas in Europe in-

fluence your answer? 3) Why or why not? 4) Find the cost of

gas in ',bur area. What is it? 5) Do you think gas will soon

c910$00 much as-it does in gurope? 6) By what date? 7) List

. 3 factors that influence the cost of gas in Europe. 8) List

t 3 factors that,Influence the cosi of gas in the United.Ststes.

9) Are they the.same in both countries? 10) Explain how they

differ or are similar.
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'ENBRGY:-:AND EUR(WE

..O.(MdON i419iKET AWD. ENOGY .

Lesson Ob)ectiva

To..acqUire knowledge about interdependence

To imagine: Situritions :61 dependence and iriterdepen
, .

To^ become...awa.re of some of. Euiopeti energy problems. and how they'
...are similar to the 'Unfted States.

7
.

Imagine the 'day of a big bnsketball game.., Your schoOI's Aces is

tnking the: court -to play their-.Uggest rival from the neighboring town.

4,A3 'the .game.begins you netice that something .is wrong. The team's
, .

players are not .playing together, :Each person seas' to want to do every-

Ihing alone rather than coopetate with each othet. .The game !continues

and'still no one is willing ta pass.or do anything for anyorie elte:' The

players seem to have only their individual 'goat in mind. Yotit watch as your

team- loses, the big, game. After the, game, you hear the cOach trying to

explain to all the players-about the natute of team 'cooperation arid inter-
,

dependence in Order to achieve,'coMmon goals.

In the picture on the'following Rage pick ,out 'the'.playets
that *ten ..Working together. Think.: aboUt yoni ciWn..iife and in
What ways)Pon cooPerate with et- depend .en othern/and ways they,.

oopetate With Or depend On you. (in a' Separate.. iheet vf.paper.
,elo the foltowingi 1 'LiSt five benefits- that, yen receive by de7: .

pending '.upon others .ind froi others ,depanding uppri.yoU. -2) .What
,;:tYpe of .problims 'Might atise.":from 'depending -on someone or --omething`
too lauCh? ,fot exOple, .you Might, depend en one.Cettnin 'Potion'
for ftiendthip and that :poison siOVes :WhSV-
probleis would,this(caUset You::.,can,think. Of bthets) Write
.doWn five-probleis that may, grilse from toq inuch'deOriaelicy,
4) Share...at least: one ot these ideas Wirth the cliss":

, . . .
: 1.:



COOPRATION AND INTERDEPENDANCE

1/1
The basketball game you have just read about -is an example of each

team member irking along orlindependently. you'cin see being
,

on a winning teim or achieving a goal means cooperating and working

tOgetheA. This is also coped interdependence because people are shot-
.

ink and affecting eaeh other.

are many different ways that people or things depend on one
.

another, Flbwei's, depend upon bees or othet: insects to carryloollen to

to produCe seeds. Infects depend. on flowers.and

depends on its owneito feed it each day. Oshe.

other floworkin order

plants for food. d
. 7oyer of- the dog.depe ds on iffor companionship. Many of your teachers

.depend:on a car for a,ride to workY-You-depend upon many people and

tiungs as well.

120,
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ACTIVITY 0 2

Think.about thh. year 2000. Try to imagine how you
will depegd upon somethipg. or someone in that year. Be

creative, using new wayi in which ydu might be dependent.
Por example; maybe there will be ism few cars or, more
likely, gas wi ll. be so high you can't afford a car. There-

for*, you are tOtally dependent on a bike or t efieighhor
for togansportatiOn. - Further, imagine you a e writing in
your ataxy in the year 2000. Include a de criptioh Of
what your life is like as i result of the 4ependent
relationship you have created. bescribe y i feelings

, about your life as well.

I

.1

BRDEPENDENCE, ENERGY AND EUROPE'

0

Intersdependence isda.concept which can help you understand some

of Europe's. energy.prbblems. Being a'continent of many cOuntrips has
c

always caused problems for Europe. In fact; befgre'Wqrld War II,'

t

western Europe resembled your basketball team. That iis, the eitteen

different countries of this region acted as if each nation was completely

capable of takiilg care of itself. Because they were each concerned

abotit indiVidual power and wealth, trade restrictions or7 tariffs (taxes

on goods coming into a country). were used. The restrictions ifere

intended to protect'the individual country's products. Goods prdduced

.rithiti the country would be gheaper.than imported goods. The.iariffs
rr

:did not solve all of .the problems for the European countries. In faC,

the 'rise of tariffs caused some bad feelings among countries.

Formation vorihe Common Market. Eventually in 1948 three countries,
.

,,,, .

.

Beksium, Netherlands and Luxembourg, also known as the Benelux Countries,
,
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joined pogether And decided to lift'the tariffS among their countries.

Goods and resources could now be traded among all three countiies

witAout the tariffs being enforced. ,As'other European ceUntries

'saw ihe need for sharing resources such as iron ore from FranCe, coal

from West Germany, and workers fropi Italy; a cooperative European

community began to sppear. This community., also called the Eurepealk

'

Common
Market4

, agreed to get rid'of all tariffs,, remove travel restric-

t )

Cl

.:- tions, and allow movement of workers between member countries.

, ..._. ,

..,

i

Today, the Common Market cooperates in many areas, including the

develqpm

16

ent of a ropean Atomic Energy Community. In 1973, Great

,Britain,106enmark nd Ireland also joined the Common Market. Most
, 4R

recently, in the spring 9f 1979, Greece joined the Common Marketmaking

.the total population 260 million people.

Eurottean'countries share tqods ahd resources'among'themselves.

This sharing has helped to.improve the opportunities for.Weitern Europe,
C.

a

but at the samelitime has created some iiroblems. The increased development
I

of WesteritEurope'eindustry has brought abbut an increased demind for

energy. Even with coal, some 'oil and natural deposits as well as hydro*

electric pOwer, Europe needs more energy than it now has available to

provide for theacurrent rate of production of its gpods and services.

As was mentioned in Lesson One, it still must import large amounts oft
0

oil.and natural vis from countries outside the COmmon,Market.

a.

.
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ACTIVITY # 3

Imagine that you dre called upon to help the Common
Market countries solve some of their energy problems. Prom'

,the information you haye just read suggest some solutions
for them. Includein(your answer the countries that would,
be affected and what resourCes they might have to offerw
(You may need,to rofer.bdck to Chart II in Lesson I for

ihelp.) Write your solutions on your own paptm. )

"C'' 4 ..4.4r 44,...441.1Wir

1.
EUROPE'S,STRUGGLE

"".. European mires continue, tditruggle to fin44various solutions

. 7t4

to their'energy problems. The shortage ofenergy ind increased prices

..fias occurred as a result of changing froT coal to oil and natural gab

and because of the uncertainty of resources i4iilabloi outskde of-Europe.

Many countries are now tr,ing,to find ways to meet their energy needs

through the sharing and exchangeof energy resources among the Common

14. -A

)f* MAriet countries. The discovery of oil aAH natural gas iri the North Sea

area.has given hope.to the- sftuation. For many areas of Europe it may also

mien a return to .pal as.a major energy source or a greater use of nuclear

generated.electricity. Hopefully, continued aooperation and sharing, as

Well as the conservation of their resources, will provide Satisfactory

solutiolly to energy problems that European countries may face in the future:.

a
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ENERGY AND EUROPE

t LESSON THREE': pNERGY USE JN.TWO AREAS.

Lesson Objectives

To iderytify different values cdncerning enerky use in another

cultuib

is lro become aware of your owp energy using habits

To-imagine what your lives would be like without a certain eilergy

resource

To compare yoilr lifestyle with the lifestyle of a boy from Poland

c..

1

ACTIVITY 0. 1

t.;

.tonserving energy means the wise use of energy as opposed

to not consuming any, energy. Before reading the letters from

,Paul and Alice write your own energy, ideas about bow, You would,

spend a typical.day. Be sure to include all the ways in which

you use energy from the time you get up fn the morning until

the time you go to bed at night.

LETTER FROM PAUL

Dear Friends,

(4 ,

Hi, my name is Paul,and j am in the 7th grade. I live with my'mom and

dad in Warsaw which is 00 capital city of Poland. We have a four-room

apartment on the edge of the city my father hose name is Frederick, is

a professor at the university and my.mom arcia, works at home and"does

iome volunteqr work atAn clfnlc in the eiftr of our city.

I am usually the last one out of bed in the inorning4 Dad cajJsL to

get up about 7:15 bAnuse I 1.1,ave to be ijiAchool by 8:00 a.m.

A

1.',
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My:School is.about two miles from'my house and I walk each day.' That

may seem pretty far but t's fun because my fr1en6 joiin me,and we laugh

and joke a lot. I also walk hbme.

After School. I usually do my homework right away and then I have the

V (.

My family, and I hre very kucky because- evening free to do whateier I want.

iwe)have telephone', a Ittereo,' one black-and-white TV and a radio. We.
t

also have a small car. 'You might want to know that we don't have a dish-

washer'or a clothes dryer because they use too much energy and cast too much.

Some ok the things I enjoy doing'are riding my bikewalking and play-

ing soccer. I also love to use my skateboatd! Here are some pictures df me.

e

II"

PAUL'S ACTIVITIES

ommono
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411

Would you send me some pictures of you and let me know some of your

hobbies? 4

74.

1

By the way, my family and I have been talking about the energy

problems here in Europe and we're'wOdering if you haveany in the United .

4!,

States. We have.been trying to conserve by u4ng "save lights." these'

are lights that.use fewer kilowatts. (A kilowatt is a unii by,which

electricity is measured.) Gasoline costs over $2.00 per gallon in Poland

so we only'use the car fOr vacations, grocery shopping, and in bad weather.

We also turn dur electrig'water heater off until just before,we are going

to use it. SinCe I like soccer so well'I usually play'that with my xlends

after dinner instead of. watching TV. After soccer like to listen to.'the

radio with my parents to find out what is happening in your country. It

would be very nice if you weuld wi.ite to me and tell me the things you like

4

and how you live. Since I am studying about energy and the United States

f

I would also appreciate it if you would' tell Me about your problems and how

the kids are helping. please write soon.

Ydur friend,

Paul

LETTF4R FROM ALICE

Dear Friends,

Hello. I lfve in Indiana and I am writing to you so that I can'telll

you about myself and I can learn more about you. Before I forget, I was

-
...hoping maybe .you could,help me w4Ah a problem we are having in ourfamily.

My dad told me the other day t t We had to be more careful because gasoline

OP
costs so much and our electricity bills are sqAigh. If you can think of

127



ways for me to help save energy, that would be great. My dad would ap re-

ciate it too!.

Anyway, about Me. I. am in middle school/Se I live With my brother
1

Ted And my mop andAad. We.live *1) the colittry about three,miles from the "-

main business district. School is about'two miles from oat house. Ted

/,
goes to college whi'c is 6 the other side of town. I hate to get up in .

'r the morniikg so-I ha an electric alarm clock-that rings real loud. j

have to be'at sfchool.by 8:30 a.m. Before school, I usuaily watch TV on

one of our three Ti sets1., If there is time I also have to help with some

of tlie housework because both'of my parenti work. Mom usually does a load

of washing or puts the clothes in the dryer while pad Makes breakfast,
f,

After Leta I usually put the dishes in the dishwasher.

I always ride to school with my mom who works at a newspaper five

blocks-,1from my school, or with my dad, who'tis a teacher in an elementary

I
school near the center of town. School lasts until 3:00 p.m. but I have

to wait until 4:00 or 4:30 when Ted picks me

I like to do my homework right away-while I listen to my stereo. After
St

studying, it's usually time to eat. When dinner.is over I often watch TV

.

in fily.own room while my parents watch their own TV. It's

7
n at toihave your

\/,own , telephone and stekr.
-

I like lots of things. I like 6 swim, cook garden, ride horses and

sail. at kinds of things,do you like? I am sending you a pictureof
Itt

our use. I hopd you lxite,back to me goone

Oh, don't forget to tell me about how to save energy! I just can't

think of anything.

Your friend.,

E.; 4J
Alice

.40k
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Refer back to .yourtypical day.

Compare the ways in.which you use entrgy with both Alice
and Paul. ,

34 Are you more Pike Alice or more like Paul?

it. Why do you think so?

Even ttlough Paul lives. in Europe and Alice,lives in
,

the United States they both were asking for,information or,
for helprabout energy concerns.4

J

1

ACTIVITY # 3 1,

1 k.
1. Write a letter to hullind one to Alf63. You may inclu0

the pictures that Paul and Alice asked you to send them in
your letters.'

Explain the difference. between the two leltters you write.
Was the advice and inforMation the same? Was it. related?

ACTIVITY 014

S.

k
. many people, whether theTlive in Europe, the United States

or Africa, have similar' energy-consuming items (items that use \
energy). Yet people conserve.or use these items t# differint
degrees., 0.

I. On a separate sheet list all the enerey-consuminiz items thnt
you can.think of that you have in yobr,home. How many?

1.4

qv
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2, ,Coupt tlie number of energyAsing items you can find)n
the'piCture of Alice's home. How.many?

3. Are there any items you just listed thht you personally

could use less? Name them.

4. Next, imagine what it.higlA be like without any one of'

these items. Then write this on your separate sheet of

Ma tim s we think to .ourselves that We don't know what.
.

something would-be like until we havg tried it. So

here's your ,chancel Are you willing? Making something

real is often making it exciting! rhoose an energy- ,

consuming,item you use at least once a day or more. You

will not be *le to use,it -for the next full week! 'Record

your feelings about not using.it, as well as what you did

insteAd of using the item. Report back to the ,class when

your week is up. Remember -- you can't use whatever yop

choose for one w9k -- no exceptions! Keep Paul in mind

Oen you think of using the item.

5

4

-
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TEACHER'S GUIDE
ENERGY AND ASIA

LESSON PINE: ENERGY RESOURCES IN ASIA
Csa°

,e

Introdution:

This f's the first of three lessons on Energy and Asia; It focuses.
on energy-esources. Here we are concerned about energy resources in
developims)nations. The concept of development creates a puzzle for

, energy. To dei/elop we need to use resources, yet it is important tO
,

conserve morld energy resources. This dilemmaodll be studied in 1 ht\

of three countries in Asia: Japan, Inqa and China.Y The 'students w 111
learn about the variety of energy resources in use in Asia and apply,

,their knowledge to their-everyday lives. There are no prerequisite
skills for this lesson.

Objectives: al

1 1. Students wdll imagine ways inehich energy use ilVAsia
. is different from their own use of energy.

. Students will identify basic energy resources in Asia.

3. Students will analyze differences in energy resburces
in Japan, China and India.

4. Students will analyze how resources are used for
development in China.

Time: Four to five days.

Instructional Strategies:

1. Use Activity 01 tet students to imagine what energy
resources.are like inOlia. They should be able to
see that it is different to have few energy resources
and littleipetroleum. The United States up hany ehergy
resources and much more petroleum than Asir There is
also'a difference in wealth and students .i.shouid see that-
it is e(elier jor wealthy countries to obtain energy than
for cod tries that are less wealthy. This activity

%3-/should g students an idea of what Asia is like,and.
what it means to be different from the United States.

2. Ask students to review Material abot5 Asia and the
section on Asia's energy resources.' They should see
that there is a type of country called "developing"
countries and their energy problem, are different from
our own. Use Activity #2 in this 1.esson in order to
reinfarce the deVelopment concept.

133
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you might find a Ocry use with students Who

need to reinforce the i ea of developmept.and have

them use the story to talk ablItut what energy resources

Might be needed by a nation. WM.* thight want more

advanced students td write a sic:ivy about a nation

which needed. particular energy resources.
. .

"Have students study the material on Japan, China and

India. You might want to use maps in your classrooi

in order for thein to place these,couptrles in Asia.

They should know the resources of each of these coun-

.tries and pse Activity #3 to stress the similarities

and differences acroSs countries in Asia. Asia is a

vast.tontiAlitt with many difterent countries. All

. three of these are dramatically different. Students

should be able towsee these differences,aas
differences from the United States.

4

You might want.to have` some-students draw maps of

these countries and.fin&their natural resources. For

more advanced students you might want theM to explore

- the tise of-earticular resources in these countries.and

to hring in material related-to energy use 0 one of -

these cpuntries. They should then diseuss this baterial

in class.

4. Use Activity #4 to summarize the ideas of resourceS,

development and. coniervation. Students shOuld see the

.- controversy in develiving natidns over conservation and

the problems and. prospects for developing nations in

energy use. They should also use their collages,for a

basic discussion of how they might conserve on the use.

of energy'ppodUcts.

;S. -Some students might want to try out a "&nservatton plan

for one of the products in),their cbllage. Encourage them

to keep a daily log:of their use of the product They

Might go one-.week with'.normal usd and the next with con-

'servation. The log sheet could be set up as follows:

--4.---7-7W-E'EK ONE
Regular Use

WEEK4TWO

Ccuservation

,

Day Use of Product

.

Day
k

Use of Product

Monday Monday .

Tuesday ,----..N.A. Tuesday

Wednesday._ 4
Wednesday -

Thursday. Thursday

Friday ,
Fridar

Saturday Saturday

Sunday - Sunday,

rj
614. 4)
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Studen Assessment: 'Correct answers for the_assessmerit anstruMent for
"Bnergy.Repoilrces in.Asia" on the following page arel

-

1.,.(,r.B, 2, C, 3. B, '4 . A, 5.. D

4.00e.

Or

1
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STUDENT ASSESSMENT k-

. ENERGY AND ASIA

Leasdn One: Entfrgy Resoutces In Asia.

1. All of the fbllowing are examples of national dgvelopment exc

A. improving.hospitals.
B. growing traditiohal foods.
C. making more tractors.
D. building factories.

)'
2. Wbith.Asian,nation is most dependent on petroleum imports?

4

A. India
B, China

(

C. %pan
PABurma

3. Bill,is traveling n rural India. What two major energy.sources should he

expect to gee in

. .
0 A. ca1 and gasoline

wo d and animal power
C. wood and nuclear power
D..electricity and animal power

to

4. Since the 1950'W, China has vastly increased the devglopment of

% A. oil reserves.
B. coal reserve6.
C. nuclear power.
1:1,, solar pow,er.

A 5. The largest portion.of China's energy resources dome from

A. wood.

B. animal power.
C. oil,
D. coal.
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TE4CHEA GUIDE
/

' ENERGY AND ASIA

.LESSON TWO: ENERGY INTERDEPENDENCE: A FOCEIS ON JAPAN

V.
a

4s
Introduction: 1

This lesson focuses on energy interdependence. It uses Japan as

an example to illilstrate how nations can depend on each other for energy.
A special highlight of this lesson is an exchange either within the school,
communitY, United States or with Japanese students,abroad, ip order to find
out move about their'energy situation. There are no prerequisite'skills
for tHis lesson, but it would be helpful if\ students have studied some
material an Japanese culture and/or 9tudent4 in Japan and what they are
like.

Objectives:

1. Students will i entify ways in which Japan is dependent
in its'energy n eds% ,

21 Students wirl develop basic skilks in group decision-making.

3. Students will make a plan for studying interdependence with
students from Japan.

Time: Four to five days.

-Instrbctional Strategies:

g?

1. Use Activity #1 in order for students to be aware of the wide
variety\of Japanebe products which are part of their everyday

liVes. Begin with something like.radios oi cars and progress
to more complicated products. Students should see that high
quality products they use are produced in Japan. Students

should 40e from this activity how nations need each other and
how they exchange products'in order to meet needs. The acti4
vity can be'a brainstorming activity. It is merely to intro-

,

duce students to the idea of interdependence. 4

Zo Have students repd the material on interdependence and do
ActiVity. #2., They should see how they are dependent on some
things. They should then hypothesize about what it is like
for 0\natiori likc,Japan to be dependent on energy resources

and products. Finally, Me), should see how we ar"e all inter-

dependent in the energy situation.

Some students may need to hive the idea of interdependence
reinforced. They can find pictures in their focal papews and
magazines whi(ch4Will reinforce the idea of,interdependence.

13t)
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You might want them to bring.these pictures to class and talk

about what examples. of interdependence are shown. For more

advanced students you might wantWlem to develop,a diary of

a week in their lives and their own interdependbnce

people in other nations.

3. .Work through the foldr decision rules with students. Gi've)ithem

- plenty of examples of the use of each of thb, four rules in.

operation. Be sure that hey understand the difference between .

ma)ority and plurality r le. Then use Activity #3 to have the,

clash make a decision ab ut energrconservation.
0

4. Then italk with students about the imOact ol rules. Have them

take decisions they have made in their bveryilay lives nd .show

how the decisions might have been different if the rules had

been different. ,Rave students discuss the consequences of

having one decision made rather thamanother. Thei Should see:

what Would happen if decisions about their everyday lives and

about energy had been made using a different,decision rule.,

S. Then do Activity 04 with students. If thene arc Japanese

iexchange students in the school or people in thc commlinity or V

( foreign students at a local university, they might be a useful

'resource. Otherwise you might try to Set up an exchange between

stuaents in a junior high school or middle level school in Japan

Ana your own students.regarding the differences in energy situa-

tions. The Indiand Social, Studies Guide (Section G) lists

several resources for getting information and carrying.this out,

including the Consulate Genera/ in Chicago.

Student Assessment:' Correct answer for the assessment instrument for

"Energy Interdependence: A Focus on Japan" on the following

page are:

° 1. D, 2. C, 3. B, 4. A,

1 lo

1 u 4
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STuDENT ASSESSMENT

ERGY AND ASIA

Lesson Two: Energy Interdependence: A Focus on Japan

1. How does the use.of energy per person'in Japan compare with the energy
use per person in the United',States?

es

A. Use is the same in-both nations.
B. Use in Japan is twice that in the United States.
C. Use in Japan is three-fourths that of the United States.
D. Use 14'I Japan.is one-third that of the United States.

2. In.order for-its economy to Survive, Japen muSt--;

A. export coal
B. eXport electricity.
C. import oil.
D. import steel.

3. The Congress votes on a bill to fund solar projects. What decision
rule is used here?

A. consensus
B. majority
C. plurality
D. one-person

4. The third grade class talked over the use of lights in the 'room until every-
one agreed on three ways to save electricity. What decision rule is used here?

A. consensus
B. majority
C. plurality

' D. one-persoq.

5. Three or more groups are itivolved in a

r

A. monopoly.
. B. plurality.

C..oligopoly.

D. majority.

ars"
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TEACHER'S GUIDE
ENERGY AND ASIA

LESSOR THREE: ENERGY CONSERVATION: A FOCUS ON INDIA

Ihrodtction:

Thi

example
_peoples'
in animal

lessonsfccuses on energy conservation. India is an excellent

alternati*ways that energy can be conserved. It stretches

onventional ideas about energy conservation to iticlude fiumans

nergy. There are no prerequisite skills for this lesson.

Objectives:

1. Stud nts will ide tify a variety of ways that they can
conse ve energy.

2. Studen s will anab/e conservation strategies involving
the nee s of animals and humawbeings as in India.

3. Students will apply conservation strategies used in
India to heir own everyday lives.

Time: Three days.

Instructional Strata eS:

1. Use Activity
There are
is not i

i ,-
to

,
get students thinking about cdfiservation1

any trategies,illustrated in the picture. It

rtan to find\them all. It is toportant for

students to stud the pitture and to come up with their own

ideas about.the ys tha ti ergy can be conserved.

2. Then work with stu ents in understanding the variety of ways

that energy can be onserved. Be sure that they understand

the difference betwe n renewable and nonrenewable resources.
. .

Have them work throu the 'word scramble in Activity #2.in

order to reinf2rce th se ,ideas. Pais out the worksheet on

1

the following ftge for stud

;

ents/to useltfor . he word scramble.

The ahswers to the wor scramble are: \Gen al answehhin top

box 0 THINK. Clues - 1. HEAT; 2. OIL; 39 LIGHTS; 4. WALK;

S. NOW.

3. Then ask students to look at the material on India ahd energy

conservation. You may want to bring in,piltures of different

animals that are used for work,in India. Nola may want to also

bring in pictures showing different people using their own
humiln labor in energy conservation. Be sure*that students

.underitand the idea of appropriate technOlogy; When you'are

sure students have a lot of ideas about this have them do the

next'activity and develop their 'own plan for energy conserva-
tion using their own energy and the energy of the animals

around them.

141



Student Assessment: Correct answers for the assessment,instrument for) N
"Energy tonservation: A Focus/on India" on the following page are:

1. B, 2. .C, 3. 4. D, 5. B
.t

--
1

14

.11

1 CI
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STUDENT ASSESSMENT

ENERGY AND ASIA

Lesson Three: Energy Conservation:rocus on India

1. Which of ihe following'is a non-renewable

A. torar ener
B. petroleum'

C. wdod
D. hydropower

T. Conservation is
j

A. dping without resourceb.
B. getting the highest Oice.for.
C. using resources wisely.
4. starting parks to preiVent the

resources?

3. A farming'family in northern India is ready
.Iiitey most likely t6 pull the plow?

A. by hand
B. by Aractor
C. by.Eullock
D: by horse

You are traveling in Asia and
most likely to be in?

An

to

A. India

4 B. Afghanistan
s C. China

4

'resources.

use of resources\

to plow their fieid-? How are

4.

you pe a traffic jam.

example of,appropriate technologywould be using
produce electricity for a

factory.

home.

stadium.

supermarket.

143

-What nationare you

4

a wind-powered genelkor

A

4

q

4
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ENERGY AND ASIA e . *

ADAPTATION LEssips FOR
SCIENCELANGUAGE ARTS OD PRACTICAL ARTS

On the following pagrAfare three aaaptation lessons, They concern

enerO resources, conservatlon and intetdependence., Hopefully, social

stud es teachers who ' are using the less6ns on Energy and Asia will work

with other teachers in Science, Language Arts'and Practiral Arts 'classes(
in.carrying out these lessons. They willpprovide an cmporiant reinforce-

ment for kudentl-who are studying about the energy sittlition.
. ,

ADAPTATION LESpON 1 ENERGY RESOURCES

Idea. The idea in this. lessons is for students to see how energy

resources are needed for the development of.nations. Hcke we will loek.

at a variety of ways in lkich thing's grow or develop bedWusi of the,use

of resources. Students should see that developMent anplie 'not only to

nations, but to peOple, frms of animal life and a wide va ietv nf.other

types of developmental pr es.

Objgctives:

1. Students will know basic'resources which are involved in

development.
4
I

a

2. Students will demonstrate wrIors in which resources are use

in developmental processes.

/
3. Students will apply ideas of the use of resources for develop-

ment to their everyday lives.

4 ScienckClatses. In life science class'es the growth anddevelopment

Of animals carfbe studiedipsing energy resources. Animal intake of food

and other vegetable matter can be studied. Also their use as work antmals

can be brought out. The4tudents should study a jpecific animal and its

growth pattern. ,They should be able to recognize the basic energy resources

that are needed for.the animal to grow and develop. This same concept can

be applied to p.---eopift if the human body is being studied. Students should

see that in a specifit case there is a growth or.Oevelopmental pattern that

is aided by energy resources.

Language Arts Classes, Itudents Should .study the term "developmea"

and its forms and Usage. Ther .,holikld see bot,h the dictionvy definitions

and common language uses of the term. They should then wrike an essay on,

development of energy in some country in Asia andithe many ways in which ,

developmept occurs socially, econ9mically, nolitikaily and in terms of in-

dividuil human'beings.

, Practical Arp Clafsgp. Students should set a calorie intake and see

how it coitributes to the deirelopment of human beings in home econdmics
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$1 \
classes. They shoula be able to.see law fool is an energy resource, as

used to help human beings develop and grow. You may want to use the

following comparative chart as a baie (i973 figures from the World Bank):

4, Daily Calories Per Person

U4S. 3030
,India 2,070
China 2,170
Japan, 2,10

In indOstrial arts classes the use of energy for building or,devel-

oping any macane, foal art other'iiiece of material can he studiedsin the .

same way. Bneriy-is neede4 in 'order to build something or to 4eveldp'it.
Students should reinforce the idea of development by aatually building

something which orequires,;huritan and non-human energy resoutces.

ADAPTATION LESSON 2: ENERGY INTERDEPENDENCE JO.

Ideik. The idea late-is for students to study the many ways in which

we are nterdependent with other people and nations. They should see how

energy an especially good example of needs and wants being satisfied

by multiple people andhor nations together. They should understand that

vie botk need each other and contribute to each others'AeVe1opment.

Objectives:

Students will analyze the idea of.interdependence.

Students will apply this idea to their every!day lives.

cience Classes. Arrange for studen*s tokengage now ln a situation

where they are packing for a survival trip. Have them make a list of

tbe things tbey,would take in order to survive in the,mllderness. When

students have made their lists have.them compare them and compile com-

pos te lists for the class. Then talk with students about here the

ite s thy are taking for their survival come from. You s ould be able

.to show that these items come from a variety of countries. Students,

sh uld understand that even though we migibt be alone in t e, survival ,

t p we depend on other people for materills and supplies

Lanmage'Arts.. Have students write an essay on energy interdepend-

ence. You may want thtm to-interpret an essay which is already written

'or to develop their own. Then have thtm illustrate the ways in which ,

.we are interdep n nt in their essay without words in'front .of the class.

Othekstuden s, n he class would then guess what basic kinds of inter-
.

depenaence ar being illustrated by the behavior illustrated in the

. pantomime nt of the class.

t

Practical A ts. Students
r

should mahe an plventory of their home

econom cs or n stri 1 arts classroom. They gtould see where material

<
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in thatAg4Assroom comes from. They shou a especially highlight that
material vihich comes from China,%India or Japan. When students have
compiled their inventory, talk'with them about how we depend on other
countries for energy and'energy products.

ADAPTATION 4.ESSON, 3: ENERGY CONSERVATION
I.

Idea. Here the main purPose is to expliire human and animal energy

and slFategies for pnergy conservation whicAlse these forms of energy.
Students will also be asked to carry out the conservation plan using

more huir and animal energy sources.

Objectivps:
4

1. Students will be able to identify the s x strgtegies for,

eargy"ponservation.

Students will be able to apply their knowledge..to their

own energy conservationfplan.

Science Classes. Teach students'the difference between renewable
d lionienewable iesources. Have them make a list of these different

esources. Then work witb them in devising conservation strategies1
using renewable resources as replacements for nonrenewable resources.
Talk with them about. how 'using more renewable resources can help in

energrconservation.

4

Langualie Avtl/Elasses. Have your class,find ways to conserve the

use of paper in your language arts class. Indicate that they must do
the same work, such as writing themes, but they should think of'ways to

conserve. Writing on both Sides of the paper is one idea^. They should

present these ways orally and practice oral speaking skiijs. Students

should vote their plans and the best plans should be used by the class
for the remainder of'the time that they are togethlm

,Practical Arts Classes. Students in home econoTics or industrial

arts classe should make a list of the appliances that are used in

/their class. They should think of ways that they might save on using

' these appliances or tools substituting human labor for electrical or

other energy.
not to use in order to conserve energy. They should

hey should just tell which of the annliances or tools

they could deci
then institute that plan during the remaeler Qf the class. .

./ z
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ENERGY AND ASIA

?LESSON ONE: IiNERC4 RESOURCES IN ASIA
,

LéssEl....11125.1kii

To imagine ways in which energy'use in Asia is different

from your own ,I

To identify.some basic energy resources in Asia .

To analyze differences in energy resoIrces in Japin,

China and India
i

To.see how resourCes are used for development in

China

4,4

tt 1 1

Look at the following facts about energy in'Asia:

1. Most areas of Asia have few qnergy resource::
compared to other parts of the globe.

,24 Most Asian countries have very little petrdTeum.

\* post'countries in Asia are not wealthy.

4. Wealthy countries in Asia, such as Japan, geto

most of their 9norgy Ifsources from other

countries.

m How do these facts differ.fdlom the situation in the United

States? How woul we uSe energy differently without rich resources

mid petroleum?

Sc

a

V.

C.
ASIA'S ENERuY RESOURCES

Asia is a vast land mass. Look at"the map on tilt following page.

You can seo that Asia covers over a third of the land on the entire globe.

There are many different.areas of Asia. Some areaS, like the Middle East

are rich in energy resources like pbtroleum. Otber Areas,like South Asia,
.4
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Where India is.located,, have.few energy rosourcet. Most.areas-of Asia

.4k *

are like South Asia.and do not have many elfergy.resources.:Tho ountriW,

in these areas must depend onsother nations in order to have the.ehergy
5

the4r ptople need:
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evelopment inian countries. ,rn6rgy resourtes are very-
,

important-to nations in ,Asia. The products that ea.P be made from energy

resources help development: Development means prowth. There are,examples

of developmentjn your life eVeryday. If-you art young, you nre deVeloping,

or'growing, physicalii jf, you add an extraioom,to,Your house;'it'growi-:

bigger and it has developed. Think of some everyday examples of developinont

1 I) ,

150
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.and Write them.on.a piece of paper. Ask people in yoUr home if they

10
'..know 'of examples of development.in your life.

Jn the same way,yoU can think of exeryday.exampi&mf. development,'

we can think of ways that nations develop. People jn,the United States

have more food and'Otter health than therhad in early American history.e.
'This is because we have developed pur food supplies. Americans falso

spend less, time doing basic cooking, getting4to work and making clothes

4

than they did a long time ago. This is b7cause we have developed appli-
.

ance, automobiles and sewing machines (and factories!). All of these

are examples of development.

Mcost countries in-Asia aTe less developed than the United States.

In order to increase their development, they need energy resources.

.

rnergy resources are neir to feed people, to run faltorits; and to

make energy products like appliances and automobiles. This is Oy

energy resources are needed by so many Asian countries. They waittos

develop, oi
.-

Mink a out the list you made of examples of development in your

A ,

everyday life. What energy\Kesources were needed for these examples of :
,

.

4.

development? Add the energy-resources needed for development to your_

list.

7

,

44,

An Energy Pu#1e. This need foX develOpment creates an important
- -

energy puzzle. In order to have developmea, a natiot must use energy.

,

At the same time, with the world-energy crisis, aeople are being asked

to conserve energy. Conserving energy can mean a_slower rate of develop-
.

ment and having Less of what developing nations'walit for their citizens.

In addition, to develop most nations nations must trade goods with '

othe; nations. Because they have fewer enetgy resources, most Asian
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natiobs must trade with other nations to get needed energy reaources

.and products. Thisteates a dependency situation'. At the same time,

they are trying to huild'nationsnd to become moremv1fJreliant, or to ,

do moi4e things for themselves. If Asian nationsdtrade with other nations

. .

in order to ,get scarce.energy resources, they cannot becope mere

. %

self-reliant.

I-1 i

,
The industrial nations like the United StateS are in a diqoeilt

position.than the developing nations. For industrial nations, the question

js how to konserve. For developing nations,'the questions is him to use

resources for growtA So far', most developing nations in Asia, have tried to

help their growth rate using energy resources.and to maintain their self-

AJ ,

-

-reliance; or independence.

4.*

0.0.-*10.-60

N rACTIVITY II 2 1

Read the two statements below. Each is' made by a

student. Ono student is from an industrial country. One

is fromia developing country. Work in pairs with one of

your classmates to write,a conversation these two students

might have about energy resources and puzzles in their
countries, how the energy question affects them. Present

yonr conversation to.the class.

Student A

I am 12 years old, T live in a large city.

Ihelp clean our apartment. I help with

dIlnner nsing our microwaye oven. I do the

dishts with our dishwaAer. I clean the
family room using our Nacuum cleaner. It

, is not hard to help. After I do the cleaning,
1 do my homework and watch TV. Recently I've

heard about an energy problem. Our whole

family is trying to save energy. Ph, turn off

' lights,ang do not drive Calr car as much.

152
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Student B

am 11 years.old. 7 live on a farm. I help

with many chores ar undyour housee-4I like tO
help feed the animo use.them'for milk

ou0otherofood. I lso pick Vegetables from

'the garden. When my chores are finished,A.

do my schoolwork-and talk.with my family. I

wish ye ha'd a TV, but that is a long,ttme

away. Our country needs to produCe other
products that are necessary for us to live
welt.;

#

1111111. NNW. Am. ....
FP:ER(3Y RESOURCES IN JAPA, ,(7.11INA ANn INTITA

04. .1

There are many different types of natior in Asia. They all .use
`>01

different energy resources. Japan, ,India and China are three i4ations

in Asia that we will stu( here. I

Vet us look first at, Japan. 'Japan is not a developing nation. .It

is an industrial nati4. It has developed high seandards of living. A

standard of living i,s the way [e\ erie live and whether their needs are

met. Even though it is a aeve Ioped nation, it is.energy poor. Over

three-quarters of the fuel that it uses is petroleum, and most of that

petroleum is importea. Japan.is a very-energy-dependent nation. Tt also

uses some coal and hydropower.

.A natio with a'very different energy picture is India. jndia still

uses a great dftn.l of traditional energy resources. India uses both wood

and animal power for energ0y. One startling fact about India is that its

.s9

animal power is the eqqjvalent of onorthird of its energy Use. Animals

are used foria wide range of tasks in India. India also uses a great deal

of hood from Its forests for energy. Basic industrial-energy

intlude coal and hydropowpr. India's reliance on traditional energy



tourcel makes ii a developing nation. It also* makes if'S developmental
,

growth slower than some other nations.

The People s npublic of China is also a developing nation. It.%

relies .81q traditional energy resources. However, it *is developing very"

,

fast. It hag very high coal production and uses basic oil and petroleum )

energy resources for industrial development. During the past few decades,

diwelopment has been speeded by the use of theSe important energy .

resources.

All three of_these nations have very, different energy resources and

development nepds. It is easy to see how eneray resources are ndeded for

development. It is also easy to see'how puzzles can arise over'energy

,
conserVation among developing nations, pr energy dependence among

industrial nations.

ACTIVITY # 3.

In..mrllIniwllaIk.
,t

Look at the pictures on the following, page. Identify

the energy resource that is being used in each picture.
Identify which of the three countries HTndia, China or
Japan.-- are most likely to be using this resource. Then

. ansirer the following questions: A

1. Which of these energy resources might
we in pe United Stotes.do without?
What energy resources can. we not do

without?

2. What part do each of these resources
play in your own everyday life?

-1-5

1.
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CHINA'S ENERGY DEVELOPMENT

-one of the Asian nations which ha;

in a most'eftective way has been China.

developed its Lerisy resources

It is easy to look at almost any

resource in China and trace its developm tal pattern. China has alWays

pelied on coal as a basic energy resource. Looking at ?il, for example,

4

'you can see that China was the first country to use oi1.0 It was used

1 ,

there in thi first century before Christ. It iS also the firSt nation

to have an oil well. This was built in 1521, over 300 years before an

oil well was used .1,4 the United,States.

China has always had an interest in oil; but until the 1960'S it

imported e61411argely from the Soviet Union and some Far Eastern countries.

It did not develop its own oil reserves,because China had not industrialized

to the point that it needed oil for many machines and factories. Frowthe
4

1960's to the 1970's it has moved from a positiondof'importing oil to one

of energy Self-reliance. China in the 1970's is now selling oil tcoother

"olf countries which need it.

TABLE 1: gRUDE-OIL PRODUCTION IN CHINA, 1949-74

' (million tons)

1974

1973

1972

1971

19

1969

1968

1967

1966

1965

1964

1963 I-

Y 1962

E 1961

A 1960

R 1959

1958 4
1957

1956

1955

1n54

1953

1952

1951

!950

1949

tn 20 30 an !in no

PtRCP.NT
total r ole4011 PrUction
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:The Chinve also have a planned economy. They have,long-term plans

_that,are given by the government and Can be Tontrolled. irce it decides

- 'to develqp a resource suchis oil and become self-reliant, it is Fairly
,v

mrsy to carry out this policy compared to countries with'economies run by:

many different organizations. Lighty percent of the energy tes limes Chinn

uses is coal And ten percent is oil. This ten percent is now be g supplied

tqtally by production of oil in China.

As you can see from the table on the Preceding mum, the curve of oil

production rose dramatically over the yearew1945 to 1974. The Chincs6 set

oft thfough it series of five-year plans to build thein reserve.
I

They aid
, .-

L

6

'this Ithrough'the principle of self-relijince. They new have energy,preduc-

tion which providqs all thejlatToleum energy that,..they need, pins mdre4
/I ''
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,? This change in 'energy Aependence.througkdevelopment has occurbad for

sev*al reasons. The first is that the Chinese economy is immense. There

are a great many_ individuals and sectors to the economy. Self-reliande is

1r basic part of China's economy. Individuals and groups within the Chinese

economy are striving for self-reliance on an individual, local regional ,

and national 4oly4. This philosophy has promoted the development of oil

for, self-reliance as part of a general economic structure.'

L-

'ACTIVITY N.2.1j.

Use your world cultures text or books i4 your library
to make a list of energy-resources and 16 energyTroducts

thar are made from them in China. Do the same for the

United,States. Now join with other students in making two ,

collgges for the classroom bulletin board. One collage

shoUld show products from China. The'other should*ow
products from the United States. You can use pictures
from magazines or draw your own pictures of the products.

When you have finished your collages, answer the

following questions. ,

1. What are the advantages of the development
of energy resources?

2. What are the disadvantages?

3. Can we both develop resources and conserve
e energy?

0
4. How can yo0 cons e on your use of pome

of the eneriy pr ducts in your. collage?

158
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iNERGY AND'ASIA

LPSON TWO: ENEIT.IIINTERDEFEN4NCE: A FOCUS ON JAPAN

0 1
IP

To identify ways'in which Japan is dependent in
its energy needs
To develop basic skills in g7up decision-making
To make a plan for studying interdependence with
students from Japan

ACTIVITY # 1

Make a list of all the things that were made or produced
in Japah in your classroom or in your home or community. Think
of as many possible things as you can. Then make a list of all
the things that we export to Japan. What do we sell to them?
What the Japanese sell to us and what we sell to them cqnsti-
tutes interdependence. Make a list of all the ways in Which
students n Japan and students in the United States depend on
each ot r. Discuss your idele class.

ENBRGY'INTERDEPENDENCE AND DEPENDENCE

Interdependence means that people have4peeds and Iliese needs can be

satisfied by others either within the same nation or within anotherfnation.

Others'have wants which can be satilried by these people. People are

dependent upon(each oth:r\to meet basic needs and wants. This is clearly"

true in the ene y area. Asht is an excellent example. Of the countries

that we have look d aty Japan is one of the most dependent. Look at the'

map on the next p ge. Think about who Japan might be dependent on for'

k
energy resources and what natural resources they have'that are pictured

G
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gpan has natural ties to thina, the Soviet Union and other cOun ries

for ergy resources. Of its energy use, it consuma-over 73% in Petro-
/

'Most of Tis petroleum must be imported. er 16% is used y'n coalleu

!an over S% is used in hydropower. Japan has a natural water so ce for 0

hydropower. It is mountainous and has many fast flowing rivers% It also

has,ocean currents for tidal power.
r '

Japan has seen its dependency on othei nations as a probiem.. It

i

is too imbalanced towards imports. To import is to buy energy 4om others.
1

Tpis puts Japan in a very dependent,position. Therefore, Japan has worked N

fro increose its own supplies of energy. These supplies have doubled over

[the last decade:- At the same time it has tried to cut consumption. con-

sumption\of energy in Japan is only S3% of the ampunt that is used in

tie United\States per. person.

\,

Japan ig' wafting to solve its problei

16,0



by' increasing4pplies árà cutt g consumption. One way it is trying

to conserve is to make ie of mass transit rather than the automobile.,

Howevir, Japan wil never be as self-relidnt as China. It must

depend upon some nittions for standard resources. Here, conservation is

a key strategy so that there is le,ss dependency. §o is the develop ent

if

of alternative Sources of energy.- The Japanese are fully involved i
0

.

developing such alternative sources as solar energy, wind energy and

\

*

nuclear energy. In all of these ways, Japan may overcome its problems

of extremOdependency by increasing supplies, cutting consumption and

developing alternative sources. It will never, however, be independon

of other nations.

ACTIVITY # 2

Think of one thing on which you depend every day. Create
a pantomime to descriOe this thing to the class. When you'
have fAished presenting your idea, respond to the followi
questions:

1, does it mean to be dependent on something?

2. What does it mpan ft:Nbe interdependent with
someone else? \

3. How is the interdependence of the Japanese
different from our own?

r

4.

DECISION-MAKING ABOUT ENERGY INTERDEPENDENCE -

A Energy decision-making is very important. Every time We make ,a.decision

about what we use, we make a decision that affects encirgy resources.' Every

time we decide how to use a product we make a decision about the availability

161
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of energy supplies. Every time we decide how we are going to use energy

7- we make aNecision that afieets our own living and our abi ity to conserve

. energy.

Most decisions about energy are made by individuals. We make a

, decision to turn lights oUt. We make a decision to drive on a familx vaca-

.

. tion. We make a decision to wear sweaters in our house and to keep

heat down. All of,these decisions about energy are individual ones.

can make these decisions as individuals: Think of some decisions,you\
made about energy use. Make a list of them on a se rate sheet of paper.

Groups also make decisions. When more than one 1 ividual enters into

Ve

4

energy decision, then A different kind of decision-ma% ting process occurs.I,
In order for two or more people to agree, they must come to some acCepta

decision, but'your friends or your family and others that you know are il-sii 41,

decision that is pleasing to everyone. Now yoll\are not only inVolve in a

involved. They may have different opinions. This requires finding a c m-

promise. A compromise is an agreement in which all parties4find somet ink.

-they want, but usually not ali that they want.

One of the most impcIrtant things about snaking decisions in a group is

the rules that are established for decision-making. There are a great many

rules. Sometimes one person can decide for the group. The President, the

principal, the leader of an informal group can make decisions. At other
I.

times everyone must agree. Everyone's opiniowis Weighted the same regard-

less of their position or age. Because there are so many rules it is

important to know about them and to know, what affect they have. .

(Basically we will study four rules here. They are: the consensus

rule, majority rule plurality rule and one-person rule. $We can imagine
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,that we are part of 5ashimeto Corpol'atitn, which produCes tiresk.for

trucks. Sashimoto is a medium'sized corPoration, and ono group.of its

employeelkworks to inspect Ihe tires that are produced. Let us,suppose

that there aro five inspectors, and they are making some decisions.

In a cOnsensus rule everyone must agree in order for.the decision

to be made. If one'person disagreei, then the group will noe,do it. If,

for example, you make a decision with your faMily to turn out stoma of the 1.('

iights in the home, it is a censensus decision if everyoir must agree.
,.

If your mother: orlather, or siste'r, or aunt, or other person giving in

your house can disagree and stop the decision, then it is a consensus

-rule. Under this rule, one person has more power than he or she ever wilPt

have under another type of.rule.. ThislisgOod because it treats everyone

--equally. It is also bad because it is hard to make a decision if one
1

person is opposed. I. '

Let us suppose that our five inspectors are making a decision by

consensus rule. They are deciding whether the standards for tread on tires-,,

are high enough. More tread makes tires last longer, and give$better mileage,

.savihg energy. 'If they can all agree tomakelthe gtandard *her, they will.

. do it., If one person disagrees they will keep the same statAards. This is.

.

consensus.ruie.
)1-

;PI'

Under majority rule 50% pius one person mast agree. : In 'other words,
1 .

,

,-

half plus one 'of the peoplelmust decide that a decision is correct. .The
i

Minority Must abide by the majority:s decisid. ,Tlyis is how decisidns aro

I

often madeiin local goverging groups, in states op in the M. Congress. dXn
40.$0

majority rule, soMe people wig and some people lose. It ig important td try

to influence other people about your, position so that you can beiin the

majority On a givah issue. If you were deciding with your faTily using a

I y
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'majority rule, if you liad four people in your family and three people

agreed and one person_did not, then the decision would be made. The

sperson who disagreed would be boleid by. that decision.

The.pros and cons of majoriti rule can be seen in a don by

the Sashimoto inspectors.', Let us suppose.that the five inspectors are

.making a decision about improving the aging of tires. Two inspectors

want to improve the quality of the rubber. Two others think the quality

A

is good enough, because the tires are safe and they want the company to

ma a profit. Both try to influence the fifth inspector! Finally, the 1
fifth inspector decides to keep thp tires the same. Under mhjority rule,

very few orrte, or one person, cAn sometimes make the decision. The

filajor v is not really a large majority, and the minority must live with

,the decision. However, it i easier to make a decision than with consensus

rule.

In aTjuralitz_rule, you do not need a majority in otder to make ad,'

cision. Your side Must have more support than any other side in order to

win. In a nine-pelson group, as long as four peoOle think that something

is right, it will'be decided. This is a plurality. It is more people than

any other group could Tet if there were three alternate positions. There

must be three positions for this rule to,work. In your family, a plurality

'rile would work in a seveq person family if there were three positions and

three people agreed to one of the positions. This is not a majority, but

it is more than 'any other position could get.

Inuour five person group at Sashimoto Corporation, a plurality rule

wwId mean that as few as, two inspectors could make a deciSion. If there

were three alternativOs ,nd one person did not vote, then the vote could

be 2-I-1 with one not ,yo ing. Hee ions would be easy to make, Nut they

would not reflect a majority opinion.

160
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Fi.nally, sometimes one person can decide. This is an efficient means

of.making the decision) You can decide for the entire group or someone

else can cicide for you. In this case, no one needs to agree, ror one

tor

person can make the decision. On the other hand, most people are not ,

represented by the decision. One person can make.a decision which will

hurt other individuals. Very few alternatives are considered. At

Sashimoto, this would happen if the inspectors chose one person to make
n.

.%.
their decisions for them.

4

ACTIVITY# 3

Locrk at the pictures below.

ecIsiok)- MAKLIZ 7zut..5

In each of the following situations, tell why each
decision-making rule would he useful or not useful.
17,1vF your reasons for what you think the hest rule
is.



1

.a. Your family needs to cut down

on its use of electricity.

b. The nation needs to save in its

use of gasoline.

Your school needs to save cm

heating bills.

MI group, select an energ blem you think you bave

eno5rour school. Use one of the rules for decision-

.

making to decide what you as a group can do about that

problem. Write your decision down on a sheet of paper

then answer the following questions.

1. How does your decision require that you
be interdependent with other people?

What is the decision rule that you used?

3. If the rulele been different, would

your decision have been Olfferent?

(

THE IMPACT OF ENERGY DEF1SION-MAKING

6

The impact of different rules can be yery great. Because we are

interdependent and all have different needs and w4nts and abilities to

1

help eath other, the rules can make an impact on groups both within and

between.nations. So far we have seen how groups within nations, like

the Sashimetto Corporation, make decisions. Here we will look at Japan

as a nation and how it interacts wfth other nations.

S.

We have seen how Jklian is dependent among interdependent nations.
Sk

If it could make a decision, it would lower the price of petroleum.

- Others, however, would not agree. Countr s which are producing oil

want the price to be high. If they could make ihe delOsion, they would

make it even higher. It is'clear that if we are using one-person rule,

it depends ()limbo is making the decision. World energy policy has been

affected by the fact that the oil-producing nationskave made decisions

about the price of petroleum. The impAct is higher prices,

166
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We can also see that we might have a situation in which nations

werearelaeively eoual'in their energy siteation. They might choose a

c nsensus rule in order to get things done. However, if the developIng

na\tions and the industrialized nations wanted to agree on a decision, it

would probably take them a long time. Peveloping nations need to grow '

and need to use their energy resources. Industrial nations need to Iton-

% serve and need to save on energy resources. Apese two differences of

opinion would limit a general agreement on,the issue. The impact would

he that it would take a long time to make any decision, and ajecision

would probably nOrget" made.

Nations could use a majority rule, like they often do in the United

Nations. In this case, Japan would need to join with many other nations

in order to get its way on energy issues. A majority would be hard to

/form because of differences on energy issues, but also becausp other

political issues, such as disormament, divide nations. It would be hard

to keep these other issues out of the energy decision.

Most often energy decisionp are made under a plurality rule. A

smut! group decides to do something 4ichappliosto its group. It does

not necessarily apply to tile rest. Th sjs how' energy policy has been

made so far. It has been made by ;ST:A, nation or group of nations

wit1lout necessary agreement from others.

Rules affect energy policy by raising prices, by postpoOng policy-

making and by affecting some people in good ways and other people in

bad wayS. Japan is in a different position from the United States. -The

petroleum situation has had a major edect on the Japanese. It has,had
#

an impact on the'United States. Japan will be in a dependent.nosition

tj 1

,



until it can find alternative formsof energy or cut consumption. The

United States must also conserve, yet its dependency is not as great.

111

14

1 'ACTIVITY 0 4

Ai

Get together with the students in your class and
think of ways that you might better understand the
Japanese situation. Make a list oNhe ways that you
might correspond with or find out from people who have
lived in Japan what their energy situation is like.
eraw a plan as a class and try to carry it out.

44
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ENERGY AND ASIA

LESSON THREE:* 14ERGY GONSERVATN: FOCUS ON,INDIA

Lesson Objectives

Identify a variety of Ways that you can conserve encr.c,
Analyze o nservation strategies lnvolvi.pg needs of
animals d human beings, as in Indii
Apply co scrvation strategies used in India to your.,own
everyday lives.

tata

1-

ACTIVITY 4 1 1.

,

Usc.the picture on the following page to name all of
the ways that people arc carrying out conservation. The
picture contains at least six ways. See if yon tam name
them. Write them on a separate sheet of-paper. Save your
paper and they will be discussed in cCiss.

WAYS TO CONSERVE ENERGY

/
Encra conservation involves the wise use of energy. pore we are

talking about things that poople .do in order to use less enerity, or to
1

. use alternate forms of energy which aro in larger supply. A basic dis-

tinction is,made between renewable and nonrenewable energy resources

A.rencwable resource is something which can he used again and again.
4

Examplesare solar, tidal or wind energy. Wood is a different. kind of
V.

renewable resource. More trees can he planted, hut wood is 141t. always

1

automaticafly there to be used. A nonreneWable resource is sOmething

like coal or oil which ean only be used one time and cannot be made
'A

agai. By 'Using the' renewahc rather tban the nonrenewable resources

I. ,

peopl can conserve energy.

169,
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There are a wide varietylof other ways in which people can act to
o.

conserve energy. .0They can save enerAy by using less. They ,can ust# fewer.

Fights; they can tufn pwn thermostats; they ca rive caq less. In all

of these ways, people are using less energy as a strategy for conservation.

Using your own human energy is also; q basic way, of conse ving other

forms of energy. Instead of letting a machine do it for you, you can do
41

a task. You can renew 'Air own energy by eating lod.

You can also.use animals for energy. Anilp can do tasks for you

as they did in previous years inethe United States and as they still do

around the world, in India, for exaiiiple. You can atso use animal wastes

as fertilizers.'

..,

In India, the

1.

use a great deal of what is called non-commercial

energy. . Almost tw
)

thirds of the energy that is used in India is wood

/
energy. India has great forests and th,is is a renewable resource'.

Indians also use animill and vegetable wastes as feriilizei. They

.use animals for transportation. In all'these wayst energy conservation

can help to preserve precious energy resources. In India, there is

-spatial use.made ofdanimal anevegetable resources as well as human

energy.

%

Use the workleet your teachertives to you
to unscramble th9 words so you can dietermine ways

of conserving enfergy. When you have completed
unscrambling the %Inds, share your answers with

the class.

41
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USING HUMAN AND ANIMAL ENERGY

People in the United States commonly think of conlervation as saving

on heat and light. In India, the need is not so much for electrical con-
.,

srrvation. people think of human and animal enely and ways that it can

be used effectively. We can learn some important conservation strategies

.bVooking at what happens to human and animal energy in4

1L.
IZE-AT IOTA Ali

-oesERr

Animal energy is mita1f110 the Indian economy. There are over 80

million work animals in India as of 1979: iherc,are over 70 million

butAocks, 8 million blffalos, 1 million.camels and 1 million horses.

Tlyis amounts to.about 40 million horsepower, enough to satisfy all of

India's energy needs .
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Animals are used chiefly in agriculture for plowing and drawing carts.

, Over half of the farms in India are too small for tractors and pi-owing is
i

done by animals. The roads in farmlands arc not good. . Over two-third& of

fthe rural transportati n of goods is done in carts which arc animal drawn.

ndia also uses a great deal of human energy. Mosepeople work the

farms using their own human power. There are very few cars in India.

Most people ride bicyles in the cities or ride animals er in animal-drawn

carts.

In these ways Indians use their own human and animal energy in order

to get things done. They use alternatives that we do not think of much

here. However, some people in the United States do think about them. The

Amish, for example, live using a great deal of both human and animal energy.

They believe in a simple lifestyle. Most are farmers. They use animals

for plowing and transportation. They use human energy for household chores

like doing dishes and washing clothes.

It is possible, even in the United States, to use more hunAn and anim

energy. One important idea to think about is appropriate technolom.\ Appro-

piiate technology is what is leeded to get something done. It means tliat

you.do not use a tractor to plow a very small garden. Nor do you till by

hand a 1,0U0 acre farm. You might walk a mile to school, but you could ride

in a car with other students, or take a bus, if the distance is too long.

Many people say that we use .too many high energy items Ve appliances

in our lives. We do not need them to get things done. Producing them has

a high energy cost. Using them is also expensfve. On the other hand, time

.is valuable. Appliances dften save time. Buying them also helps the

economy. There is a question here that each person, whether Indian or



American, must declide for himself or herself.

0
problem:we should all think of whet is appropriate, or what we reallY 411

neeCI, instead of just convenience.

-4

Yet, because,of the energy

ACTIVITY 0 3

Develop yottr own conservation plan using one of the

ideas about human or animal energy you have studied here.

;Try to think of things that you could do every Aay involving

your own human or animal eribrgy which would help in energy

conservation. Write out your. plan on a piece of paper.

it will be discussed in class.

174
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LESS N.ONE: EGYPT AND THE ASWAN HIGH DAM

TEACHER'S GUIDE

Introduction:

A

This lesson introduces the topic of Energy: North Africa-Middle 46
East and then focuses onligypt and the Aswan High Dam as an example.
Students are asked to state and recognize their unique impressions of
thia,arba of the world. They will learn about setting priotities as
part of, the decision-making proceSS.--Ihey will-also learn-that ac-
tions taken, based on priorities set, affect people and the environ-
ment. The results of actions taken can be measured in terms of costs
a9d benefits. Through this lesson students will be able to applxpthis
decision-making process to something in their own lives.

Objectives: ,

1. StUde
an4
and

I.
ill be able to state the cultural, political,

mic links among countries of the Middle East
e-of North Africa.

Students will recognize that setting priorities is part
of ihe decision.making process.

1

4

3. StudInts will be able to state the costs and benefits
of the Aswan High Dam in Egypt.

9

4. Students will be ableito set priorities, recognize the
effects of changes on the environment, and weigh the

# costs and benefits 9f changes.

Time: Two to three days.

7" Instructional Strategies:

1. Activity #1 asks students to brainstprm. SomIkff their
'impressions of North Africa and the Middle &est may be
accurate. Other impressions may be stereotypes that do
not,apply to the area.. Whichever, the point of the acti-
vity is to encourage students to think about this area
of the worlcfr Another poier' is to help students recog-
nize that their impressions are unique because people
have different perspectives. You could ask your Students
to pretend they are teenagers from one of the countries
in this area and guess what their impressions of the'
United States include. How do others see us? If there /

are members of your school or, community'who are from a
North African or. Middle Eastern country, gsk your stu-
'dents to ask them what they thought the United States
was like before they came to this country. This can help
students gain a sense of cross-cultural.awareness; that
people view others from their own frames of reference.

N 1 ,7
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2. The taloa of links and differences is presented to ,help

students understand thattfalthough there may be many

differences among peOple, there are also Tany'things

that link people together. Roth ideas co-exist whether

it be in the classroqm, state, nation or the world:

The differences may or may not cause conflict. The

similarities may be great enough to give people common

ways ok,thilking about things. Ask students to think

of ways they.are similar to teenagers in North Africa "tis

and the Middle, East. .What concerns do they have in'

common with other teenagers? What they think about

school, their future or' their families may be links;

Discuss this idea with your students.
1

3: Activity #3 is designed to give students eteerience in

setting priorities. We'set prior4ties all.The time, .

although we may not be aware 'that we are paiticipating

in decision-mak g. .Discuss with your students the4ir

priorities. -16y are priorities different for different

individuals? Deciding wants, shoulds and possibilities

is also part of the process. Leaders of groups and/or

countries set priorities the same way we do.

Books on Egypt will include pictures of the Nile Myer

and the Aswan High Dam. Show your students pictures

of Egyptian people living and w9rking. Include'pictures

ollfarming and the,use of electrical power.

;

4 5. Activity #4 asks students to hypothesize the effect of

electrical power and irrigation available because of.the

construction,of the Dam. Again, you may,wish to use pic-

tures herek They will probably think only of the bene-

fits, becatbe they have been mentioned. Encourage them

to also think about the costs of building a dam.

,

6. Activity IPS is key to this lesson. Setting priorities,
implementing changes4>consequent effects on the environ-

ment and recognizing the effects on people.and other

aspects of the environment are important concepts today.

In addition, recognizing and being able to weigh costs

Rand benefits is crucial as we participate in enOrgy

deciSions.

Student materials give'one example of this process.

Example #1

Priority--. thange--4 Effects on Environment-7)

Effects on people and other

aspects o# the envyonmeni

ienefits Costs

1 76"
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Here is another example and one you might want_to,
use. "resent the priority and:have themwork
through the,rest.

'Priority,

An area needs
more'electrical
powerogor homes,
schools and
places of
business)

*Champ Effects on Environmirt--

L
An electric " Air quality changes in

4 epower plant is area. Surface mining oc Prs.
A,

constructed to'
. be-TUn by coal.

Effects on people and other aspects of the environment *

Electricity is provided.
.People get jobs.

Animal life istraffected.

Benefits Costs

1. electric power
2. people have jobs
3. area develops

1. pollution of air,
2. animal life is ensl

-*.

This process is not an easy one. Obtaining the necessary
and accurate info ation is difficult. in addition,
priorities, chang4 and effecti, as well as costs and
beneffts, are ofte times subjective assessments. Again,
how people view these things depends on their experiences,
needs and goals.

You might want to bring in speakers representing different
points of yiew. Newspaper stories and magazine articles

- on energy resources and alternatives can also be used to
help students gather information andirecognize differing
perspectives. Making deesions about energy production,
use and distributtion.is a complex process. This fact is
about fhe only one upon which experts.can agree. Decision
makerh strive to cut down qp the costs and increase the
benefits,

The key to the;Crossword puzzle for Activity M6 is as
follows:

T E E N D E N C
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0E000 132113381311101 1211 ZI
El 13 II
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Eil DJ
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S.tudent Assessment: Correct answers for the

"Egypt and the Aswan High tam" on

I

.t '."
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1. D, 2. D, 3. B, 4, B, 5.
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ass'essment instrument for

the following page are:

D, 6. A, 7. B
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STUDENT AUESSMENT

ENERGY ANIORTH AFRICA-MIDDLE EAST

sr'

Lesson One: Egyyt andsthe Aswan High Dam

1. The Middle East is important es

A. a cener_of,the Buddhist religiod.
B. a major source of coal.
C. an, example of peace and stability.
D. a crossroads offirworld commerce.

2. Tht birthplace oi Islam is in

A. Jordan.
B. Iran. A
C. Egypt. -

D. Saudi ArAbia".

3. The Middle East produces much of the world's supply of

.A. coal. 9

B. oil.

C. electricity.
D. uranium.

Since 1948, four wara have len fought in the. Middle .East over the conflict

E. for the rights of 'Earth Saudi Arabia.
B. between .Israelis and other nations for territory,
C. to control shipping in the Suez Canal.
D. to hold the holy City of Mecca.

5. The Aswan Dam was bUilt to help Egypt with all of the Iollowing except

-

A. land reform.
B.electricity production.
C. growing food.
D. oil production.

6. Dams can produce
,

A. hydroelectric poOtr.
a. geqthermal power.
C. nuclear power.
D. solar power.

1)

7. Iyery environmental change hrings

A. improvements.
B.! costs and benefits.

C. problems worse thantbefore.
D. lower, food vroduction.
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-8 sulk crossword puzzle for Lesson 1, Activity #6.
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CESSON TWO: SAUDI ARABIA, OIL AND CHANGE
0

Introduction:

TEACHER'S GUIDE

Although this lesson focuies on how oil wealth is changing Saudi
Arabia, there exist many opportunities for students to discover changes
that have occurred or might occur in their own lives. In addition, stu-
dents will learn how tO recognize and weigh the costs and benefits of
change4-- The major concepts in thislesson are chifige, interdependence
and conservation.

Objectives:

I, Students will be able to list several ways in which
increased oil production and oil wealth have changed
the way of life in Saudi Arabia.

2. Students will be able to recognize an eigh the costs
and benefits of these changes.

3: Students will be able to state ways in which Saudi Arabia
is interdependent with the rest of tbe world and the rest
of the world is interdependent with Saudi Arabia.

4. Students will recognize ways in which their own lives
are Changing because of increasing oil'prices.

S. Students will identify ways oil can be conserved.

'Time: Twolto three days.

InstructionaI Strategical_
1

1. Activity 01 can help students begin-to realize that things
occur to change.the ways they think, feek)and act. Help
students to iee thathabits they have can be considered
types of traditions., What energy consuming habits do they
have? How ire thine habits like traditions?

2. Map 02 shows Saudi Arabia and other countrieb in the areas'
soil production. The pie graph shows Middle East as well
as other areas' pyoportion of total oil production. Ask ,

yoUr.students to state what the graph describes.

3. Students could make qpIlages flOm magazine pictures showing
ways they and the United States use oil. They could also,

take a survey around the school asking other-students whets.
*tIlley think much of the oil we import comes °from. The surVey
could dlib isk other students ways they think oil is used in
this dbuntry. Have your students compare their answers with
other students. Is there a difference?

'P. .

4
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4. Ask students to give examples of other nonrenewable

resources. There are differences of opinion as to when
we and Saudi Arabia will rup out of these resources;
but most people agree that for a while, energy
resources will continue to increase in expense. How

does this prospect affect their lives?

S. Activity MS asks students to pretend they are a Saudi
Arabian leader._ As a leader they must think of the

future. Ybu may wish to first have them read or re-
read that section ofthe text being used on Saudi
Arabia. They may need to learn more about thecountry
before they can decide on things they would do. They
could also do the same for the United States given the
increased tonsuMption of energy. What things do they

think should be done first/ Have a class discussion
combining the ideas in their plans and weighing costs
and benefits. Talk about the difficulties presented
in trying to think about the future. Think about how
much the energy situation has changed even since 1970.
Have students compare the changes they think will occur
in Saudi Arabia to the ones included in the section.4
these materials on "Saudi Arabia.Changes."

6. In Activity #6 community members could bd invite) to tome

in and talk about the ways their lives and businesses
have been affected by increased oil prices and bther
energy costs. 'HoW are people adjusting and adapting to
the increased cost? Take advertising and the manufacturing

of American cars. How is that industry changing its pro-

ducts? For example, ten years ago no American car company
would have thought to advertise gas mileage. Whit other

,44 industries are being affected?

Students could also look into the cost of energy, especially
oil, for the school district. How much money could be

saved by cutting back on heat? What would be some of the

costs involved?

Student Assessmentr' Correct answers for'ate assessment instrument for

"Saudi Arabia: 011 ani Change" ort the following page

are:

1. A, 2. D, 3. C, 4. G, 5. 6. C, 7. D

.
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, STUDENT A5ASSMENT -

.40ENERGY AND NORTH AFRICA-MIDDLE EAST

Lesson Two: Saudi Arabia: Oil and Change

1. Traditions i)Saudi Arabia.are based on 1

. A. Islamic religious'law.
B. leadership in heavy inddstry.
C. Communist ideals.
D. the ew wealth tirought by oil.

2. How much of the worldstoil resexves are found in the Middle East?

A. less than 15%
B. 25%
C. 40%
D.-more than 55%,-.

: 3. What part of the world's total oil supply Is found irisSaudi Arabia?

A. one-tenth'

B. one-fifth
C. one-fourth
D. one7third

4. Cooperation in buying oil from nations that need to sellloil is an example of

A. independence.
B. self-reliance.
C. interdependencON
D. coexistence.

5. Which of the followang is a non-renewableresource?

A. solar energy
B. petroleum
C. Tv)cod

D. hydropower

6. How has Saudf Arabia changed as as result of idvesting oil money?

A. More peoRle are nomads.
B. Western Ochno1ogy is disap aring.

C. More'people are going to 8cViool.

D. Old rOigiOus viewsare stronger.

7. Betwen 1970 and 198, the.price' for a barrel of oil jumped fipm about $2.00 to

A. 0.00 -

B. $9.00
C. $18.00
D. $30.00

4



'LESSON THREE,: OIL, OPEC AND AU

,TEACHER'S GU1bE

Introduction:

This lesson contains several concepts and skills. It focuses on
oil, North Africa and the Middle East but also includes the economic
as well as political aspects of the world oil situation.

4
The formation of OPEC as a cak.tel is explained. Supply, demand

mid price are covered and world oilNconsumption and production is
taught. Ie addition, the conflict in the Middle'East and its effects,
on the United States is inclpded to help students understand the
complexities of oil politic4.

S14dents will learn decision-making skills:- They are asked to
role p ay, interpret maps' and create conservation.strategies. Throug
out th s lesson students will have opportunities to apply'their knowle e

to new situations. .

/1Objectives:

k. Students will be able to imagine what their lives
would be like without oil.

2. Students will be able to define the term cartel.

3. Students will be able to explain how supply and
demand affect price.

4. Students will,be'able to identify areas of the world
that Oroduce more oil than the.), consume and areas of
the world that consume more oil than they produce.

S. Students will be able to apply the conditions tp be
considered in decision-makimg to a new situation.

11

6. Students will recognize possible futures involving
oil Wailability.

7." Students will give suggestions for oil conservation,
the development of alternative enerar res s and

ways the United States can help neg6tiatelVddle
East peace. .0

TiMet Two to three days.

Instructional Strateees:
1.

1. Activity 01 is an imagination exerci49. Many students
are not aware that plastics, fibers Mr clothing, pte
ink in their pens as well as gasoline are oil prod4cts.

, 0



Ahhough we will be able to get oil, we may not be
able to afford this resource, Help students to think

'about how their lives would change-if they,did not have
access'to oil eroduts. What alternatives are there?

2. Map #1 of the student materials has lines drawn to the
OPEC member nations. A blank they can write on is .

provided in this Teacher's Guide. A key is also pro-

' vided. Often we think that OPEC is made up of all Arab
nations. This is not so. Iran, for example, is a Muslim

I
nation, but the people are not Arabi. Sub-Sahar nations asle

well, as a South American and a South Pacific nat on are part
of OPEC. It is.true that OPEC is dominated by Arab influence.
Saudi Arabia espedially has a great deal of power because
it produces the greatest quantity of oil. OPEC as a cartel
has been effective because these nations have remained
united. Although they have major differences of opinion,
no nation has broken out of OPEC to undersell the others..
In their unity, they can charge top prices for their oil.
Disadvantages for buyfng nations intlude the fact that we
must politically and economically adjust to OPEC prices,
supplies and even desires. Help ltudents to see that our
economit and political freedom is curtailed. Although United
States businesses have P!charged what the market will bear,"
there exists a great deal of resentment toward OPEC for doing
the same. How do they feel about this dependence.

3. Suppliy, demandl and price as described in this lesson is over

simplified. ralk about the factors that influence supply an0
demand. Advertising, for example,.strives to create a demand. 4

A cartel fixes prices. The OPEC cartel can do this because
6 tiler are in a unique situation. Students should role play

using something for which a demand exists. To role play they,

have to "get into" the idea of a limited supply, a high or low
demand and see what happens,to the price. The introduction of
a cartel and price fixing, of course, changesjhis. Competi-

tion may be the American Way, but obviously OPC nations want
to get the high prices for as long as their o 'will last.

Activity #4 should help students understand th need we and

other industrialftqd nations have for oil. You could ask stu-

dents to research iihe areas of the world that do not consume
: nearly as kith oil as we do. Why is thigTho? Hok are the life-

styles different for most people living in develop1n,g nations? ,

. Explore possible criticism of the United States for our consump-/ I

%tion... Be'sure to point out the things fle produce and sell to
the rest of the world through the use of oil.

f

5. The section of this lesson on decision-making is designed to
help students see that decisions are difficult to make. You'
could turn Activity #5 or #6 into a type of simulation. Soie

members of the class could represent within a countri or school
desires and gqiils, some members could represent outside country

or chool desiNes and goals and some members could represent
inter-organizational desires and goals. iStudents could also do

moil' research on any of the OPEC nations and make detisions based
4, on tbel*findings.

.186



6. The section op "Conflict in the Middle East" gives a basic

outline of the situation. You may wish to go into more de-

tail. People in your community marhave a special knowledge
or interest in the issue. They could be invited to speak to

your clasi. You could have opposing views expressed on the

same day oicseparate days. Whether or not you dectde to ex-

pand on the information given here or in the text you are
using, stress the connections this conflict has with the

United States and oil.
,

7. In 4ddition to Activity #7,.students could draw their own
political cartoons. They could deal with the Middle East,
opposing views of energy use and alternatives or even an

,issue closer to home. The point is that people see things

.
differently'because different people have different perspec-

'tives or frames of reference. This could also be demon.

strated by using newspaper editorials or articles. Students

, could also be asked to write something, reflecting their own

perspective. It could be a national, local or school issue.
Help itudents pick out slanted terms and phrases. Help Stu-

dent to understand that how reality is perceived depends

on tite situation and "location" of the perceiver.

8 . The last Activity in this Lesson is designed to.help students'
understand thelragile nature of our oil supply". The,"Futures

\ Wheel" on page 45. is divided into three (3) parts. Cifcle "C."

asks "What if?" Circle "B" are possible future gituations.
Circle "A" are possible outcomes that are matched with Ci cle i

"B." Mhke opies of the wheel and have your students pu it il,

together. Brass paper fasteners can be used so that the circes_

il

of the wheel can the uestions that.be turned. Discuss with

this first wheel. Next' give students co, ies of the blank-

"Futures Wheel" (page 46). The inner most ,--ircle is again

"Nhat if?" ) The middle circle' are futureTstrategies. _In the _

outer most circle students should developiways eto fulfill tho4k

three goals. The futures paesented here are jiist-suggestions.

You may wish to have students make up their own.
i

Studenth.Asseesment: Correct answeA for the assessment instrument for
"Oil, OPEC and You" on the following page are:

1.r. A, 2. B, 3. C, 4. B, 5. C, 6. B, q. A

(...

1.1
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STUDENT LSESSMENT /
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ENERGI AND NOON AFRICA-MIDDLE EA/ST

Lesson Three: Oil. OPEC and You

.1. What is OPEC?

A. a group of nations that sell oil '

4

f
, B. a $roup of ations that buy oil

C. a branch o che world export council
D. a defense a;liance in the Middle East

2. If demand grows faster thanoupplA the price

A. will go down.
B. will go up.
C. will stay the same.
D. cannot be predicted.

How are production and consumption of oil in the United States related?

A. It cannot be determined how they are related.
B. The United States produces more than it consumes.
C. The United States consumes more than it produces.
D. The United States produces about as much as it consumes.

4. Qatar decidts to raise its, oil prices in order to build more 'schools.

This is an example of making a decision based On conditions that exist

A. outside of the country.
B. within the country. 1

C.' within the government orianization of ar country.
D. within i ernational organizations. 1

5. During the 1973 Middle East war, Arab'nations

A. fought off a Soviet invasion. ,

B, destroyed the oil fie ds in Iran.

iC. cut off oil to the Un ted States.
D. seized the Golan Heights and the Gaza.

The United States sometimes faces conflictlbetween friendship with oil

suppliers and

A. friendship with(Moslems,
.4 sutvort for Israel.
C. friendship with coal producers.
D. support for nuclear energy.

7. Transportation in the United States depends heavily on

A. access to fOreign'oil.
B. Constructign of new power plants.
C. production of hydroelectric demi.
D. actiVity on the gold market. '

8 t)
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ENERGY AND NORTH AFRICA-MIDDLE EAST'
ADAPTAI/ON LES'sONS FOR.SCIENC4
LANGUAGE ARTS AND PRACTICAL ARTS '

' I

The concepts and skills taught in this chipter,of lesions can'bi
adapted,and used in science, languagearts and'Oractical arts.classes.
The main ideas include setting priorities, recognizing 'the,effects of

changes in energy use on the environment, weighing the costs,and bene7
fits of energy decisions and being able to,eidentify differing perspectives
on the issues of energy production, use and-distribution.

ADApTATION LESSON: ENERGY PRIORITIES AND EFFECTS I

Idea. The idea in these lessons.-is'to help students recognize

the process of setting energy priorities and how changes can effect

the environment.,
00.

Ob'ectivei:
,

1. Students Will be able to recognize the process in.volved

in setting energy priorities.

2. Students'will be able to state effects of energy use on
the physical environment, home and business..

3. Students will be able toruse the library to research
energy questions.

Science Claises1 Chemical reactions as well as effects on the
physical enviroment are common components of science courses. Students

could do experiments that produce chemical reactions producinua.new

substance. Applying this idea to an energy resource, such At coal 111100

to generate electric power, students can begin to think about the elf.fects

on the environment. How does the use of coal change the,land and air

quality in an area? What chemital by-products are emitted. and what ef-

facts can different degrees of emission have on the quality of the air?

What scientific advances are being used to improve air quality? Why is

coal Production a priority for the state? ,

An earth science or geology course could offer oliportunities to
talk about the formation of oil. How is it formed and why is it ihit
some.areas of the tforld.have an abundance of one "resource while others

have none?

LanguageArts Classes. Have/your students search through the Readers
Guide ter articfes on'energy use and the effects of certain energy resources

on the enyironment. They could also compile'a bibliography-or articles
and books on energy resources and energy effects. Articles toUld be

lined withlothe identification of priorities stated in the irticles'as a

point of focus. ;he card catalogsand reference materials could be used'

to help students practite research procedures.
I.

PActical Arts Classes. Have your students compute miles per galltm

for tEiT77NOT77077736pire these. How much gas do buses use?
0

,
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Students could studithe pollution factor and Aim, costs and benefits qf
emi#sion control devicep/ What piioritiet,wouid your students set on

. the use'o cars and trucks using gas is well as blectiical applianceS')'
ifi the h 'school and community? '

. .

ADOPT#TI-OA,LESSON: ENERGY USE, CHANGE AND
) WEIGHING COSTS AND BENEFITS,

e

IdeL These lessons focus on thaoncept of change and how energy
use ainvailability has, changed ihe way people live. Students will. ,

.prattite the,process of weighing the costs and benefits Of change. ,

Obj pet iVet :

\

1. .Stuciehts will be'able-to state ways in which energy
conspmption has changed the way people liVe.

2. StudentS will be able to recognize.the costs and
) benefits of such changesr
3. Students will State theft oplinions as to the relative

costs.and benefits'of,these.changes and the effects on
theiiiown 7

.

Scienc e"Classes. Ask students to pick an energy resource. How is
the raw resource, such as crude petroleum, changed into products.that we
'commercially use? Compare the price of the crude resouice to.the finished
product What proportion of that difference is due to chemical and other

scientific procesIçs performed? What chemical by-products are d result .

of:the conversiop rocess? How.it the process a benefit to the energy
industry and the ople who use it? What are the financial as well as-,'

environmental cos s? In their opinions which energy resources are more
' beneficial than others, why?

. .

-."

language Artk Classes.; Ask students to write a storyobout what
:theirjives would ilke without the energy resoOrces we have availible
today. Ask them to make, a list of the Changet that have*occurred.because
of the availability and use of energy resources. From theireAnW stories

. ask them to think about the costs and benefits of energy use. Db they
thrgic the benefits outweigh the costs or vice uersa? Why? Have students

J present theie opinions in oral form to the rest of the class.

Practical Arts Classes. .Ask students to.telect several,well used
appliances in a home. What changes does their use hdVe on the way,they,
live? Have students prepare a meal or cOnstruct a project withopf the
use of appliances or machines. Discuss the changes that have occurred
in peoples' lives and bu6iness production as a result of the use of these
energy consuming applianOes'or tools. What are the costs and'benefitt of
these? Have students weigh the costs And 'benefits of these,changes.

I

(

A6 ThIO LESSON: THE ENERGY ISSUE StEN FROM DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVESI

, I w
hea. These lessons focus,on the concept of perspective's. How peoAldt,

vtpw iiiiiity issues depends on their own experiences, situation, needs,

goals and the decisions they are responsible for making. .

1
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Objectives:.
.

- .,..)

. .

1. Students wil,1 be able to:recognize different perspectives
on energy issues and energy use. ,

, 2. Students will be able to state their own-perspectives.'
They also'will be able to state the factdrt that influence
the energy decisions they agree.or disagree with as well
as the energy they. consume.

. .

.

; SOience Classes. There is,4 giaat Afill of discussion in the scientific
community. on the'relatiVe effects of certain energy resources. Divide your. 4

class into groups assighins each.a different'imergy'resou ce to investigate.

:e
Solar, nuclear, hydroelectric and petroleum are pos.sible topil.cs. What do .

the specialists advocating each resource and.how it is d have to say?

What do the oppoting scientists-have to. say?' What scie tific knowledge .

.

and resources do eadi depend on't, '.
. .

Language A--s-diasses. .Divide yam:class into two groups for a debate.

The issue eould-be: U.S.. Foreign'PolicY in the Middle East'should be changed.
Another debate topic could bit: The Federal Governmert should (or should
not) prOhibit the further construction of nuclear power plants or the Federal
covernmbnt should invest large sums of money in solar'energy innovations.

.

All three of these topics are highly controversigl. Students should practice

c.--
their research skills and the techniques of debate. Discuss the different
perspectives and hoW decisiols'are made because of their importance.

s'

'Another lesson could include having students read.magatines or.
books printed in English from different countries. .How do they ieflect
the countries' point of(oViewil Have your students write an article
defending U,$.,energy c nsumption habits and one critical of U.S.
energy consumption habits. How does an author's point of view cause the
written piece to be biased. Use,newspaper articles as examples.

Oracticil Arts Classes. .Have your siudents cc:induct a survey,on the
existance and uses of Appliances and equipment used in the home. They could

survey other students, teachers and members of the community. Also include '

-in the survey questions asking why certain appliances are used and what
isItheit relative importiince for the family.%9 Compile' the results and com-

pare,the findings. Why do people have differing opinions on what appliances

they think are nocgsgaty? aow do peOle's opinions depend on their own per-
ceived heeds and Wahts? Have students set up a hypothetical home of their

own. Wbat appliances would they want to have in it and why? How is their.

"home" different from others? Examining advertisements could also be a

way of helping students recognize the impact of expectations on their own

desired lifestyles.
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.ENERGyz4D NORTLyiPRICAMIDDLE WT

1,ESSON. ONt: EGYPTAND ,THE ASWAN. HI6 pAm
,*

Objectives

To state several cultural, olitical and economic links
among the countrkes"of the M4 dlelEast and those of
North grin

, To state the oss1 and benefits of the Aswan High-Dam
in Egypt
To be able to set priorities, recognize the effects of
changes on the environment and weigli the cost and

benetits of change.

-

ACTIVITY # 1

Loa at Map #1 on this page. On a piece of paper wri"te
dOwn your impressions'of this area of the world. For exam-

ple, what are your.iinpressions of the way people live, the
climate and the reiources available? Do not be concerned if

.your impressions are aocurate'or not. This activity is to'
help you recognite your own perceptions of North Africa and

, the Middle-East. .

1. Compare your impressions with others in your
classroom.

2. How are your perceptions different from others?

N How are they similar?

3. Why do you think your perceptions of North.
Africa and the Middle East are similar to or
/different from others' perceptions? .

4. Keep this idea of perceptions mind as you
study about North Afri and, he Middle East.

Nie
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NORTH AFItICA AND THE. MIDDLE EAST

4

NOrth Africa-and the.Middle, East are located where three continents

meet. -The'countries.in this area are ifri Europe, Asia and Africa.
.

1
..

Throughout,histoty, this area has ber a.crossroads for the wórld.\

,ana.people:hatieAraveled. through this area lihking them together a

Goods

well

is proviOing Links to the rest of the world. The'Su z Carial is.a ghort-
.

:cut beymien the.Mediterranean Sea and the Red Sea makinAmit an important

roui4%for prOducts, especially oil, bound for Europe as well as the/

.

Wiihout'the Suez Canal ships woudd have"toogo around
.

.
.

. .

Africa increasing the time and money needed. to transport goods.

. ; - .,

Anotherfattor. linking this Area is religion.. A majoritysof re

people in this area of the worldiare Arabs. Their religitn is4Islam,, and
..

1

, .

(

the people are known as Muslims. Mek, 4 Saudi Arabia; is the birtn-
,

place.. of Islam because the prophet

a religions ieacher who is said.to

started teachinehis new religious

Mohammed wa's born there. A prophet is
#

speak for Aod. In 622 A.D. Mohhmmed

beliefs. Mohammed's teachinftspread

and served to unite this area of the world.Language and customs that

came along-with the re1i6on.has also served %to link this area.

North Africa and the Middle East is Ilso linked together because it

is in area of conflict. Theretis a great deal of debate among the peo-

ple in this area who are Muslims and those who support the existe7 Qf

the.Jtwish state'of'Israel. The land of Israel has great reliiious sig7,

nificaricelop-three of the world's major 'religions: Jydaism4Islam a

'Christianity. Conflicts Ovep this kand have ii4isted for thousands o

.,..yeirs: Conflict still exists today.

ThiMuslim nations in thli area are.linked together in theit

.concern fOi.the Palestinian peoplg who became refugees when Israel was

a

e

.1#
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created as a nation in 1.940.4There,ihave been four 7ars in this)arei

since then. Otger nations of the woild recognize the constant danger
%

of open conflict in this area. Conflict in North Affica and the

'Middle East affects nations,all over the world.

Another important link among the countries of North Africa and the

Middle East is tlig_r cent discovery of the abundance of energy resources.

This area of t4e world is tied together because of'its'abili* to pro-
\

,duce.much of the world's oil supply. The political`and economic aspects

of this fact have further united thepeople. Althoughlthe.re are Tpny

differences among the people of hiorth Africa and the Middle East, there,

are)also many thiks that link them together.

ACTIVITY # 2

. .

I.

,

We have been talkinf, about things that link.North Africa

and the Middle East. This point may be more easily understood

when you try the following activity.

'Look around at the people in your class. Notice the.

differences. Some of you are boys and some of you are'giTls. .

But all of you are people, a1,1-o- you are students, and all of
. you are studying )about; ener6, ,

)

. ..

Look at the follo ing list of characteristics and
descriptions.c, Copy th s list down on a piece of paper.

1. Mark the things with a #1 ;that link you
.with all the other people in your class.

2. Mark the things with 'a #2 that make you

different from all the others'.

4

3. Mark the things with a #3 that link you
with some cif the others bdt not all of

(the oTh-TiFs.

!lair color

- Fsvottte hobbk
Young, people

Members, of your school
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st.

haire

k

-\

Same s4ial itudies teacher
;Same,lariguage spoken

, Height
Citizen of the Dniled States
Born in the 1960'ffil

Birthdate
Pdvorite musical
Street where you
Participation in

group
live

extra-school activity
f

ThinLabout the following two cipions when
completed marking the liit.'

I. How 4o the things you have in common
.wiih some ()nail of tho other memberG,
-of your class help you to.talk to

each other?

2. Wow do the things.you have in common
wiih others affect the way you "see

-things; yout likes and.dislikes?

'

EGYPT AND TOE ASWAN HIGH DAM
)

We have been talking about North Africond the

yOu -

iddle East as an

area with many thifigi in common. We are now going t cha g$ our focus
."

to look at one country in North Africa-4Egypt. We'Will st dy

Egypt because it is an example of how one.nation is trivi g-to deal

with the issue of energy. &orgy; as a part of Egyp de lopment

effort is very important. Energy development is a riorit for Egypt's

peorile,

( Think

priority is
thing else.
that,today
want.

for a.mrent about the idea of prior
something that is More important th

Think about your,own priorities.

ts Saturday. It is. your day to do w

ty.
4

A

n some-
retend
at you

Make a listjof t ings you want to d5.

Next to each it m on your.listput ioWn

how .much time eachttf will take;

2?6



4.

4

it.
2.

(1

Now put your list In order of thi
want to do filipt to the things y
do last. After all; Saturday do
last forever. Your new list is
of prioritiessothat you have.
your list with those of othe'F
your,lists different?

Now make another list but t
about the things yqp fe
to do on your Saturday.

list may include doing h
chores or even just taki
lax. Now circlet this li

of priorities. This I
es your want to do li
might be different.
list with others in
this list different?
this list is differ

you

iii

ot

i o der
ompare
Why are

is time thgk
u are sup ed

ings on th s

ework, doiag
g the time to re-

t in terms'again
st can be the same
but then again it,

ompate this seaond
our class. How is
Why do you think

nt from others?

3. Now mak a third 1st but this time list
do. How does this list
w'll actually do'on

es what is pos41151e
lists? Holy is your

t from others? Why?

the thin s you c
influehe whaKT,
pur Sal day
affect y r o
can do ii t di

ry

d gtgy,Keep this idea of pr orities, what want to do, should
o and can do, in mind you read about ypt and ene

1.

1.4

NASSER SETS PRIORITIES

When Gamal Abdel Nas er same to power in Egypt in 1954, he had major

decisions to make about , he f te of.his countryr 'Hd looked at the gotil

. and needs of the people/of Egy t and realized he had to set priorities.

/ftytal, like other countries, h

( '.:Egypt's iroblems'was, and stil

oT the piiorities set was lind

Landgeform, la Egypt44 c

fi

redistribute land so that lore

!

helping fIrMers to raise m40.6

was to have more'electric oc)we

41

d and still has many problems. One of
,*

s, feedinglis 40 million people. So one

reform.

se, WA& an attempt by the dovernment to

people could farm. Land reform ialso meant ,

raps. Besides landreforM, anethier priority

toroki in the

201
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One way ,Nasser could meet these priorities was-to build a huge dam

on'the'Nkle River. Look at Map 2. Locate the Nile River and the site

of the Aswan High Dam. This Dam would5provide for more irrigated farm;

land as well is generate the hydroelectricity needed for industrY" and

right. Hydroelactricityles generated by turbine plants. The turbines"

are run y water and drive electric generators. These genera

produce e e ic power measured in kilowatt hours.
. ,

0

Map # 2

Construction on the Aswan High Dam began in 1960 and Cost one

billiOn aollars by the,time.it was completed in1976. It is 2 mdles

long and 361 feet high. During the rpiny.Season in late August, the

Aswan'High Dam holds back the rising waters of the 'Nile River. The

water collects'in Lake.Nasser. This water is used to irrigate

St ,

farmland during the drx periods and to generitellectricai.ty.

tl
. h
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The Aswan High Dam has the capacity to'prod e 2100 megawatts of

electriga power. This is 2100 mil 19 wat enough.electricity to

supply all.ihe househbads in Ilidiana for ope our., twenty minutes.

Riverfront Stadium in Cincinnati uses 1 pillion watts of%power to light

a night football or baseball game. Water supplied by the Dam irrigates

2 million acrei of farmland which is approximAely half the size of

Indiana, Therefore, Egypt has been able to.doubli its agricultural

prodsction.

.1
F--

, ACTIVITY # 4

he building of 04 Aswan High Dam had many effectsen
the people of Egypt. Here is a list of main categories tffat

.could tave been affected'by the constr&tion of the.Aswan
High Dam.

1. Agricultural production

2. Industrial production r \
3. The l estyle changes of the peOle.

4. 'Environmental effects

OGrowth of the economy

On a piece of paper write down under eachcategory the
posgible effects. For example; under the category of,agri-
culture one bf the effects could be that more land is now
available for farming. Compare your list of possible effects
with thOse'of others ifi,your class. Discuss the following"
questions:

k,

I. Which effects do you consider to 1)6
benefits for the people of'Egypt?
Why?

J.

Which effects do you consider to be
costs, for the people if Egypt? Why?

3. Why do some peopl 4.4ertuin
effect to be a be t while otivers May

consider the same eaeet to be a cost?
.

to
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/ 4
CHANGES HAVCEFFECTS7,

..

.

i (

We know that the construction of the Aswan'High Dam had many e4ffecis

Agricultural production doubled, electric power has brought light and

tY

poWer for industrial development. ,These things are important for Egypt,

and most people would consider these benefits. HOwever, nothing is ever

that simple. Many people,'while recognizing the benefits of the Aswan

High Dam, alsolrecognize the oosts. .

..

The constrAion of the Aswan High Dam has seriously damaged the ,

environment. .( nvironment.is one's surroundings. The natural environ-
,

ment'for people living near ewe Nile'River has been changed.4 The

environment 'and people's interactions with it is-a relationship of

interdependence. PeoPle ffeot the land, air and water aroUnd't

while the condition of the land, al,r and water affects the way peoPle

live.

The balance between people-and their natural environment is difficult

)
to mainti4 .n. !One change in the environment, Such as the building of a dam,

an a so affect other parts of the enyironment. This in turn can affect

the yi y people live.

ACTIVITY.#

- ,
At a ciass construct'a.chart of a possible chain of

effects for a.change in your cothmunity. Your chftrt will

have 'the altowi categorces.

(1) PrIori (2) qhange--4(3) Effects on Envirronment---7._

C7.4 (4) Efiects on _people and other

aspectsdpf the environment

. Start with a goal or priority th t will

/ potentiilly benefit the people o your

/ community. In tetting your prior ty,con-

. sider the thing or things you want to do;
4. : shoulci do and can be possible. '

..

0
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. Put the,changes.related to your chosen
priority under category #2.

a

r

List possible effects the change would have \
on the'environment.

:4; :List further effectSthe.change would have
on'people and O'theriaspects of the environment..

--___

Priority

'.Por example,

Change

1. Providing more
jobs .

2. Economid
growth ofthe
community

3. A company
and.

able to locate',
in your \

community

(
---7 Effects on people

. Building
a'factory
on
available

land

EffeCts onsEnvironment

.Site for factory will cause
wildlife there to migrate
elsewhere

,

Possible changeshnLair.
quality in thp area from
factory omission

and other

1.,Wildlife,is endangered
2. More people have jobs
4. Possibleigllution
4. EcOnomy of the area grows

-

aspocts of the environment

S.' Once you have gone through this process
for something in your commenity4clist all,
the benefits and costs for the change.

' Fof'example,

B nefits

1

?

1, M re people have jobs
2. P ople move into the

area increasing
community revenue

3. Other businesses grow
" and deyelop

Costs

1. Natural wildlife is possibly_
endangered ,

2. Community must provide more
services for increased
population

3.,Natural environment is altered
4. More traffic

Now loo ing\at benefits and costs, weigh
each alkd de4de which.things are more im-
portant\thin others. Ytu could do this by
assigning numbers (1-5) ,to each..benefit

and cost, 5 being a major cost or benefit,

205
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I t1.

r

s

3 bOng a moderate benefit or cost and
.slight benefit or cast. ,How_

(j des one bfit.outweighAtcest:r. How ,

doe§ A.COst outweigW.a.benefit? 'Why do
some of yowthink.costs outweigh benefits'

and7other,s-think benefit's ototweigh costs?

Where can you go, to get the information
you need to make these decisions? How

can you possibly derrease Costs ..and .

increase henefits?

T.
Do you'Still, want to-mak'e the change? -

Why,:or why*not?

--
The process you have just 'gone through is simiir to- the one Egypt

is going through over the effects-of constructing the Aswan High

Dam.- FOr thousands of years, whjle the Ni'le!tiver flooded, the silt

carried)over the land acted as a type of natural fertilizer. Now, because*

.of the Dam's.ability t stop the'flooding, thr farmersimust.use expepsive

fertilizer. The absence,of the silt has also increased erosion. .Snails

.

carrying.wqrms t.hat caused disease used to he killed-every year in the,.
t

floods. Now there is.an increase Of disease.

The Aswan High Dgmjhas brought many benefits he,people of

Egrpt. Electric power is essential; people mum have a source of energy.

,However, the Dam's.construction has.also,had some costs. 'JEgYpt strives

to cut .down on the costs while making best use of the benefits.,, Nothing

is eyer totally free; and this process takes time, money and human energy.

04,

0.

2
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4.

Obtain from your teacher a crosswotd puzzle blank
sheet and loin-in the .termS ithat match the numbered

blanks. :This puzzle is a review 'of the ideas ill this
. ,

,

C R.0,S S

(hflgual..needs and.effects
N

Energy produced by water
joressure

S.' ThC Dam built ivEgYpt

6. Negative results of a change

7. Ordering thetthings you will
and wa4t to do-first

Name of the president of Egypt
front 1954 to 070

Positive results of a chaftge

DOWN
r

1/Process by 4hich more larid is

'gixen water to grow crops'

2. Namoi of river the Dam'is built
on

3. Things in your surroundings

41.



ENERGY AND NORTH AFRICA-MIDDLE EAST

LESSON TWO: SAUDINIABIA: OIL AND CHANGE

Lesson Objectii;es

op, To list several ways in which increased oil4

production and oil wealtJ& s changed the, way ,

of-life in Salidi Arabi

To recognize the cos and benefits of these changes
To identify how Sau i Arabia is interdependent witb

4 the rest of the tiorid e

To recognize ways your life w4d ihe lives of others
have changed becauie of rising oLl'prices
To identify ways oil can be conserved

[ACTIVITY It 1

Think about tradition. Tradition is,a long established
eustom or belief that has been handed doim from generation to
generai irn.' What taditions are'thpre in your chool?- What
events a'e there every yewr that have'become traditions? What
/raditions are there in your family? Share your ideas' with
others in your class.

SAUDI ARABIA: A LAND"OF TRADITION

Saudi Arabia is a country in the Middle East rich"in oil. Its

population is 9 million, and Ati s'ociety:is built on.traditions.

Until recently most of the people Of.Saudi Arabia were nomaas or small

farmers. loaads are penle who.move from place to place. They keep

sheep and goats and\moye every few, weeks as the gtass gives out. Nomad

men are skilled at riding and shooting: Through centuries they have .

lived peacefully depending on their natural environment. They also

depend on the camel. When temperatures rise in the desert to 120 degrees'

and there is no rainp.the camel ebles the Nomad to live and trayel.
A

20k
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iSaudi.Arabian traditton also based n religion. The Muslim

religion is very imPortant to the people. ThroUghout the centuriei

religious law has become a code for their way of life.

Elm though Saudi Arabian society is built on traditiony'it is

now experiencing ihe eftects ok change. Oil has a great deal to do

with the changes that are taking place.

ACTIVITY It 2

Look at the map and graph on this page. Answer the

three questions from the information given.

1. In 1978 how many barrels of oil I'Jer day

did Saudi Arabia,(Iran, Iraq, Kuwait', Qatar (

and the United Arab Emirates prodUce
individually and colldbtively? -

2. What percent of world oil productidh is this?

./

37 What percent of world oil reserves does this
represent?

sAUDI s

ARneln
11,710,odo torridit

000
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ACTIVITY #.3

f,

'Read4he following list of facts about Saudi
Arabia and Oil.*

1. In 1970 Saudi Arabia produced 3.8
million barrels of oil a'day. .For

this orl,in 1973they received a
total of 1.2 billign dollars.

2. In 1974 daily,production of oil in
Saudi Arabia rose to 8.5-million
barrels. For this oil in 1974 they
received a total of 22.5. billion
dollars.

. In 1977 Saudi.Arabia produced 9.2
Dillion ba
0

rrels a day. For this oil
'1977. they received a tcIal of 42.2

billion dollars.

What.has.happened to Saudi Arabian oil production
since 1970? What has,happened to/the amount of money
received for the oil?

1. Given these facts, write down on a
pibce of paper what'changes you would
guess have occurred in Saudi Arabia.

27 Pretend you are a teenager living in
Saudi Arabia today. You live in a cPty.
Write a letter to a friend who lives on a'
small farm in thb country. Tell your
friend the'changes that have occurred in
your.life because of increased oil pro-
duction and increased money coming into
your couniry. Include such things in
your letter'as faciliiies.being built,
'educational opportunities,-health care,
lifestyle changes'and even foods that.are
now available.

o

3.° Share your letter with. otherS'in your ,

.class. ,

I.

*Sourer- Annual Statistical Bulletin. 1977, Organization 'of
Petroleum Exporting Co4ntries Statistics Unit,
September, 1978.
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SAUDI ARABIA AND OIL

\

44 ,

In 1933.Americans-C8me to 'Saudi Arabia searching for oil. Within

a few years, they discoored a vast wealth, Saudi A;.abia alOne has
'y I

'1'-about one-quarter of,the world's known-oil Supply. After Wor1d Ward

the Saudi Arabians and Ameiicans established a company called Aramco,

Arabian American Oil. Company. American busiabss and technology built

the oil industiy. Saudi,Arabian pe4le, trained by'Americans, learne.,0

:the necessary skills. Between 1973 and 1976 Saudi ArabialAcquired full

ownership of Aramco. 1,Saudi Arabian oil preuction is now owned* their

Government. /1
1.

As you are aware, there is a great de nd in the;wo*ld for oil:
tti

North America, alone copsumes ri7 mi ion barrels of oil:a day, while

. '

, .

producing 16 miilion barrels a 'day. The difference cqmeS' from many

v
sources ', one being theAiddle East, Because the Miedlet E4St, in parti-

% ..

,,

cular Spidi Arabia), has.the supply piceded,'counOies 1),*00.c,
.

. I.

United States buy or import oil. We-depend...o0audi Arabi* OW tat'.
,

. ,1 '.' I. 1 ' , , 1

oil. Saudi Arabia depends'On us to'buy their oil. With the *ley they

4

receive from um4or their oil ,they buy the things they need to\develop

their counttr.

This relationship is an example Of g1obal interdependence.

6 have a mutual dependence on each (Wier.' However this dependence is not,

equal"; While we(depena to a great extent:on Sa4di Arabian'oil, they can

buy'what they need from other countries besides th4 United States. What

/ ,

4P 6
,.:,)

we in the United State,s and other oil consuming cOuntries do,., affects

4 .

those couptries Who produce oil. What those oil pto4oing. countries de;

. ;

affects us.



. 4

ACTIVM 4 at

Look at the pictures,on this page.

1. 'Which pictures represent the things we
need and gt from oil?

2. Which pictures represent the things
Saudi Arabia needs from us?

A

1

op

C.`
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4

*Now write one.paragraph describing how the pictures

represent an example of,interdependence.

1. How do you use products made from
bil?'

2.- How do you think the Saudi Arabians
use Vie Ooducts they buy with the'

mdney they receive from oil?

.

SAUDI ARABIA LOOKS TO'THE FUTURE

Oil is a nonrenewable resoutte. Nonrenewable means that-the
N . 0 2

. . \ .
m -, resourctIcannot be replaced. 'Oil'iakes millions of years to be fbrmed

,

naturally-. Therefore, the oil in Saudi Arabia wi),1 not lastjorever.
V

It is yery.important to the Saudi Arabian peoille that Allen the oil As

gone, their people will have other wan to earn a living. .Saudi Arabia

,

is setting-priorities for ways they will spend the'oil money wisely.

The changes that are occuriing in Saudi Arabia are affectink the way

,Oeople live. TheAeaders pf the Saudi Arabian Government are doing

what tNey think iv best for tkeir people and their future.

fPretend

$ Saudi Arabia
selling oil
4pil will not
future. Wri

questions al

ACTIVITY '# 5

for a moment that you-are a leader in
Your country has great wealth from

to other countries.- You realize that the
last forever ou must plan now for the

te down yOur iatss using the'following
leguide.

1 k 1. What are your priorities for Y'our
Country and its people?

2. Whatssiorhges will you'make to meet

these priorities/

3. What effects will these changes have
, on the people and tile environment?'

A. T. . 4r

4

4

a
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4. Whatt'ai6 the benefits of your prop sed
changes?

. .What are 'the costs?

Who will you have to,depend on to 3ring
about these changes?

7. Flow doOlther countries in the worljd depend
on you and the decisions you Make.

K. ,Compare your ideas with'ofhers in Iyour
class and with.thit information th t follows
in the,next section of these mate,ials.

. SAUDI ARABIA CHANGES

)

. 5amdi Arabia is investing its )041'money. In griculture,

\ example, they are building several large iiti trrgaln projecs.
,

. .

..
esati-

,

.1

natimplant has been-built on the Arabian Gulf to take the salt Out of

,sea water. It will soon produce enough salt- ee water to.irrig4e 4

.') 0
I .

68,000 actes of land. The irrigation of the esert is e9blipg them

to grow crops, sUch as 'fruit. They are opening cannin#11. factorie and .

hopeNo export fruit. The irrigation a land is also maymg tt s.ib.le

to:raise more sheep.

. 'The Government is also encouraging new industry. Plastics, J\teel,

scement and clothing are the biggesi. They are flso building plant that
'. .t., .

. (ect,-
I

can produCe-iimtilizer and other chemicals.
I

.

/ .

1

The lives of the'people are also changing. Money,frdm oil,is

buildftg free schools, free hospitals andlhousing, Whole new citi s are

rapidly being built. Western technoloe'and consumer goods are be ng

brought to &midi Ara ia. Many Saudi Arabian peopte are receiving egrees

from American universitits in medicine, business, education," engineering

.0 I

....4hd agriculture.

I?
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1

II

Today les'scJanl5.perceii of the people ,gre nomads. People are

Aving up their horses for,pic up trucks. Many are now working for

the GovernMbnt in the oil ind try. Western produc,ts and ideas are .

coming into the country affect ng thevay people live and think.

:There is i fear foi- many audiAlabi6ns.thA much of their rich
w'

tradition is being lost. They want to prosper, but they also want to

keep their Aligion and old fa ways Where women. were traditionally

,.considered,inferior tq.,men,,no large numbers of womenhave given up the

, .:
vdil and are obt ning.an educ tion. The old yib of their religion, .4

, ..

Islam, is also hanging. .Peop e are not.giving up their religiow'but
. ... ..,

t
4

. 'viewing it mope in,terms' of mo ernization:, Withip Saudi Arabian society

...J 4

/.

there exists confli hetWeen the old and new ways.'
- .

.

. I.

.As Saudi Aragia makei use\oftheir ne* foundiwealth they must deal...,
/

,
s.

with .the costs ,and-benefits of lng in a-modern,era. With the. benefits

9f oil money
,

challenges, additionatneeds antl wants, lid L

.i

world-wide repqnsWilities and.agivolvemenL.

1.
ACTIVITY # 6

. I
t

Now think about changes'that have occurred p !are occurring I
because your family, school, Community and nation )6 ..4.0ending ,

.

.

more money"to obtain the oil,it needs. In 1970 t United States
was able to buy .a ha rel of oil from Saudt Arabia:and other mem-
bell of the Organiza ionof Petroleum Exportini,..COuntries (OPEC)
for ,U.80, 11., the :h,ginning 1980-the priCc ofa barrel of oil
is expected to rise-to $30. lives are changingsbecause we

must spend more .to obtain the oil we'need. The 'price of tas for

our cars" and trucks has: risen. considerably.. The prt-oes bf plas-

tics,-fertilizers, clothing made from'synthetic'fibersjfand home
heating coil, 41114 name just a few, have risen'to the4foint that
our economy is greatlaffected-- How do you:fit into all of
this? Think about the following qustions. Share your thoughts

with others. 10.your.class. ,

1. What changes Have occurred in your life and the .

' lives of others bdcause of this?



A -

2. 'Mat are yoU ptesently doing to consehre

. e,
40

3. What .could you do to conserve eVen more?

4. How can these and other efforts benefit
you and your family? How can conseiwation

. ,

benefit, our fiation?
A

,

4
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ENERGy iND.NORTH APRICA-M/DDLE EAST
7

LESSON THREE: 014, OPEC AND YOU s(

4

To define the tdrm cartel'

O 4.
Lesson ubjectives

9
k

To eiplai how supply and demand'affect price

e To identi eas of the world-thatfproduee_more
oil than they consume and areas of the world that
consume,more,oil than they produce .

To state the three conditions that need to be
considered in decision making'
'To apply these to a new situation 4

To recognize possible futures involving oil availability

I.

ACTIVITY # 1, 11.

Pretend for a few-minutes that
o
.you'havq'to go without .

oil, gasoline and oil products for one.day. -Arh4t dojou
/ .use every day that comes from oil? Mike a list of things

you could not do without. How would your life change?

.. Compare your list with others in your class,

'J

I.

I.

.THE ORGAN/ZATION OP PETROLEUM EXPORTING trUNTRIES - OPEC

Petroleum, or oil,.is a very vAuable.eflergy resource in North Airics
.1 4

and the Middle Bast. This is so because thiS area-of the world TS able'to

export, or Sell, huge amounts,of this neede4jresource to the rest of the
,

world. Other countries Of the world, especially the industrialized nations,
Or

need oil to heat their-homes, factories andrplaces'of business. They need

oil also to manufacture petroleum based, produCts and provAde gasoline and\

4
'oil for their cars and trucks.

Consumption, oi.the amount of oil wed-, has been increising. .For-

example, 1.n 1970 the Uiiited States impOited 15 miiliQn barrels of'oil.

.

. ,

In 1977 the United States imported 509,million barrels of oil. A berrel

'of oil equals .figallons. Becibise this:demand for oil is so highv, cuntries

that Apart oil are.able to cbargead receive top prices.

.21,6
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In 1960 many nations,joined iogether to form the Organization of

Petroleum Exporting Countr

i
es, known as ThpOPEC. 0-ese nations meet, to

decide what price to charge for their precious resource. ,They have,
4/ / .

. I*

formed a cartel. A cartel is the banding together of nations or husi-
, ------ . 4

. .

24.. iesses.who possess apeeded resource. They all agree on thelapproximate

'40

. price ehey will c6rge as nations who want the resource. By remaining

united they have thy!) ability to charge what they want. Since nations

4

need oil and cannot produce enough of0eir own, they must buy from the

OPEC nations. OPEC, as A cartel, has been able to enjoy new found

, wealth ihrough petroleum sales.

ACTIVITY # 2

4
Mail #1 isla blank copy with lines drawn to OPEC member

nations. Obtaln a copy of this map from your eacher and

usiligha wiirld Map or atlas, fill in.the fol wing OPEC

nailo

Algeria Iran

'Ecuadox Iraq

Gabon v Kuwait

Indonesia

Libya , Saudi Arabia

Nigeria United Arab Emirates

QitaT Venezuela_

et
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Answer the lollowing questions on a piece

1,

1. Which nations arelin'the fbllowing
of the world: The Middletast, Nor
Africa, Sub-Saharan'Africa, South
South Pacific.

of paper.

areas
th

AmeriCa,,

A

2. What is OPEC?

3 What is a cartel? . 4 .

4. Why .do nations join cartels?

5. What are the advantages for cartel.member

natiOnb? .

What are the disadvantages for the'nations
who buy oil from OPEC nations? .,

'k

,SUPPLY, DEMAND AND PRICE

When people want to buy a resource or product, there is a demand. siw

. . . . l

The amount.available'foi-sale is the supply. :there are many thingi thatk4
cOntribute to a demand ,,,nd.many things that Influence supply

Let us take'an example and see how it basically-works. On one'

particular day you 'have come to class aid forgotten your pen or pencil.

'You,need a pen or pencil to. compleie,an assignment before.the end.of the'.

period._ Youpdo,not have one .1.n.your locker, and.tfie school bookstore.is

!G

net open. :ou have 'a de*and. What will you.doT'You illight.botroW from .

someone elSe but no one has an extra. .In fact, ten other members c:o.

yOur class are also without peni:Or pencils; and their assignments are.

due.

orn walks A pen salesperson.

the.ialespersons-gupply is

hese:pens usually sell. for

pens at 0,50 per pen. lrou.

This person has a supply. However,

limited and his only five pens'for sale.

50s. The salesperson decides ta sell the

dig in your pock t to see how much money

,
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.*
you have.. Others do,the same.: Since a total of eleven people want the ,

/
limited supply Of pens, what can happen to the price,of the pens aVai1.,

able? ne price can go up: It has been innate!' You are paying more0

.11
for a pen because the demand is ,high, and the supply is limited.

If a competing salesperson came into your room with more peAs to

Sell what then would happen to the price? It will go down, because the
4

supply is higher than the demand.
0 '

4

If,that potential competitor decided to work out an arrangement with

the first Pen salesperson, what would they agree to?' How can they form

/a pen cartel and what then wouId.happen to the price?-

,

ACTIyITY 1 3

Role play a situation in your class similar to the one
with pens. Use lunch tickets, snacks Or a ride to Friday

night's game. Pick something for which there fs a demand.

Give an over supply to someone of the product or
service.--Eve an auction and see what happens
to the price.*

Now give an under supply of the'product or service
but keep the-Taind the same. What then happens

to the price?

Bring in `Someone else with another supply of the

wanted product or.service. What happens to the

price?

Next have competing sales people form a Cartel.
What now happens to the imice of the product or
service? 9

o 1.

2.

4 3.

4.

WORLD OIL CONSUMPTION AND PRODUCTION

S.

The role play you have just conducted is a simplified version of

what;happeni with oil. 'Actually, the factors involved in world oil

21e.)
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demand, sUpply; conhumpetofi'andproductiofi are far more complicated. One

o the reasonsthe,wor,ld situition.,is.so complex is because not everyone

has the same demand. Some nations of the world are able to produce the"(

oilthey consume.' So, the price pf OPEC oil-does.not affect everyone.

-ACTT

Look at Map 02 and't
P.

1- 4

e information given below.

'

Map #2,

ks.

41'

t.

ONO

1Z2'
WEVERti CMPOPE Oz.

Sou
AMERICA p.o PRokces

coosum0

WORM OIL l'POWCIFON OH41$ C.010,1AN111110,1).

Petroleum Imported.into the'United States

1977 8,714,000 barrels per'day O6etroleum
1977 -- 7;252,000 barrels per doiy from OPEC nationsf

1977- -- 3,636,000 barrels per dify from Arab OPEC nations.,

1977, -- 1,523,000 barrels per day'from Saudi Arabia

1077 e 46% of our oil consumption from Saudi.Arabia;,.Nlgeria,

LOya and Venezuela
.

1973 486,000 barrels per 4sy from Saudi,Arabia'

1979 1,329,000 barrels per rfrom SaudiArabia.

,*
Source 0. Department of En : .4
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Antrum the following questions:

1.. What is meant by tlie terth Oil production?

Oil consumption?

What areas of the world,produce mare than they

consume? Consume.more'than they 'produce?'

- Consume about asiuuch as.they'produce?

4

3, What does this m'ap tell you about the relationihip

between the areas of the World that have a demand,'

/ and areas of:tWworld that'have a supply?
,

'

How is the United States dependent on,OPEC nations,
Arab,OPEC nations and Saudi Arabia-for importedkoil?

S. What has happened to the U,.S.,dependency on Saudi
Arabian Oil from 1973 through 1979?

DECISION-MAKING AND OIL

There ore many decisions that the peOple who control oil production

have to make There are many decisions that the people who have to

buy oil have to make. Each group of people within a nation who.

,make decisions have to considtr three basic-things. They are as

4
The conditions that exist within their,coOntry,'

exquding the government Oiiiiiriation.

2. The conditions that exist outside their country.

3. ;The cond4ions that exiit within their government

oTganizati6ps._
A. 4.

This will,be easiet to understand if you apply this idea to a
qt.

decision you-have, tO make in your school.

Pretend you are the,president of you school's student '

ceuncil. You have to make a recoim.ndatiob about a dras4 code

for the student hody,to the principal.

2
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On a piece of paper write the three conditions that
you must take into account in making your decision.
P

1. Conditions within your school will include
what the students and teachers want. All

students do not want the same thing ih the
waycof a dress code. /

Conditions.outside of your school will
include what the parents and other community
membets want.

Conditions withinmthe Student government,
organization will include what other meMbers
of the'student government want.

When you have listed conditions for all three categories,
write down all the choices you Ilave. ill-approve of
which decision you, make? Who wi disapprove? Why is it so
difficult tO make a decision? ake a decision.. Share it with

others. What.are their rea ons? ,How do you feel about

haying to make thisrdecision?

AN OPEC NATION AND DECISIO MAKING

The'problems you have had in making a decision about a dress code

can be applied to making op decisions, OPEC nations meet to set oil

prices. They also must decide how to spend the money they receive.for

their oil. The &miens they make depend oti their perspective. A .

perspective is the way a person or group of people see a Situation.

People have different pe'rspectivr, because they live in different cir-

cumstances.

what anOther

one plays in

perspective.

What a person wants, feels and thinks isadifferent from

person wants, feels and

a government or company

225

thinks. Past experiences, the role
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ACTIVITY # 6'

Here is a list of conditions that,would apply for
a leader of an OPEC nation selling oil. Croup the num-

bers for each statement into each of the three things
that must be taken into account when making a decision.

Category #1 -- Conditions that exist within the country

Category f2 -- Conditions that exist,outside of the-country

'Category #3 -- Conditions that exist within the.government

organization
OP

\\

The people of the country wani better ;

educational facilities. .

/1.

2., The minister of defense wants morp money
to buy weapons.

3. The people want to limit production of
oil to keep prices high and make the supply

last longer.

4. ,The countries in.theAarea want Oil to be

cut off to those nations who are not friendly

to them.

5: The religiobs leadera want traditional
religious la* to be followed strictly, which
means Aocreasing the amount of "Western"
customs and goods coming into the country.

6. The nations,who buy 'the oil want flit) price of

oil to be loweTed.,

7. The people of the country want the oil money to
be %vested in foreign businesses.

8. Other officials in the government want more oil
suliplied so the government will have more money

to buy foreign goods.

9. People in the nation want to have More money to

1.10. Other governments want you to use oil money and
oil supply to help their own cause.

I
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Given all these things, why,is it .so difficult for an
OPEC nation to makettecAsions ahout theft nation's
supply, price use of oil and'the money gained from
it?

2. How is eadh'perspecti4e different? Write yoUr thoughts
C. down under the list.of things you have grouped.

,

CONFLICT IN THE MIDDLE EAST

Any discussion of oil in North Africa.and the Middle East must

inclucle a section on the conflict in this area of the'world. This con-
e

flict affects areas all over the world as well. The United Stafes is

,particularly affected, because we aril dependent on oil coming froM the'

Middle East and because we are a powerful country.1

The conflict in the Middle.East is extremely complicated, but

briefly the situation ii this. In 1948. the Nation of Israel was created

by the United Nations. The United Nations is a world organization where

member nations.come togethex to discuss and try tosolve international

problems and concerns. Trior to the creation of the State of Isrhel

this area was called Palestine. Pal6stine was Partitioned or divided up

creating Israel, a homeland for Jewish people and-Arab territory, land

for mostly Mdslim people.

In 1948 war between the State of Israel and surrounding Arab Nations

. ended with Israel having more territory': .

Israel is a holy land for Jews. It is also a holy land for Muslims

as well,as Christians. Many still live there. When the State was created

As a haMeland for Jews, many 'Arabs left this area. They left because

they feared that a war would result, and because they did not want to

live in a Jewish State',

227
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The people who left are ParAtinian refugees. They do not have a

permanent home, because the land on which they wei4o to live now belongs

to Israel, Jordan and Egypt . any of the Palestinian. refugees do not

.recognize Israel's right to.existAs a State. They are living in the

surrounding Arab nations at want a homeland of their own. The people

oeIsrael do not want to g ve up the territory that 4as, created for them

0 bythe United Nations or the territory they.acqukred in the 1967 war.

So, we_have at leastAtwo groups 'of ppople who feel they.have a right to

the same land. See Map #3.

MIT #3

ISRAEL.
AREA tP -
occuPIED 15? 13RAEL IN 1967 MR,

NOW BEING ttETIALVED TO eopr

ISRAELI 1ttoktiar4y

ASEAS OCCUPIED
BINcE IRO WAR4

68 MILES

'

#0;



There have beeA four wars in this area since Israel was originallr

created in 1948, They were in 1948, 1956,. 1967 and 1973. 'Each time

there has been a war the rest of the world was affected. Arab-NatiOns

of North Africa and the Middle East support the Palestinn position.

The United States, on the other hand

Where does oil fit into all thi

been a supporter of Israel.

'Since the mid 1960's, the United St#tes, along with other indUstrial,

nations, has become more and more dependent on OPECoil. In 1973 OPEC

Natiohs imposed an oil embargo on the United States. An embargo is when

onb nation or group of nations refuses to sell a product or resource to

another country. The 1975 oil embargo lasted several months and the

that the United States was supporting srael's position too much and

ignoring'the rights of the Palestinian people. Powerful North African,

and Middle East OPEC Nations have used and are using their oil resource

shortages experienced affected us i r many ways. .The OPEC Nations felt

i'.0

in political and economic ways.

What kbasichlly a conflict in the Middle East affects us greatly. -

c

We need to import oil from ihose nations: We heed to have friendly rela-.

tioIts with the nations who sell us oil. We also want to support Israel's

right to exist. We want to be fair tmall partAes. But it is very diffi-

kr

cult,Ohecause people want different things. Any settlement of the

Palestinian question involves careful negotiation. We cannot cohIrol.a

the behaviors nor can wipforce our views pn other people.
0

President Carter in 1978 was able'to help eitablish communication

'that has led to the beginnings If a peaceful relationshiAetween arael

and Egypt. 'Still, the Camp David accords' are only's:. step in what needs
()

to be a total Middle Eastern peace settlement. -The United States is

playing amimportant role i the Middle'East. As a consumer of oil, a

229
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.producer of needed goods and a with' others `in 4 concern for

k

future, we aAconstantly trying to help settle the conflict.

(

'ACTIVITY # 7.

Look at the cartoons on this page. They are political

cartoon's. A political cartoon is someonOs point of view on

an issue. These cartoons each)kee the Middle Eastern conflict

from a'different point of view or perspective. ,Can you tell

which perspective is being favored in each carroon? Matchqhe

.number of the cartoon with the following Arspectives:

he

The Palestinian RefUgees 3: The United)States

2. The Israeli4 4.c Other Arab Nations

V5,
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TOE UNITED STATES, OIL AND TUE FUTURE

As lo g as 1ere is conflict in the Middle East, our .ndeded oil supply

is in danger. We are yery vulnerable. WO are in a fragile'pdsition,

because we cannot control all aspects of the situation. Think about-all the

' possibilities for the future. What if there is another war in the Middle .

*

East, and we cannot get th# oil we needy WhaVf a revolution in thecountry,

exportihg oil to us Causes tl)ejn t shut down the4r.oil wAlls? ,What if OPEC

nations refuse to selLoil to us? How long could we hold out? What would

happen in this country? These are all scary thoughts, but they Are

ACTIVITY # 8

Obtain a copy of the "Futures Wheel" for Actiyity #8 from
your teacher. Cut out the three circles. Circle "C" is placed
on "B" and. bOth are placed on You should be able to turn
all three circles. ,Match up the situations described in the

Flitiddle circle With the.possible outcomes in the outer circle.
For example: Cliere is a war in the Middle.East---, t (Which one-
of°11he four o tcomes is related to this?)

ft

Discuss the possible futures shown on the wheel. _Answer
theefollowing questions:

1. Do ybu think tha4e futures are possible?

2. How would the United States and othelknations
of the world be affected? ,

3. How would your life be affected?

--Trie MID-EAST Etk-kGY
prru1ze5 7,
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Now obtain a blank "Futures Wheel.",; The inner most

circle is "What if." In the middle circle copy the following

strategies:

at

1. We conserve the oil we use.
r

2. We develop alternative sources of energy.

3. We help countries negotiate a peaceful
settlement in the Middle East.'

In the outer'circle put things we can do to implement these

goals. These widl answer the'following questions: '.

1. How can we use less oil and/or use
sthe.oil we' do have more wisely?

2. What possille sources can we:develop?
What are the potential costs and .

benefits of these,sources?

3. How can the United Sites promote

peace and comproOise in the Middle

Eagt
*

Discuss your strategies with your classmates.

6
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